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The Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects/Nuclear Waste Project _
Office (NWPO) was created by the Nevada Legislature to oversee

federal high-level nuclear waste activities in the State_ Since _i
1985, it has dealt largely with the U.S. Department of Energy's

(DOE) siting of a high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca _i
Mountain in southern Nevada. As part of its oversight role, NWPO
has contracted for studies designed to assess the transportation _
impacts of a repository.
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In this study, tall and highway routes which may be used for

shipments of high-level nuclear waste to a proposed repository at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada are characterized. This characterization
facilitates three types of impact analysis: comparative study,
limited worst-case assessment, and more sophisticated

probabilistic risk assessment techniques.

Data for relative and absolute impact measures are provided

to support comparisons of routes based on selected
characteristics. A worst-case scenario assessment is included to
determine potentially critical and most likely places for
accidents oi" incidents to occur. The assessment facilitated by
the data in this study is limited because impact measures are
restricted to the identification of potential areas or persons
affected. No attempt is made to quantify the magnitude of these

impacts. Most likely locations for accidents to occur are
determ_ined relative to other locations within the scope of this

study. Independent factors and historical trends used to
identify these likely locations are only proxies for accident
probability.

Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), is one possible
extension of the analysis presented in this study. PRA
incorporates data for likelihoods (probabilities) and
consequences of events (e.g. accidents). While PRA is the most
analytical of the three techniques, it is also most data
intensive and, due to assumptions which must be made, most
controversial. Therefore, while a demonstration of PRA was
included in an earlier draft of this report, it has been excluded
in this versione but is currently the focus of additional
research being performed by the UNLV Transportation Research
Center (TRC) for the Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects.

Consideration of all three forms of analysis mentioned @hove
is warranted due to the controversial nature of both the issue

(nuclear waste transportation impacts) and application of the
available analytical techniques (especially PRA). The goal of
this research is to provide the basis for a system to be used for
analyzing impacts of nuclear waste transportation, as no single
tool is available at the present time for adequately addressing-

all concerns. When complete, such a system (located at the TRC)
will be comprised of trained analysts, computer hardware and
software, a geograplhic database, and a set of procedures for
using these elements to study transportation of high-]eve]
radioactive waste and other hazardous materials.



Foreword and _oknowledg_ents

With the passage of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982r
the State of Nevada established the Nuclear Waste Project Office
(NWPO), now organized as the Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects.
NWPO is responsible for monitoring of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) program in all aspects of site selection, including
investigation of transportation safety, risk and impacts. NWPO
is developing a comprehensive program which will provide an
assessment of safety and radiological risks of the use of
specified Nevada highway and rail routes to Yucca Mountain and
the determination of the potential safety, cost, socioeconomic,
infrastructure and environmental impacts resulting from their
use.

As a transportation contractor to NWPO since 1988, the UNLV
Transportation Research Center (TRC) has provided significant
support in the development and implementation of the
transportation program. TRC staff and contractors have (i)
prepared background reports and commentary on DOE transportation
technical and institutional initiatives, (2) provided assistance
in analyzing federal and state policies, legislation and
regulations which may affect nuclear waste transportation, and,
(3) with the present study, characterized and conducted
preliminary risk and impact studies on Nevada highway and rail
access routes which may be used, should a repository be licensed
for operation at Yucca Mountain.

This work effort provides the first step in the continuing
investigation of significant transportation issues related to the
proposed repository. The data and information collected and the
analytical models used and developed during this project are
valuable assets in assuring that these issue be addressed in a
rigorous fashion°

The study team wishes to express its appreciation to a
number of individuals within and outside the University who
supported the study team in the completion of the project. At
UNLV, these individuals include Professors James Cardle and Moses

Karakouzian for their assistance in developing the scope of the
project and identifying analytical processes which were used. I_
Martin Joseph and Walter Anderson provided assistance in data
collection and technical presentation. Bobbie Reding, the TRC II
management assistant, was instrumental in integrating the report
and in providing editorial assistance. {

_he comments of several reviewers of a draft of this

document were relevant and important to the study. These
{L

comments were addressed, where possible. Most of those that were
not addressed are to be considered during ongoing work at the
TRC. We gratefully acknowledge these reviewers: Mr. Mike L. L
Baughman, Intertech Consultants (for Lincoln County), Mr. Bruce !

Turner, Regional Transportation Commission (Clark County), Mr.

Brad Mettum (Esmeralda County), and Dr. Allen V. Kneese, L
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'oCollectl n of the large amount of data and information

required for the project was made possible only through the
efforts of a number of persons associated with State of Nevada
and local jurisdictions. A special thank you is given to each of
them:

Cornelio (Butch) Padilla, Nevada Department of Wildlife

Richard Moreno, State Commission on Tourism

Maud Naroll, University of Nevada, Reno

Fletch Brunelle, Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority

Nancy Powers, City of North Las Vegas

William Cadwallader, Nevada Department of Transportation

Kris Kolar, Nevada Natural Heritage Program

Fred Dugger, Legislative Council Bureau

Rett Jesse, Nevada Department of Conservation

Dan Lyons, Nevada Department of Transportation

Craig Sweeney, Nevada Department of Taxation

Larry McCutcheon, City of North Las Vegas

Nick Braybrooke, Las Vegas Valley Water District
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN TRANSPORTATION ROUTES:

pRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION AND RISK ANALYSIS
May 1991

UNLV Transportation Remearch Center (TRC)

Executive Summary

I. introduutlon

The goal of this research effort is to provide the basis for
a 'rRC system to analyze risks and impacts of nuclear waste
transportation. When complete, this system will be comprised of
trained analysts, computer hardware and software, a geographic
database and a set of procedures to study transportation of high-
level radioactive materials. At present, no single tool is
available for adequately addressing all concerns.

The specific purpose of the present study was to
characterize three rail access routes and four highway routes
which may be used for shipments of high-level nuclear waste to a
proposed repository at Yucca Mountain. In meeting these
purposes, the (i) utility of new or existing methodologies for
data capture and integration, and, (2) development of inputs for
later risk and impact analyses were demonstrated.

The characterization of these highways and rail access
corridors will facilitate at least three approaches to impact

analysis. These include (i) comparative studies, (2) limited
worst-case assessments, and, (3) probabilistic risk assessment
techni_les. Consideration of all three forms of analysis is
warranted due to the sometimes controversial nature of impact
assessment and application of available analytical techniques,
especially probabilistic risk assessment (PRA).

The approaches identified in the previous paragraph are but
three of a number of possible strategies that may be pursued.
The first two are relatively straightforward and provide decision
makers with an readily usable and effective tool for addressing
nuclear waste transportation issues. These two methods are
capable of representing specific concerns of state and local
authorities. Once study parameters have been agreed upon, there
is little room for misinterpretation of the results°

For example, using comparative analysis, the data presented
in this report provide the capability to express the number of
persons residing within 5 miles of one route as opposed to
another. In limited worst-case analysis, the greatest number of
persons within a i0 mile radius of any point along the routes
could be used as a proxy for population exposure. Finally, PRA
is based on incorporating measures of consequence, such as
exposure of human populations, with associated (derived) measures
of probability of occurrence.
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The present research was developed in a natural progression
from data collection and analyses needed for general comparisons
to the more specific and detailed _nputs needed for PRA. For
example, the data required for characterization and comparative

form the core of the data needed to perform a worst-case __!analysis

study. Similarly, these data, when refined, are part of those
required for probabilistic risk assessment.

Relative and absolute data are provided to support future _
comparisons of highway and rail routes. Comparisons of highway _
routes may be based on the five probability data categories and _i
eight consequence data categories developed for this study. The
rail access corridors may be compared using three probability q

data categories and eight consequence data categories.

Data for limited worst-case assessment include the most

critical and most likely places for accidents or incidents to
occur. Most likely locations for accidents are determined
relative to other locations on a particular route. Independent "
factors and historical trends used to identify these likely
locations are proxies for accident probability.

The authors recognize that any risk or impact assessments

facilitated by this study are restricted since this effort is a xi
preliminary characterization and a demonstration of techniques, sl

Not all identified probability and consequence measures were _i
used. No attempt was made to include all attainable data, _

prioritize impact assessment variables or to quantify the

magnitude of these impacts.

II. Characterized Routes

Four highway routes to a proposed high-level radioactive
waste repository at Yucca Mountain were specified and
characterized. Two routes entered Nevada from Utah at Wendover.

One route entered from Arizona at Mesquite, and one from southern
California at Stateline. These routes have been identified by
the U.S. Department of Energy or the State of Nevada as potential
paths for nuclear waste shipments.

In addition, three rail access corridors under study by the _I

U.S. Department of Energy were investigated. These access routes _i
include spurs which would connect the repository with the Union
Pacific Railroad. Connections to the mainline would be made near _

Jean, Caliente or Carlin. _
,_

III. Characterization Measures

Characterization measures were divided into two categories,
including probability and consequence measures. All of the data
elements identified for a full characterization study were not _
assimilated due to resource limitations. The most important or
readily obtainable data were collected and measures derived for
each of several segments of the analyzed routes. _

xviii _
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In the _ollowing listings, those uoasuroB used in the present

study are numb@red, Thono mo&sures not umod are marked by an
I asterisk (*).

Measures required to support all three types of analysis
were identified. These include:

l
I° measures oE consequence probability

Note that the general phrase "consequence probability"

| is used rather than accident or incident probability,
as there may be consequences of routine operations .

| The probabilities associated with non-routine
operations are very small and the probability

| associated with routine operations is one minus this
small number. Therefore, the probability of routine
operational consequences can be taken as 1.0, for all
practical purposes.

a. probability of occurrence and severity of
radiological accidents measured by:

I) accident location;
2) probability of accident;
* type, severity of accident;
* probability of release/ dispersion/

magnitude;
* areal coverages speed, timing;
* probability of exposure;
* probability of exposure effects.

I
b. probability of occurrence and severity of non-

_ radiological accidents measured by:

I i) accident location;
2) probability of accident;

I _ type, severity of accident.

- i Probability data used for highway analysis:

I i) distance
2) accident history and rates

i 3) infrastructure characteristics
4) hazardous materials shipments and inventories
5) road conditions (environmental)

_

_ IConsequences of routine transportation of hazardous material
include, but are not necessarily limited to costs and other impacts

; of: transportation infrastructure construction and maintenance,
increased traffic volume, emergency preparedness, and noise/air
pollution0
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Erobability data_ed for r_lil_access analysiS:

i) distance _
2) anticipated accident rates
3) hazardous materials inventories '

2. measures oE oonsequenoe/sovezity oE consequence

a. radiological, accident conditions: r

i) health effects;
2) economic effects;

3) environmental impacts; r
* institutional impacts;
* social impacts due to perception of Y

risks/human factors.

b_ non-radiological (no release), accident
conditions:

Same as above.

c. radiological, non-accident conditions:

i) health effects; _

2) economic impacts;
* institutional impacts; _

* social impact due to perceived risk/human
factors. _

d. non-radiologicale non-accident conditions:

I) economic impacts;
2) environmental impacts;
* institutional impacts.

Consequence data used for hiqhway a_:

I) resident population
2) non-resident population
3) ecologically sensitive areas
4) land use

5) property value _
6) difficult/dangerous to evacuate areas
7) meteorological conditions _

8) traffic volume _ _

Conse__/uence data used f_[_rail__Analvsis:
_ ,, _

i) resident population
2) non-resident population _
3) ecologically sensitive areas
4) land use

* not used in present study. _
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Consequence dat_ used _or__L_ilaccess analysis
(continued):

5) property value
6) difficult/dangerous to evacuate areas
7) meteorological conditions
8) infrastructure characteristics

IV. Methods

Four Nevada highway routes leading to the site of the

proposed high-level radioactive waste repository were selected
for specification and characterization. Selected routes are
thcse which would be used under present federal regulation or
those which may be designated by the State of Nevada as
alternatives. Two routes enter Nevada on Interstate 15 from
Arizona and California and continue to the site cn U.S. 95. Two
routes enter the state on U.S. 93 at Wendover and continue to the

site on portions of state and U.S. highways. Total length of the
routes ranges from 105 to 435 miles.

Three rail access routes recommended by DOE for preliminary

engineering and characterization studies were analyzed in this
study. These spurs would be connected to one of two mainline
railroads presently operating in Nevada. The access routes
include spurs beginning at Jean, Caliente and Carlin. Total
length of the routes ranges from 121 to 406 miles.

f

I Probability measures regarding the likelihood ofI

radiological and Don-radiological accidents were developed. Theywere then integrated into a computerized relational database
" developed at the UNLV Transportation Research Center. This
i database allows for comprehensive or detailed accident and

i infrastructure analyses, as appropriate. Five elements wereincluded in the probability data set for highway analysis and
| three elements for rail analysis|
!

Consequence measures regarding health effects, economic

effects and environmental impacts under accident and non-accident II
conditions were developed using a geographic information system
(GIS) designed by TRC staff. Eight elements were included in the

data set for both and railconsequence highway analysis.
m

Analyses were completed for most variables for corridors of0.5, i, 2, 6, ]0 and 20 miles along the routes. Time and
resource constraints made it impossible to derive some measures
for each corridor width. However, current GIS applications at
TRC will allow rapid extension of data collection and analytic
capabilities within a short time.

=

V. Preliminary Findings and Discussion

In the comparative analysis for highways, tables are
o presented at the end of Chapter 2 which compare average or

absolute values within various corridors for each data variable.
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No attempt was made to assign weights or level of importance for
decision making. This would fall within the province of state,
local government and tribal officials who would use the results -J
in such deliberations. Comparative data for potentially critical
accident locations (end of Chapter 3) and likely accident
locations (end of Chapter 4) may be used in the same fashion. In 4
future investigations, measures developed in these comparative -.
studies, as well as data not complete or yet collected, may be _
used in probability risk assessments for selected routes. -_

In the comparative analysis for rail, tables are also
presented (ends of Chapter 5 and 6) to show average or absolute
values for each variable. These route-specific data should be __
most helpful in assisting the state in monitoring DOE work on
rail access routes and in conducting independent studies of
selected routes. An important use of the data would be in the
development of an inventory of the facilities. This inventory
could then be used in the estimation of ,_osts and analysis of
safety of operations on the route. It would also provide
critical information for conducting probabilistic risk assessment
for a route.

Data on design standards and specifications would provide ! _
the basis for design and construction of the rail spur along the
corridor. This would be helpful in identifying some of the . -
constraints or restrictions of use of the proposed corridor.

C

At present, the existing data do not provide sufficient

detail to be used for any engineering purposes or for a _ !
comprehensive evaluation of the route. Precise information on
the al_gnment of the proposed spur is unavailable. This _ _
information is critical for development of the engineering design _ _
and cost estimates, as well as for a comprehensive assessment of _.....

the route. ,_

TRC research efforts in the near and long terms will enhance _i_
the utility of the study results by modifying several of the
databases developed for this project. In addition, 1991 work
under the NWPO contract will include the study of certain _
institutional factors not addressed in the present investigation. .__
Several improved methodologies for data collection, estimation " _

and presentation also will be incorporated in the 1991 work. i.•

r

-
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i in_roductlon

1.1 Background and Motivation for the Study

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), as amended,
directed the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to study Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, for suitability as the nation's first deep
geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste. The transportation of these wastes from
nuclear reactors and defense facilities to a repository is a most
visible and important consideration in determining the
feasibility of such an undertaking.

Of great concern to persons in Nevada and throughout the
country are the potential risks and impacts which would result
from the cross-country transportation of large amounts of such
hazardous cargo. Working with the Nevada StateLocal Government
Planning Group (SLGPG), the Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects
(_PO) has identified major areas of concern within the state.
These are (I) policy, cost and legal implications for states and
local governments, (2) safety and health risks to the human
population and (3) risks of disturbing and/or contaminating the
environment. Major transportation issues and a framework for
ongoing investigation have been identified through a

transportation needs assessment (1989) commissioned by NWPO
through the UNLV Transportation Research Center (TRC). Since
1985, NWPO contractors have engaged in investigations in the
areas of socioeconomic and cost impact, risk assessment,
potential degradation and maintenance of highway infrastructure,
system safety, system development, and institutional
interactions. With the guidance of the SLGPG and the

transportation needs assessment, this study provides three
methodologies and supporting data for a preliminary _:-iskandI
impact analysis of nuclear waste transportation in Nevada. It
is anticipated that later TRC work will integrate appropriate
findings of the ongoing NWPO socioeconomic study.

I.2 Methodology

The goal of this research is to provide the basis for a
system for analyzing impacts of nuclear waste trans,portation, as
no single tool is presently available for adequately addressing
all concerns. In this study, potential rail and highway access
routes within Nevada are characterized. This characterization

facilitates three types of analyses (from among a number of
possible strategies that can be taken):

i) comparative study, which uses relative and absolute data
to support comparisons on selected characteristics.

_This study was performed by the UNLV Transportation Research
Center (TRC) for the Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Nuclear
Waste Projects Office (NWPO).
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2) worst-caae assesament, which includes the detel-mination

of the potentially critical and potentially likely places for
accidents or incidents to occur. The assessment facilitated by
the data is restricted because impact measures are limited to the
identification of potential areas or persons affected. No

attempt is made to quantify the magnitude of these impacts, and _
in the case of likely locations for accidents, only proxy

measures (e.g., independent factors, historical trends) are used
in determining accident probability.

3) probabilistlc risk asseslmemt (PRJ&), which demonstrates =

the incorporation of data for likelihoods (probabilities) and
consequences of impacts. PRA differs from worst case assessment
in that all seg1_ents of a proposed route contribute to the total
"risk". In worst-case assessment, only the worst places (in
terms of potential consequences) and likely places (i11 terms of
probability) for an accident to occur are identified. Those
locations not determined to be critical are not singled out for
analysis.

In PRA, the probability of an incident occurring at any
point (segl_ent) along the route is multiplied by its quantitative
consequences to derive a measure of risk. The measures for each
seqment are then sure,ned to represent the risk for the entire _-
route. PRA is the most analytical of the three techniques, the
most data intensive, and, due to assumptions which must be made, _
most controversial. While the data and methodologies presented
in this study support the application of PRA, this method of
analysis is currently being demonstrated under separate study 2.

The first two approaches identified in the previous
paragraphs (comparative study and worst case assessment) are
relatively straightforward, but provide decision makers with an
effective yet transparent tool for addressing nuclear waste
transportation issues. These two methods are capable of
representing specific concerns of state and local authorities a
say, what populations are within potentially affected areas.
Once the parameters to be included in such studies are agreed
upon, there is little room for misinterpretation of the results.
For example, using comparative analysis, the data presented in =
this report provide the capability to express the numJDer of _
persons residing within 5 miles of one route as opposed to
another or the extent of ecologically sensitive areas within a 20
mile corridor surrounding one or more routes. In limited worst-
case analysis, the greatest number of persons within a i0 mile
radius of any point along the routes could be deter_nined.

Finally PRA is based on incorporating measures of :_
consequence, s%_ch as exposure of human populations, with
associated (derived) measures of probability of occurrence. "_

L--

2
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Transportation Research

Center (TRC) fiscal year 1991 work sponsored by the Nevada Agency
fur Nu_iear Projects, _uciear Waste _rojec_.s O_f_ce (NWPO).
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The research reported here was developed in a natural

progression from data collection and analy_sis needed for general
comparisons to the more specific and datailed needed for PRA.
For example, the data required for characterization and
comparative enalysis form the core of the data needed to perform
a worst-case study. Similarly, these data, when refined, are

part of those required for probabilistic risk assessment.

A discussion of data requirements for route-specific

probability risk assessment using models such as RADTRAN 4.0 is
presented in Section 1.3. In that section, several matrices are
presented that assist in identifying the types of measures and
data required to establish estimates of potential consequences of
transporting high-level spent nuclear fuel and the associated
probabilities of occurrence for these consequences. In Section
1.4, the measures and data used in this study are defined.
Section 1.5 addresses some of the major concerns regarding

availability and quality of data for route-specific probabilistic
risk assessment.

PRA requires 4etermination or estimation of consequences and
their associated probability of occurrence. One methodology

proposed for PRA includes developing measures of spent fuel
transportation consequences, establishing the probabilities of
each of these consequences, and multiplying these together to
obtain measures of total impact. The following diagram displays
the overall concept outlined in this methodology.

PRA Methodological Concept

[3EPENDENT
'v"_IABLES) _ ...... i 1 _- --
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1.3 General Data Requirements

This section presents a discussion of the general data
required to support all three types of analysis defined in
section 1.2.1. While the diagram in the preceding section
demonstrates the PRA concept, the measures and data to be

_

=_
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included in matrices A throu_,h D can be used for all three !
analytical methodologies.

Matrix A (Table 1-1) presents measures of consequence
probability identified in this study. .The general phrase
"consequence probability" is used rather than accident or

incident p_obability, as there may be consequences of routine
operations. Because the probabilities associated with non-
routine operations are very small, and the probability associated
with routine operations is one minus this small number, the
probabillty of routine operational consequences can be taken as
1.0, for all practical purposes.

The consequences of spent fuel transportation may be
classified according to Matrix C (Table 1-2).

Matrix B (Table i-3) presents the data required to establish
probabilities of various levels of radiological and non-
radiological accidents (the probability of non-accident
operations is 1.0 minus the probability of accident operations - ::_
see note above under the description of Table I-i).

The data needed to support quantification of these measures •
are presented in Matrix D (Table 1-4). -_

Table I-I .._:_

Matrix A: Measurem of Probability =

Radiolo ical Non-Radiolo i_l_ =

Accident Probability of occurrence and Probability of
severity of radio-logical occurrence and 7
accidents measured by: severity of non- _--

radiological --
Probability of Accident: Type, accidents '-

Severity measured by: ......
Probability of Release/ '-....

Dispersion: Magnitude, Areal Probability of
Coverage, Speed, Timing Accident: Type, _--_

Probability of Exposure Severity i,=
_-----__Pr__0babi!ity of Exposure _E.ffe_ct____

Non- Probability = I Probability = 1 !.i
Accident

3Consequences of routine transportation of hazardous material
include, but are not necessarily limited to costs and other impacts I _
of: transportation infrastructure construction and maintenance,

increased traffic volume, emergency preparedness, and noise/air I.i
pollution. " _-
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1.4 Scope and Limit$tlons of the Study

The previous sections have identified the overall framework
for the impact analyses used in this study. This section
discusses the major components of this framework: the measures
and data used to quantify impacts. Probability and consequence
data which were within the scope of this research are first
listed. Some important measures which were beyond the scope of
this study are then described.

This chapter delineates both the measures studied and not
studied in the present effort. This is appropriate in providing
the reader with a franework with which to review and interpret

the findings. However, the reader must keep in mind that the
absolute values of each of the measures may be of limited use to
decision makers given the rapid growth of the southern Nevada

region. This growth will have major effects on such factors as
population numbers and distribution; land use; traffic and
commodity flows on rail and highway; and, infrastructure, among
others_ In turn, these changes will have significant effects

upon risk and impact analysis which must be done should the
repository becomes closer to reality. This issue was not
addressed in this descriptive study. A well-defined effort must

' be made within the next two years to deal with problems of

projection of relationships between rapidly changing situations
and reasonable impact analyses.

Given this, the reader may be well advised to focus upon
methodologies and measure definition rather than the absolute
values of the measures to ascertain whether the present approach

: is likely to be of utility in the future.

1.4.1 Measures Within Scope of Study

Characterization measures included in the study were divided
into two categories: probability measures and consequence
measures. Due to resource limitations, all of the data elements
identified in the matrices of the preceding section were not
assimilated. Key data and other readily obtainable data were
collected and measures were derived for each of several segments
of the analyzed routes. Tl%is format is compatible with the

• requirements of existing PRA models such as RADTRAN. Example
route-specific PRA's (RADTRAN runs) using some of these data
(along with default values provided by RADTRAN) will be presented
in future work.

t
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Tabla I-2

Matrix C: Measures of Consequence/Severity of Consequenoe P_

I .......Radiological Non-Radiological

Accident I) Health Effects i) Health Effects _ii_

Acute or latent effects of Injury/death to:
radiation exposure _-_

- crew

Number of persons exposed - drivers and passengers _-_-
and distribution of of other vehicles

exposure levels - pedestrians _._
- general population

- general population _i_

- crew and handlers 2) Economic Effects _
- drivers and passengers

of other vehicles - property damage _
- pedestrians - medical and lost wages

- emergency responders __i
3) Institutional Impacts

2) Economic Effects _+
- organizational/

- cleanup regulatory impacts __j_
- business disruption - loss of revenues due

(present and future) to perceived impacts _i_- loss of tax base -other

- loss of land rents _.ii_
-+ loss of access to 4) Social Impact

transportation _
facilities - due to perceived risk

- emergency response - other _+
- medical and lost wages

- perceptual amplification _i_- other

3) Environmental Impacts

on: _i_-

- Wildlife species _-+_
- Water supplies

- recreational ].ands _+
- other

4) Institutional Impacts

- loss of tax revenues

- organizational/ |.
regulatory impacts

5) Social Impact due to

,,.perception of risks _+
' ' i 'I ,,r1__-- r ,r '"" i -_Z_ ,, ,___ '" _.T , , __' ,_,--

L:+
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Table I-2 (cont.)

Matrix C: Measures of Consequence/Severity of Consequence (cont.)

Radio 'ical Non-Radiol ical

Non-' i) Health Effects i) Economic Impacts
Accident

Latent effects of - operating costs
radiation exposure - infrastructure

maintenance

number of persons exposed - infrastructure
and distribution of reconstruction
exposure levels - infrastructure

development
- general population - traffic congestion
- crew - changes in property
- drivers and passengers values due to

of other vehicles infrastructure changes
- pedestrians - other

2) Economic Impact 2) Environmental Impacts

- health effects - due to infrastructure

- perceived impacts improvement or
development

3) Institutional Impacts - due to increased
traffic levels

- organizational/ - other
regulatory impacts

- loss of revenues due to 3) Institutional Impacts
perceived impacts

- other - organizational/
regulatory

: 4) Social Impact - other

- due to perceived risk
- other
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Table I-3

Matrix B: Probability Data

"' ,, , .......... ""--_ , III - ' - - °

Radiolo ical Non-radiolo ical -_-

Accident I) Driver Same as Radiological --
without radiological "_

- Shipment/Vehicle/Driver characteristics of the -_
Characteristics shipment _

2) Shipment "_
-

- Shipment/Vehicle/Driver I_

Characteristics I_

3 _.Vehicle __

- Shipment/Vehicle/Driver _-_
.__

Characteristics

4 ) Road ' =
_-:._

- Highway Distance/ ' _
Specification _ _? ._

- Highway Infrastructure

- Highway Traffic _-_
- Highway Accident ....

History _-_

- Railroad Infrastructure __i
- Rail Corridor

Specification/ Distance [,,.
- Railroad Traffic

- Rail Accident History _-_

5) Environmental _._T. --

- Hazardous Shipments/ I=,_
Inventories

- Meteorological/ tq'_-• _.

Environmental

6) Institutional.

- Legislation, Policies,
Regulations: Current _IZ
and Pro_sed

Non- Probability = 1.0 Probability = 1.0
iLAccident _-_

_._
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Table I-4

Matrix D: Consoquonce Data

_ -- ' I ,I . "I I " .... ::. ,,,, ,

.... Radiological ........ Non-radiolg_ical ......

Accident - Population - Highway Traffic
- Land Use - Hazardous Shipments/
- Property Values Inventories
- Tourism, business - Shipment/Vehicle/

location and operation, Driver Characteristics
retirement migration - Legislation, Policies,
statistics and Regulations: Current
projections and Proposed

- Difficult/dangerous to - Emergency Response
evacuate locations Data

- Ecologically Sensitive
Areas

- Highway Distance/
Specification

- Highway Traffic
- Rail Corridor

Specification/Distance
- Hazardous Shipments/

Inventories

- Shipment/Vehicle/Driver
Characteristics

- Legislation, Policies,
Regulations: Current
and Proposed

- Emergency Response Data

- Exposure pathwaz _ _-------

Non- - Population - Land Use
accident - Land Use - Property Values

- Property Values - Ecologically Sensitive
- Tourism, business Areas

location and operation, - Highway Distance/
retirement migration: Specification
statistics and - Highway Infrastructure=

projections - Highway Traffic
- Highway Distance/ - Railroad

Specification Infrastructure
- Highway Traffic - Rail Corridor
- Rail Corridor Specification

Specification/Distance /Distance

- Shipment/Vehicle/Driver - Shipment/Vehicle/
Characteristics Driver Characteristics

o - Legislation, Policies, - Legislation, Policies,
Regulations: Current Regulations: Current

. and Proposed and Proposed
- Emergency Response Data

.__--_., ,,,, _, ,, , , !_ _ ._".'., ._ ',.,',,,',, , , ,,
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Data used in developing the probability and consequence
measures are listed below. Detailed sources, values, and uses of
the measures in identifying potentially critical and likely
places for accidents to occur are presented in Chapters 2 through
6 of this report.

Probability Data Used for Highway Analysis

1. Distance

2. Accident history and rates
3. Infrastructure characteristics

4. Hazardous materials shipments and inventories
5. Road conditions (environmental)

Consequence Data Used for Highway Analysis

i. Resident population
2. Non-resident population ;
3. Ecologically sensitive areas
4. Land use
5. Property value
6. Difficult/dangerous to evacuate locations
7. Meteorological conditions
8. Traffic volume

Probability Data Used for Rail Access Analysis

I. Distance _i2. Anticipated accident rates
3. Hazardous materials inventories _-_

Consequence Data Used for Rail Access Analysis _I

i. Resident population
2. Non-resident population
3. Ecologically sensitive areas _
4. Land use

5. Property value
6. Difficult/dangerous to evacuate locations
7. Meteorological conditions
8. Infrastructure characteristics

f_

Some of the route-specific data collected for this report
are presented in terms of density within corridors of various _
widths along the routes. It is important to note that, while it
would be desirable to know the magnitude of these measures for ._
any given corridor width, time and resource limitations made that
impossible within the current scope. Therefore, some measures _
are derived for more corridor widths than others. For example,
due to the labor intensive process used to calculate property '_
values, this measure is presented only for a 2 mile corridor. ]ILI_
Non-resident populations, however, were calculated using an
automated geographic information system (GIS) which facilitated -_I

estimations for 0.5, i, 2, 6, I0, and 20 mile corridor widths. _-_

Currently, GIS application is facilitating calculation of most [_

z-10
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parameters for all corridor widths, but is beyond the scope of
the current study.

1.4.2 Important Measures Not Studied

interpretation of the findings of this study is limited
since data were not collected for the following six
characterization measures which may influence results of a

transportation impact assessment. Such data were not collected
because of time constraints, the qualitative nature of the data

or present unavailability of information.

i) Emergency Response Capability and Safe Havens

Information on emergency response capability and safe havens
would be necessary for determining institutional control and cost
impacts due to accidents or incidents along the analyzed routes.
Information on emergency facilities and capabilities and
identification of possible safe havens for either highway or rail
routes is not presently available and should be included in
future research.

2) Measures of Impact on Tourism, Business and Migration

Measures of impact on tourism, business and migration would
provide a basis for the assessment of off-network impacts due to
transportation of radioactive waste. Socioeconomic impact
studies for NWPO have included preliminary information on
tourism, business and migration. However, they were not route-
specific, and, in some cases, incomplete for routes included in

= the present analysis. Data requirements for use in
= transportation studies need to be identified, and such data

collected and included in more comprehensive impact analyse_.
Data compatibility issues which arise as a result of the
qualitative nature of some of this information need to be
resolved in the development of a complete and integrated impact

- assessment program.

3) Shipment/Vehicle/Driver Characteristics

= Information on shipment, vehicle and driver characteristics
= affect the probable safety risks, health effect and accident

likelihood and severity. A complete risk assessment must include
these elements. However, at present, complete information is not

= available for modal mix, cask and vehicle characteristics,
operational plans and driver qualifications and training. The
Department of Energy is in the process of developing cask designs
and has yet to provide plans for modal mix, system configuration
and operations and driver qualifications and training. This
information is expected to be published during Federal Fiscal
Year 1991 as part of the DOE Transportation Plan. As such
information becomes available, it will be included in the ongoing
State transportation risk and impact assessments.

= I-ii



4) Legislation/Policies/Regulation
w

Qualitative information on legislation, policies and
regulations is valuable in determining the available state
network for the potential transportation of nuclear waste to a
repository. It is also important in determining possible
institutional control of risks and impacts accruing from such
shipments. The State of Nevada is presently considering the _
designation of routes for highway-route-controlled quantities of
nuclear materials (including nuclear waste) and federal law
establishes specified procedures for state route designation.
However, the State designation process is not complete and the
U.S. Congress has only recently re-authorized the Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) as the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Uniform Safety Act (HMTUSA). This act clarifies
the roles of federal and state governments in regulating hazmat
shipments. HMTUSA calls for cooperative studies in mode and
route selection and use of dedicated trains in shipping hazardous _
materials. It also requize_ the U.S. Department of
Transportation to engage in rulemaking regarding shipment =
container standards, personnel training and emergency
preparedness. In view of recency of this federal action and
delays in implementation, it is not yet possible to intelligently
assess its potential impact _

5) Perceived Risk/Dread Amplification

It is known from a series of studies done on behalf of the _i
State of Nevada (i.e., Slovic, Kasperson, Kunreuther) that the
general public perceives the risk of high-level waste
transportation to be significantly greater than do investigators
in the field. Added to this is the public "dread" surrounding _
nuclear issues. At this point, no mature approach has been
developed to address inflated public perceptions of consequences
and probability irl calculating such impacts as cost of public
opposition and stigmatization effects of transportation
accidents. In certain cases, perceived risk may have significant
effects on governmental policy or regulatory action which may
influence impact levels. The findings of investigations which r

address these issues should be integrated into a comprehensive
impact analysis.

6) Delineation of Alternative Routes
L

The analyses in this study do not consider the availability
of alternative routes. "In the event of an accident, highways _-_
within rural Nevada may be closed for inordinately long periods
of time. This would be particularly true in the event that a Lj
cleanup were required. In difference to urban areas, rural areas
frequently do not have alternative transportation routes_ The l
potential impact due to circuitous routing may be important, and

J

1
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is not considered in this report. ,'4 As characterization

proceeds, it may be necessary to consider other routes not
included here. Should this be the case, methodologies developed

in the present study will be transferrable to the analyses of
other routes.

1.5 Data Colleation and Reduction Methodologies

Due to the structure of this report, presentation of data
collection and reduction methodologies in each section
characterizing the routes would be repetitive. To avoid this, a
general description of these methodologies is given here. Where
applicable, unique considerations are presented in the body of
this report.

1.5.I Probability Measures

Accident History and Rates

Highway accident history data were collected for a five year
period, from 1984 through 1988. Accident records were obtained
from the Safety Engineering Division of the Nevada Department of
Transportation (NDOT) on magnetic tape. The accident records
include about 90 items of information for each reported accident.
The exact location, date, and vehicle type were used in
determining accident rates for all vehicles and trucks only.
Truck accident data were broken down into: single unit trucks,
trucks with one trailer, and trucks with two trailers. Data were
aggregated by segments defined to represent homogeneous roadway
elements. Segments were defined as large as possible to provide
statistical significance.

A public domain relational data base (RIM)was used to
manage the disaggregated accident data. Location, date, and
vehicle type involved in the accidents were extracted from data
stored on magnetic tape.

Segment distances and vehicle traffic used for calculating
accident rates were obtained from the NDOT Annual Traffic

Reports. Calculations appear in Appendices 2-B, 2-H, 2-N, and
2-T. Included in these appendices are segment lengths, roadway
functional classification and class, traffic volume, vehicle and
truck miles traveled, vehicle and truck kilometers traveled,
number of accidents, accidents per mile, accidents per kilometer,
accidents per million vehicle and truck miles traveled, and the

4

review comments from Mike Baughman, Intertech Consultants.
(Consultant to Lincoln County - in a letter to Ms. Robert Halstead
of NWPO, dated Januaz_ 30, 1991.)
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five year averages and standard deviations s for accidents per
million vehicle and truck miles traveled.

_nfrastruoture

This report adopts the funcuional highway classification
scheme used by the Nevada Department of Transportation. These
classifications include: Interstate Rural, Interstate Urban,
Principal Arterial Rural, Principal Arterial Urban, Minor
Arterial Rural, Minor Arterial Urban, Major Collector Rural,
Minor Collector Rural, Collector Urban, Local Rural, Local Urban,
and Principal Arterial Freeway/Expressway Urban. =_

Highway facilities outside urban areas make up the rural
road system. Interstate highways are characterized by fully
controlled access and grade-separated interchanges. Principal =
arterials consist mainly of the highest traffic volume corridors.

Minor arterials are streets and highways that service (intersect) _
principal arterials. Collectors funnel traffic from local
streets to the arterial system. Local streets are low-volume =
access roads.

Road width includes traveled lanes and available shoulder.

While highway traffic lanes should generally be at least 12 feet
wide, shoulder areas provide space for emergency stops, space for
drivers to recover safely if there is loss of vehicle control,
and structural support of the traffic-bearing pavement.

Pavement type is divided into two categories: rigid and
flexible. Rigid pavements are constructed with Portland cement _
concrete. Flexible pavements consist of bituminous materials.

The Nevada Department of Transportation uses the following t_'
notation for pavement types: I indicating bituminous concrete, J
indicating portland cement concrete, and G indicating mixed _
bituminous pavement.

Currently only about 20 percent of roadway characteristics
data exist in computerized form at NDOT. As most of this -_

information still resides in written or map format, it was beyond =
the scope of this study to collect complete data for roadway -=
geometrics and infrastructure. However, these additional

r_

infrastructure data are likely to have an important effect on
intpact assessments, and should be collected for future studies.

The following parameters were collected to represent the
difference in infrastructure between the routes.

L,

SStandard deviation is a measure of variation given in the same
units as samples (in this study, accident rates for various years), hl_
It reflects the variation of a set of samples around the true

average value for the underlying distribution. In this study, a L
normal distribution is assumed for accident rates. High standard
deviations relative to the average can indicate high variances but L
may also reflect an insufficient sample size.
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| - Functional classification
- Number of lanes /

i - Road width ,_

- Pavement type ,
I - Bridges and culverts

- Railroad crossings, oveL_passes Ind undergasses
| - Speed limits and travel times

- Rest areas

I - Truck length and weight limits
i;

I _ Hasazdous Shipmonts/Xnventories /
/

I Hazardous shipments and inventories were included in the
data collected for this study. In the event o/:Ea collision withI
or other incident involving the release of :haz/ardous materials,
nuclear waste shipments and crew members may ¢lome In contact with
flammable gases, poisonous gases, etiologic and other hazardous

materials. In addition to potentially increasing the probability
of a release of radioactivity, these material:¢ may complicate
emergency response activitie_ and cleanup ope!!rations. A further
application of these data would be to help assess a baseline risk
of non-radiological hazardous materials to the public. This
would facilitate comparative risk assessment (between high-level
waste and other hazardous material shipments).

Six parameters were included in the hazardous
shipments/inventories data:

I. Number of trucks per day along routes.
2. Number of trucks per day crossing routes.
3. Number of tons per day along routes.
4. Number of tons per day crossing routes.
5. Miles of high pressure natural gas pipelines

within route corridors.

6. High pressure natural gas pipelines crossing
routes.

Items 1 through 4 were determined from NDOT's 1988 Commodity
Report. Truck shipments and tons of hazardous material shipped
include nine categories of hazardous materials:

-- explosives, including those with mass explosion
hazard, projection hazard, fire hazard, and very

: insensitive explosives.
-- gases, including flammable, nonflammable, and

poisonous.

-- flammable liquids with a flash-point from below
-18 degrees Celsius up to 61 degrees Celsius.

-- flammable solids, spontaneously combustible
material, and materials that are dangerous when
wet.

-- oxidizers and organic peroxides.
-- poisonous and etiologic (infectious) materials.

=
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-- radioactive materials.
-- corrosives ....
-- miscellaneous hazardous materials.

Data were collected for total number of trucks carrying
hazardous materials and tons of hazardous material that would _
cross or come close to potential nuclear waste transportation
rOUteS. "_

Miles of high pressure natural ga_ pipelines lying within __
each corridor were taken from maps provided by the Nevada Public
Service Commission's Hazardous Materials pipelines Locatinq -_
_tlas_ Where two or more pipelines were located within the same
corridor of a particular route, the total mileage reflects a _
summation.

The number of high pressure pipelines crossings for each of
the rail and highway routes was also obtained In some _
instances, the same pipeline crossed a route several times.

Data limitations for' hazardous shipments/inventories
included the lack of detailed information about hazardous

material shipments° The NDOT commodity report showed a listing
of the number of shipments and the tonnage but no information was _
included about the frequency or consequences of accidents. The
hazardous materials pipeline atlas showed the physical location
of pipelines in Nevada but listed no details about the amount of

being shipped through each pipeline. Note: Only high pressure _
natural gas pipelines are included in this study. Data for
pipelines carrying other hazardous materials, such as chlorine
and gasoline are not presented in this study. _

Data for high pressure natural gas pipelines are specified
primarily as a probability factor. The effects of a rupture and ._
subsequent explosion of such a facility on a nuclear waste
shipment are not clear. However, the location of these pipelines _
must also be considered from the non-nuclear perspective in
construction issues. In particular, the effect of new or
increased rail traffic above or near buried pipelines is also the
subject of recent inquiry (e.g. Southern California Rail/Gas :_'

Pipeline incident, 1989). _

Road Conditions (Environmental) _

Data on environmental factors which affect road conditions

(e.g. ice, rainfall, snowfall, dust, flood, mud slides, and rock _-_I

slides) were extracted from Environmental Factors Affectinq _
Nevad_ Highways (UNR, 1987) . --

1.5.2 Consequence Measures _S

Resident Population ITr,_

In this study, information is mrovided for r_ideDt and non- '_

__ resident population. Resident population refers to the _

_-- 1-16
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permanent, year-round population, and may under-represent a
potentially significant number of persons who reside in Nevada
for only portions of the year.

Population density within the proposed study area is a key
variable in risk assessment. Resident populations are expressed
in terms of density per square mile per mile along proposed
routes as well as in terms of absolute numbers of residents
within various route corridors.

Data for resident population were obtained from various
sources including the Nevada Department of Taxation, Rand McNally
Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide, Clark County Department of

Comprehensive Planning, UNR Bureau of Business and Economics
Research and CACI Marketing Systems. Population estimates for
the same cities or areas from each of these sources varied.
Sources sufficient for highway corridor estimation were often

lacking for the rail corridors. Estimates were also taken for
different base years (ranging from 1985 to 1990), which may tend
to introduce small errors in total population estimation for
rural areas. The most recent estimates were used when available.

Only the more recent sources were used for rapidly growing
Southern Nevada. Although not available in time for this study,
1990 Census data will be used in future studies.

The process of resident population estimation presented
several difficulties. Theses included difficulty in obtaining
population statistics for rural Nevada (especially for areas
outside Clark County), population statistics representing each
township, range and section, updates for new residential
dwellings and population growth rates, and the absence of a
postal zip code boundary cartographic maps for rural Nevada.

In areas where recent population figures were lacking or
unavailable (e.g. the vicinity of Craig Road, North Las Vegas)
they were estimated by multiplying the number of dwelling units
by a factor of 3.25 persons per household. This factor was used
as representative for the City of North Las Vegas.

Initially, an attempt was made to estimate rural resident
population using the population in each zip coded area obtained
from the CACI Sourcebook of Zip Code Demographics. While annual
populations and growth rates are readily available, no definitive
information on zip code boundaries could be obtained. This
delayed accurate population distribution estimation.

The absence of population distribution patterns in rural
areas required the following assumptions to compute population
density along the proposed highway route:

a) Any population in rural areas {outside of places, towns
and cities) is assumed to be distributed within a 1/2
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mile c_rridor along the centerline of improved county
roads•

b) The population outside major city limits is uniformly _
distributed along all improved county roads•

(Recently, a compilation of 1990 Las Vegas aerial photos
were obtained from Landiscor Aerial Photo, Inc. of Nevada. ;_
In these photos it was noted that the housing distribution

follows a pattern which weakens the assumption of uniform
distribution in the preliminary analysis, precluding the
assumption's use for urban and suburban area calculations )

The density of population (total population divided by area)
for populated places within route corridors is estimated by the
following process: In "places" where population is concentrated
(e.g. unincorporated townships), population density is estimated
as the product of the "place's" total population and the ratio of
its area within the corridor to its total area.

[,

In both methods, area calculation was greatly facilitated by
use of the GIS system. [_

No_-Residemt Populatiom _-

In 1989, the total number of visitors to the Las Vegas _:
Valley was estimated to be 18,129,684 (LVCVA, 1990). This number
is large compared to any other potential source of non-residents
along any of the highway or rail routes in this study. And while
numbers of non-residents may be significant relative to resident ___
populations outside of the Las Vegas Valley, calculations of non-
resident population for the corridors around the routes is _

, limited to Las Vegas Valley visitors in this study°
L

The primary source of annual data on the volume of tourist
arrivals and visitors attending conventions, trade shows and _'
tournaments is the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority.
Supplementary data were obtained from MJ_9_9____, Dun's _
Marketing Services, the Las vegas MarketirLq Dulle_in 1988 and
19___ (Annual Summary) and Great Basin National Park Visitor _i
Statistics by the White Pine Chamber of Commerce. In areas where
incomplete data exist (e°g., average daily occupancy and number _
of hotel/motel rooms), information was gathered by the study team
through telephone surveys. _-

Visitor volumes are affected by season, dates and nature of _.
events, scenic spots, recreational areas, etc. This makes it
difficult to get a volume of non--resident population that would _

_ be accurate at ali. times. In addition, the lack of information _

6zn the rural counties of Nevadar significant portions of the
county may be federal lands. Resident population estimates for the
rural areas of these counties could be improved by distributing _
populations only along privately held lands. ,;.....
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in the rural areas of Nevada introduced some error in the

analysis.

The methodology used in this study to estimate the number of
non-residents within route corridors was:

i) Digitize the location of all hotels and motels in Clark
County (Las Vegas). Digitize the route alignments and
use a GIS system to buffer the routes and define
corridor limits (0.5, i, 2, 6, 10, and 20-mile
corridors).

2) Assume all visitors stay in motels or hotels.

3) Assume all hotels and motels have the same occupancy
ratios.

4) Calculate the number of hotel/motel rooms within the
corridor in question by overlaying a map of the
corridor limits with a map of hotel locations.

5) Divide the number of hotel/motel rooms in the corridor
(_) by the total number of hotel/motel rooms in Clark
County (RT) to get the ratio of all rooms within the
corridor (P).

p = RJRT

6) Multiply the total number of visitors (TV) by the average
length of stay (AS) to get the total number of visitor-
days in Clark County (TD).

TD = TV*AS

7) Divide the total number of visitor-days (TD) by 365 to
get the average number of visitors per day in Clark
County (DV) .

DV = TD/365

8) To obtain the number of non-residents (visitors) within

the corridor (Vc)_ multiply the ratio of all rooms
within the corridor by the average number of visitors
per day in Clark County.

(Vc) = P*DV



Eoologically sensitive Areas (ESAn)

In this study, ecologically sensitive areas are divided into
three categories:

L_

ii National Forests/Wildlife Refuges _

2) Desert Tortoise Habitats (as an example of endangered _
wildlife areas)

3) Selected Ecologically Sensitive Areas (includes i) and 2)

plus: surface water bodies, wildlife habitats (all species),
and wildlife conservation areas and refuges)

iu

Agencies contacted as potential sources of information to
identify various ecologically sensitive area were the U.S. Bureau _I
of Land Management, U.S. Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Division of Anthropological Studies, UNLV
Environmental Research Center, Nevada Department of Wildlife,

Nevada Department of Forestry, Nevada Water Planning Division,
Las Vegas Water District, and Nevada Natural Heritage Program.

Of the agencies contacted, only Nevada Natural Heritage Program ]
and Nevada Department of Wildlife had readily accessible or
comprehensive data. To supplement information from various 4
agencies, maps published by the United States Geologic Survey _

(USGS) were also used.

A Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to digitize J_i_l
ESAs for the entire study area and identify ESAs within buffered
zones (corridors) of the proposed routes. For this study, ESAs
within 20 mile corridors along the routes were identified.

Use of the GIS presented various technical problems. These
included large amounts of hardcopy data needed to support
analyses, time required for digitizing, maps with varying
reference systems, and maps of varying scale and accuracy, i_

The method used to delineate ecologically sensitive areas L_
consisted of drawing the boundaries of ecologically sensitive
areas on a Nevada base map. Areas such as national forests were _*
referenced in the USGS maps. The locations and areas of various
refuges for wildlife and endangered species were provided by the _ii_
Nevada Department of Wildlife. Other areas were sketched on maps
by experts with local information. In the latter case, L__
perimeters were defined by noting some significant changes in
topography, contour or geologic setting between two adjoining I_
areas. While approximate_ data obtained from this procedure were
deemed sufficient for preliminary evaluation purposes. _ _

GIS application required creating separate coverages (maps |_
and corresponding data) for each ESA category. For example, a
total of eight files were created for wilderness areas and [_,
endangered species refuges: desert tortoise, bighorn sheep, mule .._

deer, antelope, peregrine falcon, water fowl, fish and chipmunk. _
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The coverages created can later be overlaid on base maps
containing proposed route corridors.

Land Use

Land within the corridors analyzed in this study was

categorized according to eight types of use. These eight land
uses are:

1. Government/vacant lands. These are lands which are
owned by the government (for which no specific land use
is available) or are private lands (that are either
vacant or _hose land use is unknown).

i 2. Unspecified urban lands are those which lay within the
boundaries of a city along a particular route. More
specific land use specifications were unavailable. The

( lands could include any of the other land use types.

I 3. Residential land may include private homes, apartment
complexes, mobile home estates, condominiums, town-

I homes, duplexes, triplexes, or fourplexes (and any
3 common area used in conjunction with residential areas

such as club houses, pools, laundry rooms, or other
facilities developed for the exclusive use of property

_ I owners/residents).

_ I 4. Industrial land is used for the storage or manufacture

, _ of products.
I

1 5. Commercial land use indicates wholesale or retail sales
or repair of products, or services. This includes
hotels, motels, casinos, general services, professional
and business services, financial services,
entertainment facilities, recreational areas not

including parks or museums, shopping centers, retail
stores, restaurants and bars, automotive services, RV
parks, etc.

_i_ 6. Non-profit community facilities are used as cultural,

religious, educational, or community recreational
facilities such as parks. Also included are facilities

_ i such as animal control, civil defense, judicial or
' legislative facilities, postal facilities, fire and

_ _ police protection, public roads and higl_way
departments.

_ _ 7. Transportation, communication, and utilities land use

include radio and television stations, aircraft, rail,
or truck terminals and depots, water, gas, and power

i plants, rubbish disposal and dump sites, and sewage
facilities and treatment plants.
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8. Minor improvement lands have improvements such as
fences, barns, sheds, or other structures of modest
value.

r

This study includes land use classifications for two mile

corridors along highway and rail routes. For areas along all
routes lying outside of Clark County one of two methods was used
to establish land use. First, any area of the corridor which _
fell within the boundaries of a city was labeled as unspecified
urban land use. Second, all area within the two mile corridor

outside the limits of a city was labeled as government/vacant.

All land with a two mile corridor along highway Route B7,
Spur 8 and connector, and Spur 7 and connector was classified in

this manner. Parts of highway Route A and Spur 3 and its j
mainline connector from Utah lying outside Clark County were also _
categorized in this manner. These methods were utilized due to
lack of detailed information about land outside of Clark County

1

For areas within a two mile corridor of routes within Clark -_

County but outside the boundaries of Las Vegas a different _
methodology was used. Each "range and township" (convention used _
to define a geographic grid) with part of a specified route _
passing through its boundaries was identified. The land use code

and total area for each parcel within that "range and township,' _l
was identified on Clark County tax assessor maps. The total area _
for each land use type within a "range and township" was summed
(a) and then divided by the total area of the "township and _
range" (A). The total area of each "range and township" falling _I
within the two mile corridor for each route (AC) was calculated _
and then multiplied by the percentage for each land use type
using the following equation: D

V:

Total area for each land use category = AC x (a + A)

This method was used for parts of highway route A, 1-15 from
Arizona, 1-15 from California, part of rail spur 3 and all of
rail Spur 3's mainline connector from California. _

Land use codes within Clark County falling within the _
boundaries of Las Vegas were determined by a different
methodology:

A two mile corridor along each route was drawn on a Las

Vegas City map. Sample points were established at 1/2 mile
intervals along both sides of the route along the midpoint of the z_
corridor, ie. 1/2 mile from the route• These sample points were --

identified on Clark County tax assessor maps and a land use for I--

each data point was established• This particular land use was L_
then assumed to represent all land within each 1/2 mile interval

7Please refer to Chapter 2 fo__ specification of Highway Routes _!
A, B, 1-15 to US 95 from Arizona, and 1-15 to US 95 from -_

California. Rail spurs and access routes are defined in Chapter 5 -_
----_
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along tl%e route. Each data point represents 1/2 square miles
(1/2 mile interval x 1 mile buffer on each side). Parts of
highway routes A, 1-15 to US 95 from Arizona, and 1-15 to US 95
from California falling within Las Vegas city limits were
assigned land use designations according to this method.

One limitation to this method is that the size of the sample
areas (0.5 square miles) often made it difficult to establish a
single land use code. One city block could contain offices,
retail outlets, a bank, a casino, and several residences. In any
case, the sensitivity of the analysis to land use data element
size has not been established.

The land use data from this study may prove useful for other
studies concerned with recovery and restructuring/rest.ring
functions, services, and infrastructure following other types of
civil and military emergencies.

Property Value

Property value includes the value of the actual real estate
and the value of any existing improvements, usually buildings,
located on a parcel of land.

Property values were established for two mile corridors

along highway and rail routes . For areas outside Clark County
one of two methods was utilized. First, all land with the
corridor not falling within the boundaries of a city was assigned
the value of $183,499 per square mile. This figure represents an
average for government/vacant lands within Clark County° It was
also used for areas outside of Clark County because of the
difficulty in obtaining data for the areas. Second, property
values for areas within the boundaries of a city were calculated
using the following equation:

Total property value = A x ($$ + A')

A = area of city within two mile corridor
$$ = total assessed value of city according to

tax assessor records

A' = total area of city

The property value for all of Highway Route B, Caliente Rail
Spur 7 and mainline connector, Carlin Rail Spur 8 and mainline
connector, and parts of Highway Route A and Jean Rail Spur 3 were
calculated according to these methods.

For areas within the two mile corridor of routes within

Clark County but outside the boundaries of Las Vegas a different
methodology was used. Each '°range and township" (co[_vention used
to define a geographic grid) with part of a specified nuclear
waste route passing through its boundaries was identified and the
property value and total area for each parcel within that "range
and township,, was identified on Clark County tax assessor maps.
The property values for all parcels within the "range and
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township" were summed (PV) and then divided by the total area of
the "township and range" {A). The total area of each "range and _-_
township" (AC) falling within the two mile corridor for each
route was calculated and the property value was determined using _
the following equation:

7-

Total Property Value = AC x (PV + A)

This method was used for parts of Highway Route A, 1-15 'to
US 95 from Arizona, 1-15 to US 95 from California, part of Rail _-_
Spur 3 and all of its mainline connector from California.

._

Property values for parcels in Clark County falling within
the boundaries of Las Vegas were determined by a different _
methodology:

A two mile corridor along each route was drawn on a Las
Vegas city map. Sample points were established at 1/2 mile i_
intervals along both sides of the route along the midpoint of the
corridor, ie. 1/2 mile from the route. These sample points were _
identified on Clark County tax assessor maps and a property value
for each sample point was established. This value was assumed to _
represent all land within each 1/2 mile interval along the route.
Each sample point represents 1/2 sq%lare miles (1/2 mile interval _L
x 1 mile buffer distance), using the following equation:

t

Total Property Value for Interval = 0.5 x (PV + A)
r-

PV = property value for individual parcel
A = area of parcel _
0.5 = size of interval

Parts of Highway Route A, the route along 1-15 to US 95 from ,
Arizona, and the route along 1-15 to US 95 from California, Ii
within Las Vegas city limits were assigned property values
according to this method. !i_

• Difficult/Dangerous to Evacuate Locations _._

Difficult to evacuate locations are those with occupants who -

would be difficult to safely evacuate in the event of a nuclear
waste transportation accident. This category includes schools,
hospitals, and prisons. Other areas such as pre-schools, rest or -_
retirement homes, homeless shelters, etc. are also difficult to _
evacuate but were not included in the scope of this study due to

I

time constraints. _

i

Dangerous to evacuate locations are establishments that _
would be dangerous to evacuate or leave unattended in the event

l

of an emergency. Prisons or detention facilities are examples of
dangerous to evacuate location and were included for this study.

i

Banks, chemical factories, or commercial or industrial o
establishments with costly inventories would be also be dangerous
places to leave unattended in the event of an emergency. Due to
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time constraints, however, these types of facilities were not
included.

A list of Nevada public schools with enrollment figures for

the 1987-88 school year and a list of private schools with
enrollment figures for 1988 was used. Each school was

' lgeographlca ly located with respect to corridors along each
transportation routes. The total school enrollment for each
corridor reflects the number of students attending schools

falling within that corridor.

The available list of schools did not identify whether a
school was attended nine months or year-round. In the Clark

County School District, there is severe overcrowding and several
schools have instituted double sessions. Therefore, the school
enrollment figures may not provide accurate information on the
number of students present in the schools at any one time. Such
information would be necessary to determine the temporal
distribution of the school population.

A similar procedure was followed for hospitals in Nevada.
The total for each corridor reflects the number of hospitals beds
located within the corridor, not the actual number of patients.

= The nun_er of inmates in prisons and detention homes within
each corridor was determined by the same method as for school
enrollment. The occupancy rates were taken from a list of the
actual number of inmates as of August 21, 1990 made by the
director's office at the Nevada Department of Prisons.

Meteorological Conditions

= Data for meteorological conditions along the proposed
transportation routes may be used to assess potential dispersion
characteristics of potential releases. Meteorological data
presented in this report include the amount of rainfall and
snowfall along routes. Wind and dust may also have a significant
impact, but are beyond the current scope.

Other, important factors which might effect airborne
dispersion of radionuclides include barometric pressure and
relative humidity. Further, rainfall may tend to accumulate
radionuclides in soils and/or in storm runoff water.

_ Traffic Volume

Highway traffic volumes used in this study included the
- average annual daily traffic (AADT) and average daily traffic

(ADT). AADT counts were obtained for all vehicles and for trucks
for 1984 through 1988. ADT counts were obtained for all vehicles
for the same time period. AADT break-downs for all vehicles and
trucks only are presented for all highway routes and follow the
segmentation used by NDOT's 1988 Annual Traffic Report. Wher_
segmentation does not follow the Annual Traffic Report, the
reasoning is documented. ADT's were calculated for maximum month
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and volume, minimum month and volume, and absolute and relative
differences between the two. _

1.6 Data Availability an_ Quality _

I. 6.1 Highway _"_

During the course of this study, many sources for the data _
required for route-specific PRA (presented in Section 1.3 above)
were identified. Particularly useful and high quality data were ___
obtained for highway infrastructure and accident histories from
the Nevada Department of Transportation. This information exists _
on a mainframe computer and was integrated into a Transportation
Research Center-developed minicomputer relational database. This _
database allows for comprehensive or very detailed accident and
infrastructure analyses at a level conducive to route-specific I_
PRA.

Information on property values and land use was obtained
from comprehensive and recent County Tax Assessor records. I.....
Enough information exists at each of the State's County
Assessor's offices to provide some of the required data for I_
route-specific PRA. However, obtaining and reducing this
disaggregated data is beyond the scope of the current work. For _
example, the county with the most advanced computerized system of
record keeping is probably Clark County. Even for Clark County _ _
(office located such that the study team could have daily
access), identification of information (property value and land [_
use) for one parcel requires looking up the parcel in one of
several thousand hard-copy parcel maps, recording the parcel _....
number, then accessing a computer record to obtain the needed
information. This process would have required excessive resource E_

commitments if repeated for the approximately 20,000 parcels ;;_
within the half-mile corridors alone. Analyses performed for _.....
other counties (farther away and less computerized) would be

potentially more difficult. These constraints motivated the _
sampling techniques presented in Chapters 2 and 5. _

Data for other measures were developed by the Transportation
Research Center using a specially designed Geographic Information _
System (GIS). These measures included non-resident population
e_timation, identification and quantification of ecologically _....
sensitive areas, and interpolation of resident populations - all
within various corridors along proposed routes. It is expected _

8Parcel mapping will be facilitated by a computerized address-
matching capability for 1991 FY TRC/NWPO work. It is also noted _
that in some of the smaller counties, even though the assessor
records may not be computerized, the relative difficulty of _
obtaining these data may be mitigated by the fact that in these
counties, private lands and the subsequent number of parcels is far
fewer than in the larger counties. These parcels are also,
generally larger, therefore facilitating rapid identification and
assessment.

L
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that the information derived from original sources and reduced
with GIS exist nowhere else. Further, this capability can be

expanded to include other measures, provide more detailed
analyses, or be applied to other research projects (nuclear waste
or non-nuclear waste related).

1.6.2 Rail

Models used for rail route-specific probabilistic risk

assessment require detailed information related to shipment,
vehicle, guide-way and the human and natural environment
characteristics. Among these data, some are related to
infrastructure and include characteristics of the alignment such

as gradients, curvatures, embankments, bridges, and tunnels. At
the current time, such information is not completely available.
Further, prior to precise definition of the proposed alignment,

, 0--1acqul_Inlon ofthese data is notappropriate.

The data available currently for the three rail spurs and
mainline connectors under consideration are not precise and

cannot be used for a comprehensive and accurate PRA. Conducting
such a PRA would require the development of a more comprehensive,
detailed and more accurate database than is available currently.

However, a demonstration PRA using RADTRAN 4 is currently being
performed as part of fiscal year 1991 work for NWPO using the
databases developed at the TRC.

During the course of this study, many sources for the data
required for route-specific PRA were identified. Information on
property values and land-use may be obtained from County Tax
Assessor records. Collection of assessor parcel information for

the proposed rail spurs is less cumbersome than that for highway
route analysis, as the spurs pass mainly through unpopulated
areas. These unpopulated areas have large parcels (there are not
many parcel records to locate) and property values and land use
does not vary across large regions.

As with highway route-specific information, data for other
measures were developed using a specially designed Geographic
Information System (GIS). These measures included identification
and quantification of ecologically sensitive areas and
interpolation of resident populations - all within various
corridors along proposed routes.

1.7 Summary

The present study provides the basis for a preliminary, yet
comprehensive evaluation of the risk and impacts of highway and
existing/planned rail routes which may be used for the shipments
of high-level radioactive waste to the proposed Yucca Mountain
repository.

Highway routes under consideration by the State of Nevada
for designation as preferred routes were characterized using
distance, accident history and rates, infrastructure, hazardous
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materials shipments and inventories and road conditions. Further
measures were developed for resident and non-resident population !_
along the routes, ecologically sensitive areas, land use,
property values, difficult or dangerous to evacuate areas, _

meteorological conditions and traffic volumes. Potentially ;_
likely and critical places for truck accidents were identified.
Population, cost, environmental and accident severity impacts
were determined for potentially critical locations. _

This study also includes a preliminary characterization of _
seven rail access routes (three rail spur routes and 4 mainline
connectors) under consideration by DOE for providing access to LI_
Yucca Mountain. These routes are characterized using the same
measures as those for highway with the exception of environmental _i
road conditions and likely places for accidents since historical
data do not exist for proposed spurs. [i

In this study, rail and highway routes are characterized to _
facilitate three forms of analysis: comparative study, worst-case
assessment, and probabilistic risk assessment techniques. Four [_
highway routes are characterized to support comparisons of routes
on selected characteristics in Chapter 2. Limited worst-case _
assessment (determining potentially critical and potentially
likely places for highway accidents or incidents to occur)is [_
presented in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Chapter 5
characterizes three rail access routes. These rail routes are _i
compared for potentially critical locations for accidents to

occur in Chapter 6. As mentioned previously, no analysis of _
likely places for rail accidents is provided due to lack of data.
Finally, Chapter 7 provides a discussion of some methodological _
extensions of this work, currently being pursued by the UNLV
Transportation Research Center for the NWPO. _i_
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| 2 preliminary Highway Route Chazaatezimation

| Due to large amount of data required to support
characterization of statewide routes, and because of the limited

| resources available for assimilating these data, many analytical

approaches were developed and applied in this study (sampling
| procedures, prioritizing mechanisms, quality assurance measures,

and so forth). This chapter presents the specification and
| characterization of four highway routes from three entry points

to Nevada - Wendover (2 routes), Mesquite (near Arizona border),
| and Stateline (near California border) - to the Nevada Test Site,

the proposed location of a high-level radioactive waste
| repository (Yucca Mountain). These routes are characterized

according to the probability and consequence measures identified
| in Chapter i. A summary comparison of the four routes using

these measures is also presented.
I

One of the responsibilities of the Nevada Department of

Transportation (NDOT) is to designate routes for shipment of
highway route-controlled quantities of radioactive materials. In

J a 1989 report (UNR, 1989) a study is presented that proposes such
routes. It is this report that specifies two of the four routes
characterized in this chapter. These routes are referred to as
Route A (Wendover to Yucca Mountain via Las Vegas) and Route B

j (Wendover to Yucca Mountain via Tonopah).

The other two routes characterized in this chapter are two
of those currently designated for highway route-controlled
quantities of radioactive materials. They are: Interstate 15 (I-
15) south from the Arizona border to US Highway 95 (US 95) north

= I to Yucca Mountain (referred to as 1-15 to US 95 from Arizona),
and Interstate 15 (I-15) north from the California border to US

I Highway 95 (US 95) north to Yucca Mountain (referred to as 1-15
to US 95 from California).

The chapter is divided into five sections. The first four
= sections specify and characterize the four highway routes under

study. The final section compares the four routes in a summary
= fashion (Tables 2-3 through 2-9).

I 2.1 Route: A (From Wendover via Las Vegas)

° I Highway Route A enters Nevada from Utah at Wendover. The
route consists of sections of US 93 Alt, US 93 (northern

i section), US 6, SR 318, US 93 (southern section), 1-15, Craig
Road (North Las Vegas), Rancho Road (Las Vegas), and US 95.

2.1.1 Route Specification and Distance
J

Route A was broken down by sections and segments. This
_ !

breakdown was established to provide homogeneous segments for
risk modeling and impact assessment. Sections were broken down
by highway classification. Sections were segmented according to
a methodology used in the NDOT 1988 Annual Traffic Report and by
population boundaries (where population densities changed
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significantly). Appendix 2-A lists the location, and distance of
each segment. For example, a segment listed as 2.3 represents ,,
section 2, segment 3. Route A was divided into 47 segments. -
Distances were obtained from tl;e NDOT 1988 _nnu_ic Report. ..
The total distance for route A is 415.7 miles. Figure 2-i shows
the alignment of the route. ..

2.1.2 Pzobability Measures

This section provides operational definitions and sources of
information for five probability measures used in characterizing _-

Highway Route A. Data for each of the measures include: _
distance, accident history and rates, infrastructure

characteristics, hazardous materials shipments and inventories, _;
and environmental conditions along the road. --

2. I. 2.1 Aaci_ent HietozT I.nd Rates =-
_&

Accident rates were calculated from historical Nevada- _*--,
specific accident data. For 1984 to 1988, the five year average
accident rate for all vehicles on Route A was 307 accidents per [_
million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT). The five year average ;
accident rate for trucks was 113 accidents per million truck -_--,
miles traveled (MTMT). The five year average was determined by
first calculating the average for each year for the specified [=
route segment, then averaging over 5 years. Accident data by
route segment are presented in Appendix 2-B. L_

For 1987, the accident rate for all vehicles for the state _

of Nevada was 389 accidents per MVMT. This rate was obtained _
from the NDOT Safety Engineering Division. The 1987 accident
rate for all vehicles on Route A was 207 accidents per MVMT and
106 accidents per MTMT for trucks. _

Accident rate_ were calculated from traffic volumes and

number of accidents. For route A, the NDOT ADmual Traffic
Reports did not provide a breakdown of vehicle traffic for

segments 4.1 through segment 4.6 (State Route 318). (Table 2-I
presents an example of the format of NDOT accident records.)

Vehicle traffic data for SR 318 were only available in the

form of portable traffic recorder stations which only provide _i
spot counts (Table 2-2).

As defined in this study, accident rates are determined _"

for a particular seqment of highway over a given period of time _
by dividing the number of accidents by traffic volume. Both the

number of accidents and traffic volume can vary at many points _:
along a route. Additionally, more than one accident per time

period may occur at a single location. A systematic method of _
defining route segments is therefore needed. Calculation of a

single accident rate for a route is perhaps most straightforward. _.
This rate could then be used to compare routes based on total
probability of accident. However, inclusion of a measure of K_'[
accldent consequence requires more specific spatial information__

-- -ml
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U.S. ROUTI[NO. 93

FROMTHEARIZONASTATELXNEONH(XNEItDANUESTERLYTO PAP09S (RAILROADPASS IMT) AND FROMPAl ROUTE015
AT U.S. 93 INT MORTltERLTWA CALIEMTEANDPI(X:METO PAPROUTE050 (U.S. 50) AT MAJORt$JUNCTIONAND FROM
FAPROUTE050 (U.S. 50) IN ELY i_CiITIWRLYVIA WELLSTO THE IDAMOSTATELIME blORTHOF JACKPOT

1988 TRAFFIC PREVIOUSYEARS
PAtWd[tlGEliVI[NICLES TRAFFIC

CtJq. SEG TOTAL MEVADA OTHER"STATE TRUCKS 1987 1986

MILES MILES VEN _ VEN _ VEH Z VI[H

ARIZOtlA-NEVADALINE 4.047 4.047 9,97_ 40 3,990 50 4,987' 10 998 9,710 8,815
FAS166 5.661 1.614 11,555 4T 5,k31 44 5,084 9 1,040 11,000 10,500
NCL-NULBOULDERCITY 6.569 0.908 11,555 47 5,431 44 5,084 9 1,040 11,000 10,500

Source: HDQT198_ ArW'_L Trmff_lc ReE)or__t

TabAe 2-2
Average Daily Traffic At Portable Traffic Recorder Stations

COUNTYWHITE PINE

STATION 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 t985 1986 1987 1988

33 0064 _R 318 (SUNNYSIDERO), 100 FT E OF US 6, N OF PRESTON
215 305 410 450 475 600 680 640 655 695

-_ 33 0066 SR 318 (SUNNYSIDERO), 0.2 ICl S OF SAR_, S OF PRESTON
310 405 455 485 500 57'0 615 665 7'85

33 0067 SR318 (SUMNYSIDERD) IN LUND, 200 FT S OF CENTERST
650 640 720 _)0 B60 950 1,050 1,000 930 I, 015

* , • • a , • • ,

s

Source: I_DOT19_ Ann_ Tr_ff|¢ RePOt'li"

:. than simply that the accident may occur at some point along the
route. Accidents at different locations would have different

: consequences. Therefore, calculation of accident rates for every
point along the route may be considered. However, because
historical data are limited, this would result in calculation of

- accident rat_, n_ _._ e_ _,, _4_- _,_A_ _h_ __=

where accidents have occurred would be attributed unreasonably
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high accident rates. The methodology followed in this study
compromises between calculating accident rates for an entire

route and calculating accident rates at every point along the
route. Segments for accident rate calculation were defined to _
facilitate both probability and consequence measurement. Number
of accidents is greatly dependent on traffic levels, so segments
were first broken down to reflect changes in traffic volumes.
(NDOT calculation of accident rates is dependent on this
breakdown. Traffic volumes are known only for specific count
locations, so assumptions are made regarding the traffic volumes
between count stations.) As mentioned, the consequences of a
given accident are also dependent on location. To account for

this, the segmentation is also dependent on changes in population
density (Figure 2-2).

Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) for the established
segments were determined from spot traffic counts. However, the
spot counts did not provide information on the composition of
truck traffic. As a result, the truck AADT had to be estimated

for the segments on SR 318_ Because the fraction of truck
traffic was fairly constant on segments of US 95 which have

similar characteristics, it was assumed that the fraction of _
truck traffic on SR 318 would be the same as that observed on

US 95 near Mina, Beatty and Goldfield. On these segments truck
traffic made up 25 percent of total traffic. In Nevada, however,
the fraction of trucks is smaller within urbanized areas than in
rural areas (intercity segments). Therefore, assuming a 25
percent truck ratio would result in an overestimation of truck
traffic on urbanized areas of SR 318. To avoid this

overestimation, the estimates of truck traffic within urbanized
areas of SR 318 were based on the fraction of truck traffic in

the urbanized areas of Mina, Beatty and Goldfield on US 95 where
truck traffic made up only 15 percent of the total. This
estimation procedure is illustrated in Figures 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5. _
In these graphs, truck and total vehicle volumes from three count

stations (one in the rural area upstream of a town, one within _ii
the town, and the third in the rural area downstream of the town)
are shown.

Information provided by NDOT for Rancho Road and Craig Road _
in Las Vegas was not broken down into segments nor did it contain
data for truck AADTs. The methodology used to define the route _
segments on Rancho Road and Craig Road followed a segmentation
reflecting boundaries of areas with different population
densities. Total vehicle AADTs were determined from spot counts.
Truck AA_fs were determined by examining adjacent and similar _i
roads for determining the fraction of truck traffic. In this
case, the fraction of AADT made up by truck traffic was estimated
to be 0.06 based on the fraction of truck traffic recorded on
Smoke Ranch Road, an arterial with similar characteristics.

A discrepancy concerning the accuracy of data from a _
previous collection effort was noted in a letter from the City of
North Las Vegas to Mr. Denny Barry, N.D.O.T., Carson City, dated
March 27, 1990. Re: Radioactive Materials Transportation Plan.
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I
Phase II. Topics of concern addressed were the high number of

i accidents at the intersection of Jones Boulevard and Craig Road,
and the low ADT (Average Daily Traffic) for Craig Road.

I 1. The total number of accidents were reported as
tabulated by NDOT. The number of total accidents for

I the years 1984-1988 for Craig Road is over 200. The
letter stated 31 accidents occurred at the intersection

i in 1988, and 20 in 1989. The se91ents for tabulation

I are not broken down by intersections, but figures are
noted for accidents at all intersections.

L 2. The AADTs used for tabulation in this report were

i obtained from the 1984 through 1988 NDOT Annual Traffic
Reports. The above referenced letter also stated that

I the ADT for Craig Road (4390) was low. Also, the year
for this figure was not given. In 1988, an AADT of

i 4019 was used for Craig Road in the analysis. Annual
increases in ADT of 12 to 15 percent per year for Craig

i Road were also noted. Using a 12 percent growth rate,
the AADT for 1989 would have bean 4501, 5041 for 1990.

2. I. 2.2 Infzastruoture

Infrastructural characteristics begin with functional

i classification. Information obtained from the NDOT Traffic
Accident History, 1984 to 1988, indicates the following
classification for Route A. Interstate urban constitutes 3.8l
percent of the total route. Principal arterial urban constitutes

I 0.4 percent of the total route. Principal arterial rural
constitutes 14.2 percent of the total route. Minor arterial

° I rural constitutes 55.1 percent of the total route. And, Major
collector rural constitutes 26.5 percent of the total route.

Two lane roadway constitutes 82.2 percent of the total

| route. Four lane undivided roadway constitutes 0.2 percent of
the total route. The remaining 17.0 percent of the route is

| four-lane divided highway. The distance-weighted average for the
total route was 2.34 lanes. This information was obtained from

i 1987 NDOT Research Division, Loq of the Federal-Aid Sym.I ....

I The roadway width for the route varied from 20 to 48 feet.
The following describes the roadway width distribu_.ion of

I Route A: roadway of 20 feet width constituted 6.6 percent of the
total route, 22 feet - 4.5 percent, 24 feet - 70.6 percent, and

I 48 feet - 17.4 percent. Various road tapers constituted the
remaining 0.9 percent of the total route. This information was

4 I obtained from the Loq Of the Federal-Aid__X_ (1987 NDOT
Research Division).

I The roadway along Route A includes both flexible and rigid
1 pavement types. Mixed bituminous penetration (G) comprises 49.0

percent, bituminous concrete (I) 50.4 percent and portland cement
_ concrete (J) 0.6 percent of the total route (NDOT Traffic

Accident History 1984-1988).
I
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The following infrastructure data were extracted from the

1989 NDOT Cumulativ@ Mileaae MilePost ListiDa. There are 6
bridges, 26 culverts, and 1 interchange (bridge) for the entire

route. There are 3 at-grade railroad crossings, 5 overpasses _
where the roadway passes over the railroad, and 1 underpass (road

under railroad). _

The ideal travel time was calculated to be 7.62 hours. This _
was determined by dividing the distance by the posted speed

limit. This does not include delays. The speed limits within _
the towns and cities are: Wendover - 35 miles per hour; McGill -

35 miles per hour; Ely - 25/35 miles per hour; Craig Road -
35/45 miles per hour; Rancho Road - 45/55 miles per hour; Indian

Springs - 35 miles per hour. The speed limits of the highways _
are: US 93 Alt- 55 miles per hour; US 6 - 55 miles per hour;

SR 318 - 55 miles per hour; US 93 - 55 miles per hour; 1-15 -
55/65 miles per hour; US 95 - 55/65 miles per hour. This
information was obtained from the 1984-1988 NDOT Highway Traffic y
Accident History.

There is one rest area along Route A (_DOT Highway Rest Are_fi_
I ventgx).

Tm_cks over 70 feet require special permits from NDOT. The [
maximum weight limit set by mRS 484.745 on one axle is e_lal to

20,000 ibs, on any tandem axle is equal to 34,000 ibs.

A detailed listing of bridges, culverts, railroad _
intersections, and highway speeds for this route is presented in
Appendix 2-C. _

2.1.2.3 Hasardous 8hipments/Xnventoziss _

There were 17 truck shipments crossing Route A carrying a
total of 311.9 tons of hazardous materials. An average of 252
trucks per day carry a total of 5,916 tons of hazardous cargo _i
over all or part of this route daily. Detailed data are
presented in Appendix 2-D. _r

High-pressure natural gas pipelines cross the route at 4
places. As indicated in the following, these pipelines also run
along the route within various distances: _

Corridor Width Miles of Pipeline

0.5 miles 2.9
1.0 miles 12.1
2.0 miles 17.6 _
6.0 miles 23.5

i0.0 miles 24.4 _
20.0 miles 26.4



2.1.2.4 moa4 conditions (|nvtzonmental)

1987 data indicate thaC there were more than 16 inches of
annual rainfall for 16 miles of Route A, eight to sixteen inches
for 157 miles, and four to eight inches for 241 miles of the
route.

There were more than 40 inches of snowfall annually for 36
miles of the route, twenty to forty inches for 66 miles, ten to

twenty inches for 130 miles, two to ten inches for 64 miles, and
zero to two inches for 75 miles of the route (_

E_tors Affectina Nevada Highways, UNR, 1987).

2ol.3 Consequenoe Measures

This section provides operational definitions and sources of
information for eight consequence measures used in characterizing
Highway Route A. Data for these measures include: resident
population, non-resident population, ecologically sensitive
areas, land use, property value, difficult/dangerous to evacuate
areas, meteorological conditions and traffic volume.

2.1.3.1 Resident Population

Appendix 2-E shows the within-city/town population densities
of individual segments along the proposed route and the
population densities outside towns or cities using population
data from the Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning
and the Nevada Department of Taxation. The appendix includes
densities for a 0.5 mile-wide corridor only. Population density
along transportation routes is a key input to probabilistic risk
assessment.

Total population within the 0.5, 2, and 20 mile corridors
for the route were established using a GIS overlay of the
corridors on population distributions by section, traffic zone,
city limit or zip code. Illustrations of this technique for the
cities of Las Vegas and Ely are presented in Figures 2-7 and 2-8,
respectively. The populations within three corridors along
Route A are:

Corridor Width Resldent Population

0.5 miles 12,831
2°0 miles 28,832
20.0 miles 577,966

2.1.3.2 Non-Resldent Population

Non-resident populations within 0.5, 1, 2, 6, i0 and 20 mile
corridors along Route A were established using a GIS overlay of
the corridors on hotel/motel locations. An illustration of this
technique is presented in Figure 2-8. The non-resident
populations determined for these corridors are:
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Corridor Width Non-Residont Populttion

0.5 miles 0

1.0 miles 0 _++_+
2.0 miles 0
6.0 miles 694 _
i0.0 miles 22,590

20.0 miles 148,385 _ _

Appendix 2-F provides detailed information on non-resident _,..3
population estimation.

2.1.3o3 Eoologioally Sensitive Areal

Much of the land area along proposed Route A is comprised of
national forests, air force lands and wildlife refuges. In its _+_
northern sections, Route A passes through Humboldt National
Forest. About 71 miles of this route lies within Clark or Nye _
Counties (Segments 5.40 - 9.90) in the vicinity of the Nellis Air
Force Base Bombing and Gunnery Range and the Desert National _
Wildlife Range.

Three categories of ESAs were characterized within i0 miles _
of route % (20 mile corridor): national forests/wildlife refuges,
desert tortoise habitats, and a combination of selected ESAs _
(Figures 2-9, 2-10, and 2-11). The total areas for these three
categories for the 20 mile corridor along Route A are: _i

Type of nS& Area _i

National Forests/Wildlife Refuges 1,375 square miles _ii
Desert Tortoise Habitats 1,966 square miles
All ESAs 4,925 square miles _

Total area of corridor 8,630 square miles* _i_

* (20 miles x length of route) + buffers at ends of route _

2.1.3.4 Land Use _+_

All parcels within a 2 mile corridor along segments 5.3 _i
through 6.2, segments 9.4 through 9.6, and segments 9.8 and 9.9
of Route A were identified as having a government/vacant code
according to Clark County Tax Assessor records. Part of the land
along segments 9.6 through 9.8 fell within the boundaries of _
Indian Springs. No information was obtained to further identify
the parcels within Indian Springs, so the percent of area within _i
the 0.5 mile corridor that was located in Indian Springs was
labeled as nspecified urban area. _ --

Land in segments I.i through 5.2 that fell within the
boundaries of West Wendover, McGill, Ely, Lund, and Alamo was
assigned an unspecified urban code and all other lands were

assigned the government/vacant code. _

t
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Several small places: Lage's Junction, Sunnyside, Hiko, Ash

springs, Cactus Springs, and Mercury also lay along the route.
Their land uses were listed as government/vacant lands since they
could not be located on any available maps and data defining
their geographic extent was presently unavailable.

All segments of Highway Route A that do not fall within any
town or city were assumed to be government/vacant lands. In many
instances this may not be an accurate portrayal of the value or
sensitivity of the functions and uses to which this land is being
or may be put. It may be useful to develop a sensitivity or
value index to better reflect the true value of a function that

utilizes a given area of land (one that does not conflict with
national security interests).

The unspecified urban land use category for all areas which
fall within the boundaries of West Wendover, Ely, McGill, Lund,
Alamo, and Indian Springs is a broad classification which simply
indicates that the land in these areas lies within a city,

township, or populated place. No additional information was
available for t_is preliminary phase of the characterization.

The land-use within a 2 mile corridor along Route A may be
characterized as follows: (Appendix 2-G contains more detailed z
information.)

Land Uso Type Area

Residential 4.9 square miles
Industrial 0.3 square miles
Commercial 0.9 square miles

Non-profit 0.0 square miles T
Trans./Comm. 0.0 square miles *
Minor Improvements 1.0 square miles
Government 805.2 square miles
Unspecified Urban 17.8 square miles ii

• Because of the statistical sampling technique applied in this
preliminary study, the amount of land representing roadway right-
of-way was not represented. This is not representative of the :
large amount of land actually used within the 2 _le corridor for
roadway. Other uses should be adjusted accordingly and should be
viewed relatively due to the omission of lands used for
transportation and communications.z

2.1.3.5 Property Value_

For this report, property values include the value of the
land plus the value of any existing improvements, usually
buildings, that are found on the land.

.

Sampling techniques were similar to those used for
identifying land uses. In the absence of more complete
information on the area, government/vacant property values were
used for the towns of Sunnyside, Hiko, Lage's Junction, Ash
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Springs, Cactus Springs and Mercury, which also lay along Route
A. Property values for the towns of West Wendover, Ely, McGill, _i_i
Lund and Alamo were obtained from tax assessor information and

reflect t_e average assessed value for the entire city and may _ _
not replicate the exact value of all the land parcels and
improvements within the city. Also, the tax assessor files _/
assigned a property value for the entire city but did not specify
an exact area. The area used for Ely was the townsite boundary ?
determined from a Nevada Department of Transportation Highway
map. As no specific townsite boundaries were available for West _i
Wendover, Lund, Alamo, Preston and McGill, the boundaries for
these towns were estimated the extent of local streets shown on _i
highway maps.

Property values for the cities of Indian Springs and Preston
were not known. However an area for the cities was known, so _
average property values for city of Goodsprings was used. The
Goodsprings average was used because actual property values for _
parcels within the township could be gathered from Clark County
Tax Assessor records. It was assumed that Goodsprings was _
representative of other small towns in the study area.

Several small towns (places) along Highway Route A were not
included due to lack of information about those towns. The towns _ _

of Lage's Junction, Cactus Springs, Sunnyside, Hiko, Ash Springs
and Mercury lay along the highway and rail routes but no _
information on property value or town boundaries could be
located. This made it impossible to gather adequate information _
about the towns to include them in the determination of the

property value along the routes. Although not included, the _
cities could represent significant property values potentially
affected by an accident. _-_

The total property value calculated for Route A within a 2 L
mile-wide corridor is approximately $763 million. More detailed
information is presented in Appendix 2-H. _

2.1.3.G Difficult/Damgerous to Evacuate Locations [_

Three types of difficult to evacuate locations were

identified to represent this category. They are: number of
enrolled school children, number of hospital beds, and number of _i_
prison inmates within the corridors along Route A. Appendix 2-I
provides more detailed information. The following summarizes the
totals:

Corridor Width School Hospital Prison
Children Beds Inmates -

0.5 miles 0 74 0 _
1.0 miles 956 74 0

2.0 miles 2144 74 1,491 _
6.0 miles 16,143 282 1,549
I0.0 miles 41,911 429 2,187

20.0 miles 84,822 2,055 2,187
b
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2.1.3.7 Meteorologioal Cond£tionm

Data for meteorological conditions along the proposed

transportation routes may be used to assess potential dispersion
characteristics of potential releases. Meteorological data
consist of information such as the amount of rain, snow, wind,
and dust that impacts the proposed route. Due to time
limitations, data for the parameters of wind, dust, and flood
were not collected.

The Statewide RadioaGtive M_terials_Transportation Plan,
Phase II, prepared for the Nevada Department of Transportation by
the College of Engineering at the University of Nevada-Reno,
noted that Route A had sections with average annual snowfall
above 40 inches and annual rainfall between 8 and 16 inches.

2.1.3.8 Traffic VolvJe

Average Daily Traffic for Route A was established from data
collected at four counting stations over 5 years by NDOT. While
seasonal variations should be taken into account for routing
analysis, existing data are not sufficient to calculate these
variations accurately for all locations along the routes. The
highest monthly variation in a qiven year was observed to be 82.4
percent between the lowest (January) and highest (August) monthly
ADTs. The lowest overall monthly variation occurred one year
with a 26.0 percent difference between February and August.

The distance-weighted average daily traffic for Route A was
calculated as 1,557 vehicles per day. Weighted average truck ADT
was calculated as 319 trucks per day. (Appendix 2-B provides
more detailed traffic data.)

2.2 Route: B (From Wendover via Tonopah)

Highway Route B enters Nevada from Utah at Wendover. The
route consists of sections of US 93 Aft, US 93 (northern
section), US 6, and US 95.

2o2.1 Route Specification and Distance

Specification and distances for sections and segments of
Route B are listed in Appendix 2-J. Route B is divided into 42
segments. Distances were obtained from the NDOT ].988 Annual
Traffic Report. The total distance for route B is 434.9 miles.
The alignment of this Route is presented in Figure 2-12.

2.2.2 Probability Measures

Data for each of the probability measures used in
characterizing Highway Route B include: distance, accident
history and rates, infrastructure characteristics, hazardous
materials shipments and inventories, and environmental conditions
along the road.
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2._.2._ _ooidont Histo_ tnd Rttes
w

Accident rates were calculated from historical Nevada-

specific accident data° For 1984 to 1988, the five year average _
accident rate for all vehicles on Route B was 346 accidents per

million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT). The five year average !_
accident rate for trucks was 275 accidents per million truck
miles traveled (MTMT). The five year average was determined by _
first calculating the average for each year for the specified
route segment, then averaging over 5 years. Accident data by _
route segment is shown in Appendix 2-K.

L_ r

For 1987, the accident rate for all vehicles for the state
of Nevada was 389 accidents per MVMT. This rate was obtained __
from the NDOT Safety Engineering Division. The accident rate for
all vehicles in 1987 along Route B was 253 accidents per MVMT and !_
247 accidents per MTMT for trucks.

2.2.2.2 Xnfrastruature

Infrastructure characteristics begin with functional
classification. Information obtained from the NDOT Traffic {i_

Accident History 1984-1988 indicates the following classification
of Route B. Nearly 34 percent of the total route is classified [i_
as principal arterial rural, while 66 percent is considered minor
arterial rural.

Two lane roadway constitutes 99.1 percent of the total [_
route. Four lane undivided roadway constitutes 0.5 percent of
the total route. The remaining 0.4 percent of the route is four- [_
lane divided highway.

The roadway width for the route varied from 20 to 48 feet.
The following describes the roadway width distribution of
Route B: 20 feet width for 6.2 percent of the route, of 22 feet
width for 8.8 percent, 24 feet width for 81.0 percent, and 26 _
feet width for 2.5 percent. Various road tapers constituted the
remaining 1.5 percent of the total route. This information was
obtained from the Loa o_ the Federal-Aid SYstem (1987 NDOT _
Research Division). _

The roadway along Route B includes both flexible and rigid _-
pavement types. Mixed bituminous penetration (G) comprises 51.0
percent, and bituminous concrete (I) 49.0 percent of the total
route (NDOT Traffic Accident History 1984-1988).

There are 5 bridges and 16 culverts along route B. There
are 2 at-grade railroad crossings, and 2 overpasses where the
roadway passes over the railroad (1989 N_DO__T___!_!IA_i_ Mileaq_
M__ileDost _istina).

The ideal travel time was calculated to be 8.08 hours. This

was determined by dividing the distance by the posted speed
limit. This does not include delays. The speed limits within
the towns and cities are: Wendover -- 35 miles per hour; McGill -
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35 miles per hour; Ely - 25/35 miles per hour; Tonopah - 25/35/45
miles per hour; Goldfield - 25 miles per hour; Beatty - 25 miles
per hour. The speed limits of the highways are: US 93 Alt- 55
miles per hour; US 6 - 55 miles per hour; US 95 - 55 miles per
hour. This information was obtained from the 1984-1988 NDOT

Highway Traffic Accident History.

There are four rest areas along Route B (NDOT Hiuhway Res_

Area InventorT).

Trucks over 70 feet require special permits from NDOT. The
maximum weight limlt set by NRS 484.745 on one axle is equal to
20,000 Ibs, on any tandem axle is equal to 34,000 ibs.

A detailed listing of bridges, culverts_ railroad
intersections, and highway speeds for this route is presented in
Appendix 2-L.

2.2.2.3 Hasardous Shipments/Inventories

There were 17 truck shipments crossing Route B carrying a
total of 311.9 tons of hazardous materials. An average of 165

trucks per day carry a total of 3,682 tons of hazardous cargo
over all or part of this route daily. Detailed data are included
in Appendix 2-D.

High-pressure natural gas pipelines do not cross Route B,
nor do any of these pipelines lie within I0 miles (a 20 mile
corridor) of tha route.

2.2.2.4 Road Conditions (Environmental)

1987 data indicate that there were more than 15 inches of

annual rainfall for 40 miles of Route B, eight to sixteen inches
for 131 miles, four to eight inches for 258 miles, and less than
four inches over the remaining 7 miles of the route.

-

There were more than 40 inches of snowfall annually for 41

miles of the route, twenty to forty inches for 96 miles, ten to
twenty inches for 134 miles of the route, two to ten inches for
147 miles of the route, and zero to two inches for 16 miles of
the route.

2.2.3 Consequence Measures

Data for each of the consequence measures used in
characterizing Highway Route B include: resident population, non-
resident population_ ecologically sensitive areas, land use,
property value, difficult/dangerous to evacuate areas, and
meteorological conditions and traffic volume.

_

2.2.3._ Resident Population

The data sources and the approach used to collect and
process population data along proposed Route B are similar to
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that of Route A. Appendix 2-M shows the population density of
individual segments along the proposed route within a 0.5 mile- :-,_
wide corridor.

1
-..

Total populations within 0.5, 2, and 20 mile corridors along
Route B were established using a GIS overlay of the corridors on _
population distributions by section, traffic zone, city limit or
zip code. Figure 2-13 illustrates this technique, i

The populations within these corridors is:

Corridor Width Resident Population _

0.5 miles 10,279
2.0 miles 16,976
20 0 miles 16,976 _

2.2.3.2 Non-Resldent Population _

Since Route B is located away from the major resort areas of
Nevada, the volume of non-resident tourists is small compared to
that of the more heavily populated areas of Nevada (Reno, Las
Vegas). However, the volume of visitors to the rural areas of
Nevada along Route B may be significant relative to resident
populations in these areas. When comparing Route B to the other
three potential waste routes, the non-resident population is L_
listed as "few" at the end of this chapter. It is not intended
to neglect the relative importance of visitors to rural areas
along Route B.

4

2.2.3.3 Ecologically Sensitive Areas

Ecologically sensitive areas within a 20 mile corridor along
proposed Route B include desert tortoise habitats at Amargosa
Desert, antelope and mule deer refuges at Monitor Range and TJ

Humboldt National Forest, and others.

Three categories of ESAs were characterized within i0 miles
of route B (20 mile corridor): national forests/wildlife refuges,
desert tortoise habitats, and a combination of selected ESAs
(Figures 2-14, 2-15, and 2-16). The total areas for these three
categories for the 20 mile corridor along Route B are: _

z

Type of ESA Area _

National Forests/Wildlife Refuges 876 square miles _
Desert Tortoise Habitats 1,480 square miles z

All ESAs 3,786 square miles =
-

Total area of corridor 9,012 square miles* :

* (20 miles x length of route) + buffers at ends of route _

L
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2.2.3.4 Land UNC

Land in segments 1.1 through 5.2 of Route B that fell within
the boundaries of West Wendover, McGill, Ely, Lund, And Tonopah,
Goldfield, and Beatty was assigned an unspecified urban code and
all other lands were assigned the government/vacant code.

Small places known as Lage's Junction, Currant, Warm
Springs, Scotty's Junction, and Amargosa Valley (Lathrop Wells)
also lay along the route. They were llsted as government/vacant
in lieu of detailed information.

The unspecified urban land use category for all areas which
fall within the boundaries of West Wendover, Ely, McGill,

Tonopah, Goldfield, and Beatty is a broad classification which
simply indicates that the land in these areas lies within a city
or town but does not reflect the actual land use.

The land-use within a 2 mile corridor along Route B may be

characterized as follows: (Appendix 2-N presents more detailed
information. )

Land Use Type Area

Trans./Comm. 0.0 square miles *
Government 858.7 square miles
Unspecified Urban 9.8 square miles

• Because of the statistical sampling technique applied in this
preliminary study, the amount of land representing roadway right-
of-way was not represented. This is not representative of the
large amount of land actually used within the 2 mile corridor for
roadway. Other uses should be adjusted accordingly and should be
viewed relatively due to the omission of transportation and
communications lands.=

(
)

2.2.3.5 Propezty Value

In the absence of more detailed information, government/ ivacant property values were assigned to land within Lage's
Junction, Currant, Warm Springs, Scotty's Junction, and Amargosa
Valley (also known as Lathrop Wells), which also lay along
Route B.

-

The property values for the cities of West Wendover, Ely,
McGill, Tonopah, Goldfield, and Beatty, were obtained from tax
assessor information and reflect the average assessed value for
the city and may not replicate exact value of all the land
parcels and improvements within the city. The tax assessor
information provided a property value for the entire city but did
not specify an exact geographic area for this value. The area

i used for Ely, Tonopah, and Beatty were to_site boundaries from
Nevada Department of Transportation Highway maps. No townsite
boundaries were identified for West Wendover, Goldfield, and
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McGill. 'lq_eboundaries for these cities were estimated from the

extent of streets shown on highway maps. _

The total property value calculated for Route B within a 2 F-_'
mile-wide corridor is approximately $298 million. Appendix 2-0
presents more detailed information. [_I

2.2.3.6 Di££ioult/DangoEou,s _o Ivamamte Looatione _

Three types of difficult to evacuate locations were _[__
identified to represent this category. They are: number of

enrolled school children, number of hospital beds, and number of _
prison inmates within the corridors along Route B. Appendix 2-I
presents more detailed information. The following summarizes the _
totals for Route B:

Corridor Width Sohool Hospital Prison
Children Beds Inmates

0.5 miles 275 85 0 _
1.0 miles 1,534 85 0
2.0 miles 2,820 85 0 _
6.0 miles 3,074 85 0
10.0 miles 3,077 85 638 _i_
20.0 miles 3,077 85 638

2.2.3.7 Motoozologioal Con_itions

Annual snowfall on parts of Route B exceed 40 inches on _,

average. Rainfall averages between 8 and 16 inches annually. _)

2.2.3.8 Traffla Volume _=_.

Average Daily Traffic for Route B was established from data
collected at four counting stations over 5 years by NDOT. While
seasonal variations should be taken into account for routing
analysis, existing data are not sufficient to calculate these
variations accurately for all locations along the routes. The _
highest monthly variation iu a given year was observed to be 82.4 i

percent between the lowest (January) and highest (August) monthly
ADTs. The lowest overall monthly variation occurred one year
with .z 51.2 percent difference between January and August. __

The distance-weighted average daily traffic for Route B was
calculated as 940 vehicles per day. Weighted average truck ADT
was calculated as 191 trucks per day. (Appendix 2-K presents

more detailed traffic data.) ___

2.3 RoUteS 1-15 to Ug 95 from Arlsona _

This highway route consi3ts of sections of 1-15 and US 95
from Mesquite at the border of Arizona and Nevada to Yucca
Mountain.
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2.3ol Route 8peo£fto&tton and D_stsnoe

I Specification and distances for sections and se_ents of the
1 highway route from Arizona are listed in Appendix 2-P. This

route was divided into 44 segments. Distances were obtained from
1 the _DOT 1988 A_nual Traffic Report. The total distance for this

route is 143.3 miles. Figure 2-17 illustrates the alignment of

I this Route.

t 2.3.2 ProbKb_lit7 MealtlZeS

i This section provides operational definitions and sources of
information for five probability measures used in characterizing

1 the highway route from Arizona. Data for each of the measures
include: distance, accident history and rates, infrastructure

i characteristics, hazardous materials shipments and inventories,
and environmental conditions along the road.

2.3.2.1AOOident HiBtoET a_d Rates
1

Accident rates were calculated from historical Nevada-

] specific accident data. For 1984 to 1988, the five year average
accident rate for all vehicles on the highway route from Arizona

| I was 176 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT). The
five year average accident rate for trucks was 78 accidents per

1 million truck miles traveled (MTMT). The five year average was
determined by first calculating the average for each year for the

I specified route segment, then averaging over 5 years.
Appendix 2-Q details accident data by route segment.

°I
For 1987, the accident rate for all vehicles for the state

I of Nevada was 389 accidents per MVMT. This rate was obtained
from the NDOT Safety Engineering Division. The 1987 accident

i rate for all vehicles for the route from Arizona was 198

accidents per MVMT and 44 accidents per MTMT for trucks.

2.3.2.2 Infrastruoture

Infrastructure characteristics begin with functional
! classification. Information obtained from the NDOT Traffic

: Accident History 1984-1988 indicates the following classification
of the highway route from Arizona. Nearly 46 percent of the
total route is classified as interstate rural, Ii percent as

, interstate urban, 12 percent principal arterial urban, and 32
percent is considered principal arterial rural (NDOT Traffic

] Accident History 1984-1988).

I Four lane divided roadway constitutes 98.8 percent of the
total route. Six lane divided roadway constitutes 1.2 percent of

_ J the total route. The distance-weighted average for the entire
route is 4.02 lanes (1987 NDOT Research Division, ___L_

i Federal-Aid System).

! The roadway width for the route varied from 48 to 72 feet.
The following describe_ the roadway width dist_;ibution of the °

L_
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route: roadway of 48 feet width constituted 94 percent of the
route and roadway of 72 feet width constituted 4 percent of the _
total route. Various road tapers constituted the remaining 2
percent of the total route. This information was obtained from i_
the Los of the Federal-Aid SYstem (1987 NDOT Research Division).

The roadway along Route 1-15 to US 95 from Arizona includes
both flexible and rigid pavement types. Mixed bituminous _,_
penetration (G), and bituminous concrete (I), and portland cement
concrete (J) (NDOT Traffic Accident History 1984-1988). i_

There are 32 bridges and 22 culverts along route 1-15 to US !_i
95 from Arizona (1989 NDOT Cumulative Mileaae MileD ost Listinq).

t
The ideal travel time was calculated to be 2.35 hours. This

was determined by dividing the distance by the posted speed I_
limit. This does not include delays. The speed limits within
the towns and cities are: Las Vegas - 55 miles per hour; Indian _
Springs - 55 miles per hour. The speed limits of the highways
are: 1-15 - 55/65 miles per hour; US 95 - 55/65 miles per hour. _
This information was obtained from the 1984-1988 NDOT Highway
Traffic Accident History. _

There are no rest areas along the route from Arizona (D__Dg_T [_

Hiqhwav Rest Area Inventory). _

Trucks over 70 feet require special permits from NDOT. The
maximum weight limit set by MRS 484.745 on one axle is equal to _
20,000 ibs, on any tandem axle is equal to 34,000 ibs.

Appendix q-R presents a detailed listing of bridges,
culverts, railroad intersections, and highway speeds for this _i_-
route.

2.3.2.3 Hamar_ous Shlpments/Xnventorles

There were 72 truck shipments crossing the Highway route
from Arizona carrying a total of 2'72.4 tons of hazardous
materials. An average of i00 trucks per day carry a total of
2,291 tons of hazardous cargo over all or part of this route __

daily. Detailed data are presented in Appendix 2-D. _

A high-pressure natural gas pipeline crosses the route at
one place. Pip, lines also run along the route within various

distances as indicated in the following:

Corridor Width Miles of Pipeline __

0.5 miles 6.1
1.0 miles 6.2 _
2.0 miles 10.8
6.0 miles 14.9
I0.0 miles 19.1
20.0 miles 29.3
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I 2.3.2.4 Road Conditions (Snvizonmental)

I 1987 data indicate that there were four to eight inches of

i rainfall and less than two inches of snowfall annually for the
entire route from Arizona.

I 2.3.3 ConsequellSae Meas_c'es

I This section provides operational definitions and sources of

[ information for eight consequence measures used in characterizing
the highway route from Arizona. Data include: resident
population, non-resident population, ecologically sensitive
areas, land use, property value, difficult/dangerous to evacuate
areas, meteorological conditions and traffic volume.

2.3.3.1 Resident Population

The data sources and the approach used to collect and
process population data along the proposed highway route from
Arizona are similar to that used for Routes A and B.

Appendix 2-S shows the population density of individual segments
within a 0.5 mile-wide corridor along the proposed route.

Total population within 0.5, 2, and 20 mile corridors for
the route were established using a GIS overlay of the corridors
on population distributions by section, traffic zone, city limit

_ or zip code. Fi_Ire 2-18 illustrates this technique.

The populations within these corridors along the route from
Arizona are:

Corridor Width Resident Population

I 0.5 miles 29,554
2.0 miles 120,037

_ 20.0 miles 636,356

-! 2.3.3.2 Non-Resident Population
=

Non-resident populations within 0.5, 1, 2, 6, 10 and 20 mile
. corridors for the route from Arizona were established using a GIS

overlay of the corridors on hotel/motel locations within Las
Vegas. Figure 2-19 Illustrates this technique. The non-resident
populations determined for these corridors along the route from
Arizona are:

- corridor Width Non-Resldent Population

0.5 miles 245

: 1.0 miles 6,053
2.0 miles 24,035
6.0 miles 62,607

_ I0.0 miles 127,348
20.0 miles 154,585

= 2-19
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Appendix 2-T provides detailed information on non-resident
population estimation.

2.3.3.3 Boologi_ally Sens£tive Azess '__

Three categories of ESAs were characterized within 10 miles i_
of the highway route from Arizona (20 mile corridor): national
forests/wildlife refugesp desert tortoise habitats, and a !_
combination of selected ESAs (Figures 2-20, 2-21, and 2-22). The
total areas for these three categories within a 20 mile corridor
along the route are:

Type of BSA Azss

National Forests/Wildlife Refuges 514 square miles
Desert Tortoise Habitats 2,323 square miles '_
All ESAs 3,005 square miles

Total area of corridor 3,180 square miles*

* (20 miles x length of route) + buffers at ends of route
J

2.3.3.4 Land Use •

The land uses within a 2 mile corridor along the highway
route from Arizona may be characterized as follows: (Appendix 2-U .....

presents more detailed information.) _,

Land Use Type Area ,_

Residential 13.6 square miles i_
Industrial 0.4 square miles

Commercial 4.3 square miles i_
Non-profit 3.5 square miles
Trans./Comm. 0.5 square miles *

L!

Minor Improvements 1.7 square miles
Government 265.1 square mi].es
Unspecified Urban 1.7 square miles

* Because of the statistical sampling technique applied in this =
preliminary study, the amount of land representing roadway right-
of-way was not represented. This is not representative of the _
large amount of land actually used within the 2 mile corridor' for
roadway. Other uses should be adjusted accordingly and should be
viewed relatively due to the omission of transportation and _
communications lands.

2°3.3.5 Property Value

The total property value calculated for the highway route
from Arizona within a 2 mile_wide corridor is approximately
$8.76 billion. More detailed information is presented in _
Appen<ix 2-V.

, ,,



2.3.3.6 DtfftouXt/DLl_gezous to ]_aouate Looations

Three types of difficult to evacuate locations were
identified to represent this category. They are: number of
enrolled school children, number of hospital beds, and number of

prison inmates within the corridors along the highway route from
Arizona. Appendix 2-I presents more detailed information. The
following summarizes the totals for the route from Arizona:

CozzldoE Width 6ohool Hospital Pzlson
Chilazen Beds Inmates

0.5 miles 5,626 0 0
1.0 miles 12,128 0 0
2.0 miles 22,224 473 1,491
6.0 miles 53,774 1,074 1,491
10.0 miles 71,066 1,994 1,491
20.0 miles 89,966 2,184 1,491

2.3.3.7 Meteorologioal Conditions

Annual snowfall on the highway route from Arizona averages
less than two inches. Rainfall averages between 4 and 8 inches

per year.

2.3.3.8 Traffio Volume

The distance-weighted average daily traffic for the highway
route from Arizona was calculated as 9,578 vehicles per day.
Weighted average truck ADT was calculated as 1,420 trucks per
day. (Appendix 2-Q presents more detailed traffic data.)

2.4 Routez 1-15 to US 95 from California
I

This highway route consists of sections of 1-15 and US 95
from Stateline at the border of California and Nevada to Yucca
Mountain.

2.4.1 Route Speoificatlon and Distanae

Specification and distances for sections and segments of the
highway route from California are listed in Appendix 2-W. This

route was divided into 36 segments. Distances were obtained from
the NDOT 1988 Ann_al_/__ic Report.. The total distance for this

° route is 105.3 miles, the shortest of the four highway routes.
Figure 2-23 illustrates the alignment of this Route.

2.4.2 Probability Measures

This section provides operational definitions and sources of
information for five probability measures used in characterizing
the highway route from California. Data for each of the measures
include: distance, accident history and rates, infrastructure
characteristics, hazardous materials shipments and inventories,
and environmental conditions along the road.

2-21
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2.4.2.1 &ooidont Histo_7 and P.ates _

Accident rates were calculated from historical Nevada- _
specific accident data. For 1984 to 1988, the five year average

accident rate for all vehicles on the highway route from _
California was 274 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled
(MVMT). The five year average accident rate for trucks was 132
accidents per million truck miles traveled (MTMT). The five year _i-
average was determined by first calculating the average for each
year for the specified route segment, then averaging over 5 _/

years. Appendix 2-X details accident data by route segment. _

For 1987, the accident rate for all vehicles for the state
of Nevada was 389 accidents per MVMT. This rate was obtained _

from the NDOT Safety Engineering Division. The accident rate for _iiall vehicles in 1987 for the route from California was 316

accidents per MVMT and 79 accidents per MTMT for trucks. _i_

2.4.2.2 Infrastz_cture __

Infrastructure characteristics begin with functional
classification. Information obtained from the NDOT Traffic _i
Accident History 1984-1988 indicates the following classification
of the highway route from California. Nearly 40 percent of the _
total route is classified as interstate, 60 percent as principal
arterial (NDOT Traffic Accident History 1984-1988). _

Four lane divided roadway constitutes 96.2 percent of the _
total route. Six lane divided roadway constitutes 3.8 percent of
the total route. The distance-weighted average for the entire _

route is 4.08 lanes (1987 NDOT Research Division, Lo_9_q_0_th_ _
Federal-Aid SYstem).

The roadway width for the route varied from 48 to 72 feet.

The following describes the roadway width distribution of the _i _
route: roadway of 48 feet width constituted 95 percent of the ]
total route and roadway of 72 feet width constituted 4 percent of _]
the total route. Various road tapers constituted the remaining 1

percent of tl_e total route. This information was obtained from _
the _Oq of the Federal-Aid Sy___m (1987 NDOT Research Division). =

The roadway along Route 1-15 to US 95 from California _'_

includes both flexible and rigid pavement types. Mixed __i_
bituminous penetration (G), and bituminous concrete (I), and

portland cement concrete (J) (NDOT Traffic Accident History 1984- _i_
1988) .

There are 24 bridges and i0 culverts along route 1-15 to US

95 from California (I_NDOT Cumul_q_ Mileage_MileDost _
Listin_q).

The ideal travel time was calculated to be 1.82 hours. This

was determined by dividing the distance by tlle posted speed _
limit. This does not include delays. The speed limits within

the towns and cities are: Las Vegas - 55 miles per hour; Indian _

2-22 _ _
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I

(
Springs - 35 miles per hour. This information was obtained from

J the 1984-1988 NDOT Highway Traffic Accident History.

I There is one rest areas along the route from California

(NDOT Hi ahway Best Area Invento_).
g

Trucks over 70 feet require special permits from NDOT. The
I: maximum weight limit set by NRS 484.745 on one axle is equal to

20,000 Ibs, on any tandem axle is equal to 34,000 lbs.
t

Appendix 2-¥ contains a detailed listing of bridges,
t culverts, railroad intersections, and highway speeds for this

route.

2.4.2 • 3 Wasazdous Shipments/Inventoziea

There were 122 tr_ck shipments crossing the highway route
from California carrying a total of 1,166.4 tons of hazardous
materials. An average of 141 trucks per day carry a total of
2,291 tons of hazardous cargo over all or part of this route
daily. Detailed data are presented in Appendix 2-D.

High-pressure natural gas pipelines cross the route at 3
places. These pipelines also run within various distances of the
route from California as indicated in the following:

Corridoz Width Miles of Pipeline

0.5 miles 4.7
1.0 miles 11.9
2.0 miles 33.2
6.0 miles 54.8
10o0 miles 58.9

z

20.0 miles 72.7

2.4.2.4 Road Conditions (Environmental)

1987 data indicate that there were four to eight inches of
annual rainfall and less than two inches of snowfall for the

+ entire route from California.

2.4.3 ConBequenoe Measures

This section provides operational definitions and sources of
= information for eight consequence measures used in characterizing
= the highway route from California. Data for these measures

include: resident populat:ion, non-resident population,
- ecologically sensitive areas, land use, property value,

difficult/dangerous to evacuate areas, meteorological conditions
and traffic volume.

+ 2.4.3.1 Resident Population

The data sources and the approach used to collect and
- process population data along the proposed highway route from

- 2-23



California are similar to that used for the other highway routes.

Appendix 2-Z shows the population density of individual segments
within a 0.5 mile-wide corridor along the proposed route.

Total population within 0.5, 2, and 20 mile corridors for
the route from California were established using a GIS overlay of _

the corridors on population distributions by section, traffic
zone, city limit or zip code° Figure 2-24 illustrates this _t

tec_mique. _

The populations within these corridors is: _

Cozridoz Width Resident Population _i

0.5 miles 38,411
2.0 miles 147,935 _

20.0 miles 625,494 _

2.4.3.2 Non-Resldent Population _

Non-resident populations within 0.5, 1, 2, 6, 10 and 20 mile
corridors for the route were established using a GIS overlay of _
the corridors on hotel/motel locations. Figure 2-25 illustrates
this technique. The non-resident populations determined for _i"

these corridor_ along the route from California are: _

Corridor Width Non-Resldent Population _i_

0.5 miles 5,626 _
1.0 miles 48,853

2.0 miles 128,733 __
6.0 miles 153,505

10.0 miles 154,283 _
20.0 miles 157,009

Appendix 2-AA provides detailed information on non-resident _

population estimation. _i_

2.4.3.3 Raologically Sensitive Areas

Three categories of ESAs were characterized within i0 miles _--
of the highway route from California (20 mile corridor): national

forests/wildlife refuges, desert tortoise habitats, and a _
combination of selected ESAs (Figures 2-26, 2-27, and 2-28). The

total areas for these three categories for the 20 mile corridor
along the route are:
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T_po of BIU& I, ze&

National Forests/Wildlife Refuges 378 square miles
Desert Tortoise Habitats 1,520 square miles
All ESAs 2,075 square miles

Total area of corridor 2,420 square miles*

* (20 miles x length of route) + buEfers at ends of route

2.4o3o4 La_d Use

The land uses within a 2 mile corridor along the highway
rcute from California may be characterized as follows: (Appendix
2-BB presents more detailed information.)

Land Use T_o AEoa

Residential 14.8 square miles
Industrial 0.6 square miles
Commercial 9.8 square miles
Non-profit 2.8 square miles
Trans./Comm. 1.1 square miles *
Minor Improvements 1.3 square miles
Government 178.5 square miles
Unspecified Urban 1.7 square miles

* Because of the statistical sampling technique applied in this
preliminary study, the amount of land representing roadway right-
of-way was not represented. This is not representative of the
large amount of land actually used within the 2 mile corridor for

, roadway. Other uses should be adjusted accordingly and should be
viewed relatively due to the omission of transportation and
communications lands.

2.4.3.5 Property Value

- The total property value calculated for the highway route
from California within a 2 mile-wide corridor is approximately
$20.56 billion, the highest of the four highway routes. More
detailed information are presented in Appendix 2-CCo

2.4°3.6 Diffiault/Dangerous to Eye,ate Loaatlons

Three types of difficult to evacuate locations were
identified to represent this category. They are: number of
enrolled school children, number of hospital beds, and number of
prison inmates within the corridors along the highway route from
California. Appendix 2-I contains more detailed information.
The following summarizes the totals:
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corridor Width 8ahool Hoapital Prison
Childzon Bods Ixmatss

0.5 miles 4,165 0 0 _"
1.0 miles 9,779 746 0

2.0 miles 16,748 746 1,491 _
6.0 miles 46,764 1,799 1,491
I0.0 miles 79,998 2,069 1,491
20.0 miles 88,289 2,144 2,069

2.4.307 Moteorologiaal conditions

Annual snowfall on the highway route from California
averages less than two inches. Rainfall averages between 4 and 8 _
inches per year.

2.4.3.8 Traffic Volume

The distance-weighted average daily traffic for the highway
route from California was calculated as 16,855 vehicles per day, _
the highest of the four highway routes. Weighted average truck
ADT was calculated as 2,120 trucks per day (also the highest).

(Appendix 2-X presents more detailed traffic data.)

2.5 Summary Comparison of Highway Routes
t

This section provides a tabular comparison by corridor for
the characteristics of the four highway routes. _

_..

K_

L

L
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Table 2-3

8mmazy Ktghvay LtaJt Chaz&oterlsttas

III I ii' ......... r
... I "'"

ROUTE A I 1-15 to US 95 !,.15 to US
FD Arizona F_

J CALIFORNIA
i L_ I I I Illll I

TOTALDXSTAH-_- (MILES) 415.8 434.9 143.3 105.3

rOTALACCIDENTRATES 307 34_ 187 274
5 Y_ AVERAGE(ACC_T)

TRUCKACCIDENTRATES 113 2_ 81 132
5 YEARAVERAGE(ACC/MTMT) --

. AVERAr_NL.m_e,eoFLA.ES 2.34 Z.OZ 4.0Z 4.08i i i ii i

A_RAC,r ROADWIDTH(FEET) 27.6 2.3...3 49.4 m 50.4***.
i ii

: AVERAGETRAVELTIME (HOURS) ,, 7'.62 , , 8.08 , 2.35 1.82

NUMBEROF RAILROADCROSSINGS 3 2 ........ 0 .. 0

NUt(BEROF BRIDGES .... 6 , 5 , ,32 2/+ __

NUMBEROF CULVERTS 26 , 16 _ 22 10 _

NUNBER OF RESTAREAS 1 ,4 0 1 .........

MAXIMt.L'IRAINFALL(INCHES) >16 >16 4-8 4-8
DISTANCE..(MILES) __ 16 40. !.43.3,.. 105.3 __

HAXII4LJHSNOWFALL(INCHES) >40 >40 <2 <2
DISTANCE(MILES) . 36 41 143.3 105.3

FUNCTIONALCLASS(ES)* I,P,MaC . pl M . . [lP .I,P _

SURFACETyPE(S) *" G,I,J G,I G,I,J G,I,J

TRAFFICVOLUME 1,557 940 9.57'8 16,855
(AVG VEHICLESPERDAY) ......, , i i ,. ,,, , i H,

TRAFFIC VOLLNE 319 191 1,420 2,120

(AVG TRUCKSPERDAY) ............

VEHICLEMILES TRAVELED _ 149 502 648
-- (MiLLIONSI.ANNUAL) ......

TRUCKMILES TRAVELED _ 30 52 82 L
-- _ (MILLIONS, ANNUAL,) ....

HAZI_T TRUCKS/DAY 17 17 72 122
= .... !CROSSlNG ROUTE) ....... ____

HA?NATTRUCKS/DAY 252 165 100 141
.. (ALONGROUTE! ......... ___

HAZ.qATTONS/DAY 311.9 311.9 274.2 1106.4
(CROSSI NGROUTE) ...._- ,, ,,. r-

_'_ HAZ.NATTONS/DAY 5,916 3,682 2,291 2,291
.........(ALONGROUTE)............. ___

NUMBEROF GASPIPELINE 4 0 1 3
CROSSINGS

" ......... P -,ill " "'"J / .... ''

- * I: Interstate, P: Principal Arterial, M: Minor Arterial, C: Major Collector
• * G: Mixed Bituminous Penetration, I: Bttumir_ Cotcrete, J: Portland Cement Concrete

• ** This is the average rood width excluding the medie_ for divided highway

-_ 2-27
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Table 2-4

Sumumaz_ Highway Route Coapartsonl

0.5 Mile-vide Corridor _
---r LE i I I iii illl II I I II I IIIII I' II I I J±

ROUTE A I !-15 to US 95 i-15 to US 95 _;_
FRON Ar | zorw FROM

CALI FOtlN IA

.... RESIDENT POPULAT1.OM 121831 10_ 279 29,554 2r,B, 411

MON'RESXDEMTPOI_LATIOM ....... f,,,_,'+,l feu .... 245 5,626 ,,,+_ '__

MUNBER OF SCHOOl. 0 275 5,626 4,165 _._+:
STUDEMTS

USE,oF 7+ as o o +
HOSPITAL BEDS

, ,.1 ,, , . ,. ,, , , _ ,.

PRISON 0 0 0 0 __+_
POPULATI ON

, ,, , , , ,

MILES OF GAS PIPELINE 2.9 0.0 6.1 4.7 _:.._
(ALONG ROUTE)

..........
....... , : , ... _ , i q ' ,=

m,,.+- _

_

t_/+

Table 2'=5 _[_.+

Summary Highway Route compa=Isons _+
i Mile-wlde Corridor

,,
..... i i i i . _ .......................... i i T :T

ROUTE A B 1-15 to US 95 1-15 to US 95 ___FROM Ar | zor_ FROM
CALI FORM1A

--- " i i I i i llIll i II fill iii[ Illll II _ ::-
NON-RESIDENT POPULATION fek_ few 6,053 48r853

M_BER OF SCHOOL 956 1,514 12,178 9,_
STUDENTS

- ''' ' ' ,,, , , , , , , _ J

NUMBEROF 74 85 0 746 ,_.-3
HOSPI TAL BEDS /

pR, o o o o
POPtJLATION

HILES OF GAS PIPELINE 12.1 0.0 6.2 11.9
(AL_G ROUTE)
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TaJ_Ie =-6

8uuna=y wighvsy Route Conparisons
2 )file-vide _or=t4or

j 'j j 5111 Jill Iii i

ROUTE A B I-1,5 to US 95 1-1,5 to US 95FR(X4At1 zorm FR(_4
CALIFORNIA

,, i i,i i I i,, i ij.._ ....... , l
..I .., II1| H I I rl

RESIDEHTPOPULATION 28,832 16_976 120_037 147|93,5

NON-RESIDENTPOPtJLATION f ew few 24,03.5 128_733

PROPERTYVALUE($ MILLION) 763 298 .... 8n75_., 20,564

LANDUSE AREA: RESIDENTIAL 4.9 0.0 13.6 14.8
( ____JtSMILES) ............

i

LANDUSEAREA: 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.6
1NDUSTR1AL(S___LA.REMILES) .... ..............

LANDUSE AREA:COMMERCIAL 0.9 0.0 4.3 9.8
(SQUAREMILES) .............

LANDUSEAREA: NON-PROF1T O.0 O.0 3.,5 2.8
CCNCUNITY FACILITIES

(SQUAREMILES)i

LANDUSE AREA:TRANSPORT, O.0 O.0 0..5 1.1
CC_IMUNlCATIO_ISORUTILITIES

(SOUAREMILES)

LANDUSE AREA: M1NOR 1.0 O.0 1.7 1.3
IMPROVEMENTS(SQUAR.EMILES) , ...............

]

LANDUSE AREA: GOVERNMENT 80.5.2 8.58.? 261.1 178.5
OAVACANT(SQUAREMILES) ...........

L

LANDUSEAREA: UNSPECIFIED 17.8 9.8 1.7 1.7
: URBAN(SQUAREHILLS) ..

NUNBEROF SCHOOL 2,144 2,820 22,224 16,748
STUDENTS .....

' r

NUMBEROF 74 8.5 473 746
= HOSPITALBEDS, , , , ,,,

PRISON 1,491 0 1,491 1,491
POPULATION ..........

MILES OF GASPIPELINE 17.6 0.0 10.8 33.2
(ALONG ROUTE) ,, J

i
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S_q Kighva7 Route Conpariso_m

6 Mile-v:l.de Corridor

ROUTE A 8 1-15 to US 95 1-15 to US 95

FRC_IAP|z_"JI FROM _-_
PALI FORMI A

- ' ......... I II I IIII II ........

MON-RESIDEMTPOl_l,,L.4XION , 694, few 62,607 153+505,

,u..t oF 11,113 3.oT+ .,m 46,76.
STUDENTS _

i ii ii i, .... ii i i i [ i i, i

IC;4SE;tOF 282 85 1, 074 1,799 _1-_HOSPITALBEDS
i i i ii i i i i Llllt l_+ . i ii ii

PRISON 1,549 0 1,491 1,491 .__._"POPULATION
, ., i , J, .. i i . i

MILES OF GASPIPELIIIE 23.5 0.0 14.9 54.8 ___
(ALONGROUTE)

J_ L II llill' I I i III I .. I -- I I II

..+.

T_ble 2-s li:_

Summary _ighw&y Route Comparisons _+-+++_
10 Mile-wlde Corridor

_ _ _ ....... _£ i .... _ I . . i............ -

RC3JTE A O 1-15 tO US 95 1-15 tO US 95 _--._
FROMkrb zor_l FROM

+ CALIFORNIA ___:--- 111 ii +;ii'l li J. _ I i iiiiiiii ................... -'-_---| ............. +........... L.... iiii [ i III

NON-RESIDEPITPOPULATION 22,9_0 few 127,368 151+283 ,,+..... .

wU_EmOFSTOOL ++,911 3,077 71,066 ?0,998 _-_1

..... ST+E.TS ..... --_ _ _ _ I_ER OF +Z9 8s 1,994 2,o69
..... HOSPtTAL,BEDS......... ++ .. : _+i_-;

+_tsoN z,la_' _ 1,+91 ;,+11
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3 Identifioation of Potentially Czitioal Loaations
for Highway &ooidents

In the introductory chapter of this report, three forms of

transportation impact analysis using route characterization
measures were discussed. The first of these, comparative
evaluation, was demonstrated at the conclusion of Chapter 2 after
the four highway routes were characterized. The second form of

impact analysis, .worst case" analysis, is presented in this and
the next chapter (potentially critical locations, and potentially
likely locations for accidents, respectively). The third form of
analysis, probability risk assessment, is to be demonstrated in
future work.

This chapter identifies some potentially critical locations
for truck accidents on Highway Routes A, B, 1-15 to US 95 from
Arizona, and 1-15 to US 95 from California, for the general
categories of potential population impacts, cost and difficulty
of accident cleanup, environmental impacts, and impact on
accident severity. Included in the ,,population impacts" category
are numbers of residents and non-residents within specified
corridors along the routes. The "cost and difficulty of accident
cleanup" category is addressed using measures of property value,
land use lifficult to evacuate locations, and traffic volume.
,,Environmental impact" is analyzed according to the nature and
area of several ecologically sensitive areas. "Accident

severity" is reflected in measures of meteorological conditions,
infrastructure, and hazardous materials shipments and
inventories. Finally, a comparison of the highway routes on
critical accident locations, based upon the four categories, i_

presented.

In this chapter, references to potentially critical
locations are made in two ways: by segment number (Appendices

2-A, 2-J, 2-P, and 2-W provide segment specification), and by
geographic description (e.g. 2 miles north of Tonopah on US 6).

3.1 Route: A (From Wendover via Las Vegas)

3.1.1 Potential Population Impacts

Potential population impacts are divided into two
categories, resident and non-resident populations.

3.1.1.1 Resident Population

Observation of data for a 0.5 mile corridor shows that the

areas with highest population densities along Route A are
comprised of Segments 2.8 through 3.2 and Segments 7.3 through
8.1 (Ely in White Pine County and Craig Road in Clark County).
Figure 3-I shows population density distributions for each
segment within a 2 mile corridor along Route A. This figure may
be compared with similar graphs for each of the other three
routes (Figures 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4).
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3.1.1.2 Non-Resident Population

There are many potentially critical locations for non-
resident populations along route A in the Las Vegas metropolitan
area where tourist populations are high. While within a 6 mile
corridor there are few resorts, hotels, or motels, nearly all
hotel rooms within the Las Vegas area are within a 20 mile
corridor. Only 5 percent of all hotel rooms in the Las Vegas

Valley are beyond the 20 mile corridor along this route. _
Further, non-resident populations in other areas along the route,

while small in comparison to those of Las Vegas, may be
significant relative to resident populations and important to

local economies.

Segment 7.3 has the highest non-resident population for
Highway Route A for both the 0.5 and 2 mile corridors. _£he
segment with highest non-resident population for the 20 mile
corridor is Segment 7.2.

3.1.2 Cost and Diffiaulty of Accident Cleanup

To approach the issue of cost and difficulty of accident
cleanup, data were analyzed for each of the following categories: ___l
property values, land uses, difficult to evacuate locations, and
traffic volumes. Property values and land uses are included as _
measures of the utility of land and property which may be
temporarily or permanently lost due to an accident. Difficult to
evacuate locations are included as emergency response procedures
would be more involved, hence expensive, for such locations.
Traffic volume is included as a measure of the potentially

affected population I as well as a measure of the potential

impacts of temporarily closing a roadway.

3.1.2.1 Property Value _

Potentially critical locations within a two mile corridor
were established for property values according to two criteria, _
i) the single worst place for an accident and 2) the worst
segments for an accident to occur. _-

The worst location for an accident was determined by the -_

following method:

i) Sample parcels of property were identified at a distance
of 1/2 mile either side of the route every 1/2 mile along the _

route within the Las Vegas area, as explained in Chapter i.

2) Property values and areas of sample parcels were
determined using Clark County tax assessor maps. The property _

value was divided by the area to give property value per squaremile.

IThe term "on-link" populations is used by some PRA models.
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3) This value was assumed to represent the entire interval
area (0.5 square miles on each side of the route).

4) The average property value for each side of the route {
was determined.

5) The average represents the property value for a 1/2 mile
segment _:_ th_ route.

/

6) This procedure was followed for all pairs of data points
along the route that were within the Las Vegas area.

7) A potentially critical location along the route was
determined to be the 1/2 mile interval with the highest property

value per square mile.

Potentially critical segments for accidents were determined
by:

I) dividing the total property value of each sample parcel
along both sides of the route within each segment by it's area,
producing a unit value in dollars per square mile for each sample
representing I/2 square mile intervals along the routes,

2) adding the unit values for all samples within each
segment and dividing by the number of sample points within the
segment, producing an average value per square mile for the
entire segment, and

3) determining potentially critical segments to be those
with the highest property value per square mile.

A potentially critical location for an accident along
Route A is a 1/2 mile section located within Segment 9.1, from
the junction of US 95 and Rancho Road to a point 1/2 mile north
of the junction. The property value at this location is $309
million per square mile.

Potentially critical segments include Segment 9.1 with an
average value of $53 million per squere mile, and Segments 6.5
and 8.i with values of $65 million an_ $44 million per square }I
mile, respectively. (Appendix 2-H provides detailed information
on property values.)

3.1.2.2 Land Use

To identify potentially critical locations for accidents
based on land use, a criterion was established: areas with
highest concentration of urban land use would be considered

potentially critical. Of course, other types of land use may
also be identified for this purpose. For Highway Route A, the
segments with highest urban use are 1.1, 1.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 3.2,
5.4_ 6.1, 7.1, and 8.1. Each of these segments has at least 0.75
square miles of urban land use.



3.1.2.3 Di£fLoult/Damgezoua to &'vaouato Loaationo

p. 8ohool Bnzollment

Potentially critical locations for school enrollment are _
those segments with the highest number of school children

attending schools within that corridor of the segment. The ._'_
enrollment includes both public and private schools from pre-
kindergarten to the twelfth grade. Pre-schools, day care _
centers, and post high-school education facilities, such as
colleges, were not included due to time constraints.

The 1/2 mile corridor allows for no specification of a __
critical location for an accident, because no schools are located
within a quarter mile of the route. The worst place for an _;__
accident based on the 1 mile corridor is Segment 2.8, which has a
total enrollment of 555. For the 2 mile corridor, a potentially _
critical place is Segment 3.1 with an enrollment of 596. Segment
6.5 has the highest enrollment for the 6 mile corridor at 3,818. _
In the i0 mile corridor, Segment 7.1 has an enrollment of 11,577
students. Finally, for the 20 mile corridor, with an enrollment _i_
of 23,015, Segment 6.5 is a potentially critical place for an
accident. _._

Prison Occupancy [_

No prison or correctional facilities lie within a 1 mile _
corridor of Route A. Segment 9.8 has a prisoner count of 1,491
within a 2 mile corridor, and is a potentially critical place for _-_
an accident.

Hospital Bed Count

Segment 3.2, with a bed count of 40, is a potentially
critical location for an accident for the 0.5, i, and 2 mile
corridors. Segment 7.1 has a bed count of 163 for the highest
count within the 6 mile corridor. Segment 7.2, with a bed count
of 310, is a potentially critical segment for the i0 mile
corridor, and Segment 7.1, with a bed count of 903, is the

potentially critical segment for the 20 mile corridor.

Detailed information regarding difficult/dangerous to
evacuate locations is provided in Appendix 2-I.

3,1.2.4 Traffic Volume __

Traffic volume is the flow of vehicles per unit time for a _i
given highway segment. While a high volume may not necessarily
indicate a high accident rate, it subjects a greater volume of _
vehicles to accident risk. A potentially critical location
(highest traffic volume) is located on 1-15 near the junction of _
US 93. In 1988, the volume in this area was 3,774,100 vehicles
(per year).
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Traffic volumes experience seasonal variation. The data

show an increase in traffic from winter to summer ranging from
26.0 percent to 82.4 percent over the 1ast five years of data for
the 4 collection stations used by the Nevada Department of

Transportation (NDOT). The summer months (July and August) have
the highest traffic volumes and the winter months (November
through February) have the lowest traffic volumes. One exception
is a station on State Route 318 (SR 318)0 which has high traffic
volumes in October for the years 1985 through 1987. With only
four stations used to obtain traffic counts, the accuracy in
determination of potentially critical locations for traffic
accidents may be limited.

3.1.3 Bnvlronmental Xmpaats

3.1.3.1 Bcologicall_ _ Sensitive Areas

The total area within each ecologically sensitive area

(ESA) category was calculated within a 20 mile corridor using a
geographic information system (GIS).

The total coverage of ESAs within the 20 mile corridor

along Route A is 4,925 square miles. Wildlife refuges cover the
largest area, representing 70.4 percent of the total. They are
followed by national forests which account for 27.3 percent.

No systematic method was devised to identify potentially
critical accident locations for ecologically sensitive areas.
One such method might be to tabulate the ESA percentage of
corridor width at set intervals along the route, then identify
locations with highest percentages as critical. In lieu of such

a procedure, by observing the plots of ESA/corridor overlap
presented in Chapter 2, one may identify areas of potential
concern. For example, a potentially critical location for

highway accidents may be identified as between Segments 5.4 and
9.6 (about 50 miles, total). This section lies within Clark and
Nye Counties and consists of a large area of desert tortoise
habitat. Another potentially critical location is made up of
Segments 1.4 - 2.2 (Humboldt National Forest and White River
Valley) - a refuge for antelopes, mule deer and elk. This
section is approximately 70 miles long.

However, the method described above may not be responsive
to the prevalence of natural resources. For example, key
watershed areas have not been addressed in the scope of this

study. The Pahranagat National Wildlife Refuge is directly
traversed by U.S. 93, is within desert tortoise range, is
partially within the Desert Sheep Range, and has extensive
surface waters associated with it. Yet, in application of the

methodology above, the area does not stand out as a potentially
critical accident location.
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3.1.4 Impact on Accident aeverity

Measures used to quantify impact on accident severity
include meteorological conditions, which affect release
dispersion rates and directions, infrastructure characteristics,
which affect vehicular accident severity, and hazardous materials

shipments and inventories, such as explosives which may impact _

waste shipments. _

3.1.4.1 Meteozologioal Conditionm _

Meteorological conditions affect r_diation re/ease
dispersions. Wind, rain, and snow change dispersion _-_+_
characteristics. Collection of wind data was beyond the scope of
the current research effort. Data for annual rainfall and _
snowfall were collected. These data were used to compute an

average for the route as a whole. Consequently, the lack of _
variation in the rainfall and snowfall for the route prohibits
identification of a potentially critical location for accidents. _
Further, it would be difficult to specify critical accident
locations using this measure due to the spatial and temporal [++_
dynamics of meteorological conditions. With some real
probability, any location along the route could have equally _i_

severe meteorological conditions. _

3.1.4.2 Infrastructure _

Railroad crossings or bridges are potentially critical
locations for truck accidents. Even if an accident occurring _
near a railroad crossing did not involve collision with a train,
the rail line may be temporarily unusable, possibly for an _
extended period of time. An accident involving a cask falling
off a bridge would require appropriate emergency equipment and _+--

response capabilities. _

Due to time constraints, data for the height of bridges
were not collected. Data showing the location of railroad _i

crossings were summarized in Chapter 2. There is no measure for
a potentlally critical railroad crossing. If external factors _
are taken into consideration such as whether the track is on a
main line or the crossing's proximity to an urban area, the

railroad crossing located on Craig Road, Segment 7.1, may be _
considered to be a potentially critical accident location.
Future study may produce a methodology for developing severity
measures incorporating the probability of a collision with a

train. __

3.1.4.3 Hazardous Material Shlpments/Inventories _i

High-Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines _

For the 0.5 mile corridor around Highway Route A, a _i
potentially critical accident location is along Segment 6.5,
where 0.91 miles of high-pressure natural gas pipeline are _
located within 1/4 mile of the route. For the 1 mile corridor, a
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potentially critical location is Segment 7.1 which has 2.80 miles
within 1/2 mile of a pipeline. A potentially critical segment
for the 2 mile corridor is 6.2, with 3.38 miles of pipeline. For
the 6, 10, and 20 mile corridors, a potentially critical location
is also Segment 6.2 (7.04 miles).

Segments 6.2, 6.5, 7.1, and 8.1 are crossed at some point
by a gas pipeline.

Hasardous Matorlal ShIpmentl

Potentially critical locations along Highway Route A are

Segments 1.1, with 62 truck shipments of hazardous materials per
day, and 6.2 through 6.5, with 76 daily shipments (NDOT
Commodities Report).

Detailed information regarding hazardous material

shipments/inventories is provided in Appendix 2-D.

3.2 Route: B (From Wendover via Tonopah)

0 3.2.1 Potential Population Xmpaots

3.2.1.1 Resident Population

Figure 3-2 shows population density distributions for each
segment within a 2 mile corridor along Route B. From the plot,
the areas of l,igh population concentration can be delineated.
These include Segments 2.7 through 3.2, located at Ely in White
Pine County. These segments comprise 5.676 miles (1.17 percent)
of Route B. Estimated density within the 0.5 mile corridor is
about 1,800 persons per square mile. These segments are
identified as potentially critical areas.

While the remaining distance of Highway Route B (430 miles)
has an average population density of less than one person per
square mile, some segments do run through more populous areas
(e.g. Goldfield and Tonopah). All population along the route has
been included in this study as practicable.

3.2.1.2 Non-Resident Population

No data regarding non-resident population are presented for
Highway Route B. The non-resident population along this route is
small compared to that along the other highway routes.
Identification of critical accident locations with respect to
this parameter is not included in the current scope of work.
However, while this population is small when compared to that of
Las Vegas, the relative impacts on non-resident population along
Route B should not be ignored. Future studies should lead to an
,ssessment of this potential impact.
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3.2.2 Cost and Diffioulty of &ooident Cleanup

3.2.2.1 Property Value _

Potentially critical places for accidents along Highway _
Route B are Segments 3.14 and 4.10. These segments have the
highest property value per route mile and would possibly incur _
the greatest economic consequences in the event of an accident.
Segment 3.14 has a value of $29 million per square mile. Segment _i
4.10 has a value of $37 million per square mile (Appendix 2-0 has
detailed property value data). These segments were identified by _
the same methodology used for Route A in section 3.1.2.1.

3.2.2.2 Land Use

In terms of land use, potentially critical accident
locations along Highway Route B are Segments I.i, 1.4, 2.5, 2.6, _
2.8, and 3.2. Each of these segments has at least 0.75 square
miles of urban land use. This assumes that urban land is _
potentially severely affected by accidents. Identification of
other critical areas is possible given different decision _
criteria. (Refer to Appendix 2-N for breakdowns of land use
percentages for all routes.) _i_

3.2.2.3 Difficult/Dangerous to Rvacuats Locations _i_

School Enrollment _i

Segment 4.10 is a potentially critical location for an
accident based on the 0.5 mile corridor, with 204 children
enrolled in schools that are located within a quarter mile of the _-
segment. Segment 4.1 has an enrollment of 704 and is a
Dotentially critical place for accidents for the i, 2, 6, i0, and _
"_0 mile corridors.

Prison Occupancy

In te_ns of prison population, Segment 2.7 is the only
potentially critical place for an accident to occur along Highway _
Route B. The total number of prison and correctional institution
inmates within a I0 mile corridor along Segment 2.7 is 638. _

Hospital Bed Count _-

Based on hospital bed count, a potentially critical location
for an accident to occur for Highway Route B would be along
Segment 4ol. Hospital(s) with a total of 45 beds lie within all _

: corridors for this segment. _

Detailed information regarding difficult/dangerous to
evacuate locations is provided in Appendix 2-I. _
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3._.2.4 Tzsffta Voltuse

A potentially critical location for Route B (highest traffic
volume) is located in Wendover in E1ko County at the junction of
Old US 40 and US 93A. This location had a traffic volume

2,458,275 in 1988.

The increase in traffic from winter to summer ranges from

51.2 percent to 82.4 percent over the 1ast five years of data for
the one coliection station used by NDOT. The summer months
(August) have the higher traffic volumes and the winter months
(January) have the lower traffic vollnnes. Only one station has
been used to count traffic. Therefore, use of traffic volume in
the determination of a potentially critical accident location

along Highway Route B may be inappropriate.

3.2.3 Environmental Impaatl

3.2.3.1 Ecologically Sensitive Areas

Route B has a concentration of ecologically sensitive areas
in its northern section and mainly covers Humboldt National
Forests. This potentially critical area is traversed by Segments
5.4 to 9.6 (about 70 miles).

The national forests account for an area of 715.7 square

miles or 93.5 percent of the total area of ESAs for Route B.

3.2.4 Impact on Accident Severity

3.2.4.1 Meteorological Conditions

No potentially critical locations for Route B were
identified based on meteorological data.

3.2.4.2 Infrastructure

Section 3.1.4.2 provided a general description of
infrastructural considerations. Data indicating the location of

railroad crossings are presented in Appendix 2-L. If proximity
to population centers is a criterion, the railroad crossing
located just north of Ely may be considered a critical location.
Another possible critical location exists in Goldfield, along a
critical curve. More study is required to quantify the impacts
of such infrastructural characteristics on likelihood of
accident.

3.2.4.3 Hazardous Shlpments/Inventorles

High-Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines

Highway Route B is not close to any high-pressure natural
gas pipelines (within 10 miles).

@-g



Hasardous Material 8hipnents _I

Segment i.i has the highest number of hazardous materials
shipments along Route B. Daily truck shipments along the route
total 62 for all types of hazardous materials. Segments 1.3 and _i
1.4 are also potentially critical locations with 36 truck
shipments each day. Route B is crossed by shipments of hazardous _i
materials at only one location. Segment 4.1 is crossed by a
daily average of 18 trucks carrying 366 tons of hazardous _[
materials.

Detailed information regarding hazardous material
shipments/inventories is provided in Appendix 2-D. _-_i

3.3 Route. 1-15 to US 95 from _t_isona _..--

3.3. i Potential Population Impaots _

3.3. i. I Resident Population _

Figure 3-3 shows population density distributions for each _i
segment within a 2 mile corridor along the highway route from
Arizona. Segments 2.3 through 2.6 are the locations along the _-_
route with the highest population densities and are identified as
potentially critical locations. _._-

3.3 •i. 2 Non-Resldent Population _

There are many potentially critical locations for non- _
resident populations along the highway route from Arizona in the
Las Vegas metropolitan area where tourist populations are high. _
Nearly all hotel rooms within the Las Vegas area are within a 20
mile corridor along this route. A potentially critical location
for the 0.5 mile corridor is Segment 1.22. For the 2 mile
corridor, Segments 1.21, 1.22, 2.1, and 2.2 have the highest non-
resident populations. Highest non-resident population densities
for the 20 mile corridor are for Segments 1.21 to 2.4. _

3.3.2 Cost and Difficulty of Accident Cleanup

3.3.2.1 Property Value

A potentially critical location for an accident within the _-_=
two mile corridor based on property values is a 1/2 mile portion
of 1-15 beginning at the interchange of Washington/"D', Street and

ending at a point 0.5 miles south of the interchange. This _!_
location has a property value of $1.9 billion per square mile.

Potentially critical segments are Segment 1.22, with a

property value of $1.9 billion per square mile and Segment 2.12with a value of $338 million per square mile.

Potentially critical locations and segments were determined

by the same methodology used for Route A (Section 3.1.2.1). _
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3.3.2.2 Land UoI

Potentially critical sections within a two mile corridor for
land use are Segments 1.14, 1.20, 1.21, 2.2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.9,
and 2.10. Each of these segments has at least 0.75 square miles
of urban or residential land use.

,

3.3.2.3 DifEioult/Dangezous to Evaouate Looations

Sohool Znrollment

The segment with the highest number of school children
enrolled within the 1/2 mile band width is Segment 2.4 with an
enrollment of 3,303. Segment 2.4 is also a potentially critical
location for the 1 and 2 mile corridors with a total enrollment

of 4,845. Segment 2.4 is a potentially critical location for the
6 mile corridor (8,575). Segment 1.21 is a potentially critical
location based on the 10 mile corridor (10,427), and Segment 2.1,
with an enrollment of 15,839, is potentially critical based on

the 20 mile corridor, i

Prison Occupancy

No prisons are located within a 1 mile corridor of the route i
from Arizona. Segment 2.21 is potentially critical with a total
of 1,491 prisoners within a 2 mile corridor.

Hospital Bed Count

No hospitals are located within the 1/2 and 1 mile corridors
of the route from Arizona. Segment 2.2 has the most hospital
beds for the 2 and 6 mile corridors (310, and 746, respectively).

A potentially critical location for the 10 and 20 mile corridors
is Segment 2.1, which has a total of 760 and 950 beds,
respectively.

Detailed information regarding difficult/dangerous to
evacuate locations is provided in Appendix 2-I.

3.3.2.4 Traffic Volume

A potentially critical location for Route 1-15 to US 95 from
Arizona (highest traffic volume) is located on US 95 near the
junction of 1-15. In 1988, the volume at this location was
42,489,650 vehicles (per year).

Traffic volumes experience seasonal variation. Average

daily traffic (ADT) data for the route along 1-15 and US 95 from
Arizona include total vehicles counts from two stations (specific

locations). The existing data show a maximum difference of 72.6
percent (an absolute difference of 4,673 for a maximum ADT of
Ii,iii in July to a minimum ADT of 6,438 in January). Tl_e
minimum difference is 25.4 percent (an absolute difference of
1,356 for a maximum ADT of 6,686 in August to a minimum ADT of
5,330 in February). The determination of potentially critical
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locations for traffic accidents based on only two stations may be

inappropriate.

3.3.3 Rnwiro_aental Impaots

3.3.3.1 Bcologioall_ 8ensitive Areas

The total area within each ecologically sensitive area (ESA)

category was calculated within a 20 mile corridor along the route

from Arizona using a GIS.

The total coverage of ESAs within the 20 mile corridor is

3,005 square miles. Desert tortoise habitat cover the largest

area, representing 77.3 percent of the total. Recreation lands

such as parks and forests are the next largest accounting for

17.1 percent.

3.3.4 Impact on Accident Beverity

3.3.4.1 Meteorologioal Conditions

No potentially critical locations for the highway route from

Arizona were identified based on meteorological data.

3.3.4.2 Infrastructure

Due to time constraints, data to support identification of _
critical locations based on infrastructure characteristics were

not collected. _

3.3.4.3 Hazardous Shlpments/Inventorles _r

b High-Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines

A potentially critical location for the 1/2 mile corridor is

Segment 1.19, with 2.0 miles of proximate pipeline. An

additional potentially critical location for the 6 mile corridor

is Segment 2.8 with 2.0 miles of high pressure natural gas
pipelines. Segment 2.6 has 2.3 miles of pipeline, the highest
for the I0 mile corridor. Segment 1.19, with 4.0 miles of

pipeline, is a potentially critic ll location f:,r the 20 mile

corridor. _

The route is crossed four times by a high-pressure natural

gas pipeline. It is crossed within Segments 1.15, 1.21, 1.17, _

and 2.15. _

Hazardous Material Shipments

Segments 1.1 through 1.22, with a daily average of 76 trucks

carrying 1,926 tons of hazardous materials being shipped along _-

the route, are potentially critical locations based on hazardous

material truck shipments along the route from Arizona. _
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Segment 2.1 is the only place the route is crossed by
hazardous shipments. A daily average of 72 trucks carrying 366
tons of hazardous materials cross the route at that segment.

Detailed information regarding hazardous material

shipments/inventories is provided in Appendix 2-D.

3.4 Router 1-15 to US 95 from California

3.4.1 Potential Population Impaots

3.4.1.1 Resident Population

Fi_ire 3-4 shows population density distributions for each
segment within a 2 mile corridor along the highway route from
California.

A potentially critical location for the 0.5 mile corridor is
Segment 1.22. Figure 3-4 shows Segments 1.8, 1.10 through 1.13,
and 2.3 through 2.6 to be the locations with the highest
population densities within a 2 mile corridor. Critical
locations for the 20 mile corridor include Segments 1.9 through
1.12.

3.4.1.2 Non-Resldent Population

There are many potentially critical locations for non-
resident populations along the highway route from California in
the Las Vegas metropolitan area where tourist populations are
high. Nearly all hotel rooms within the Las Vegas area are within
a 20 mile corridor along this route. Short sections of the route
traversing Jean and Stateline also have relatively high non-
resident population densities.

3.4.2 Cost and Difficulty of Accident Cleanup

3.4.2.1 Property Value

A potentially critical location for an accident in te_us of
property value along Route 1-15 from California is a portion _]
beginning 1 mile south of the Tropicana interchange on 1-15 and |i

l

ending at a point 1/2 mile south of Tropicana The propert_ _
value per square mile for this 1 s_lare mile area within th_ 2
mile corridor is $2 3 billiono • m

|

Potentially critical segments are I.i0 with a value of
$2.2 billion per square mile and 1.14 witl% $1.5 billion per
square mile.

These locations were determined by using the same method
used for Route A (Section 3.1.2.1)_

i;
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3.4.2.2 Land Use

Potentially critical segments for land use are 1.5_ 1.7,
1.14, 2.2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10. Each of these segments
has at least 0.75 square miles of urban or residential land use. _
Determination of these segments as potentially critical is based
on the assumption that urban or residential land use is
potentially most sensitive.

3.4.2.3 Diffioult/DangerouI to Bvacu&te Locations

School Bnrollmont

A potentially critical location for school occupancy for
each corridor was determined to be the segment with the highest _
number of school children attending schools within each
particular corridor. Segment 2.4 is the potentially critical _i_
location for the 1/2, i, 2, 6, and I0 mile corridors. A total of
3,303 children attend schools with the 1/2 mile corridor, 4,845 _.__i
are enrolled with the 1 and 2 mile corridors, 8,575 are enrolled
within the 6, and 9,226 are enrolled within the I0 mile corridor. _
For the 20 mile corridor, Segment 2.1 is the critical location
with an enrollment of 15,839.

. Prison Occupancy _

The only place along Highway Route 1-15 from California with _/
a prison is Segment 2.21. A total of 1,491 inmates are located
within a 2 mile corridor.

., Hospital Bed Count

No hospitals are located with the 1/2 mile corridor along _
the highway route from California. Segment 1.14 is a potentially
critical location for the i, 2, and 6 mile corridors with a
hospital bed count of 746. For the I0 and 20 mile corridors,
Segment 2.1 is a potentially critical location with a bed count [_.
of 760 and 950 for the i0 and 20 mile corridors, respectively.

Detailed information regarding difficult/dangerous to _ievacuate locations is provided in Appendix 2-I.

3.4.2.4 Traffic Volume _"'

A potentially critical location (highest traffic volume) is _-
located on 1-15 near the junction of US 95. In 1988, the volume
in this area was 45,844,000 vehicles (per year). _

Traffic volumes experience seasonal variations. Average _
daily traffic data for the route along 1-15 and US 95 from
California include total vehicles from two stations (specific _-
locations). The existing data show a maximum percent difference
of 53.8 percent (absolute difference 7,168 for a maximum ADT of _

20493 in August to a minimum ADT of 13,325 in January). The _
minimum percent difference is 26.0 percent (absolute difference

3-14 _-
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of 1,598 for a maximum ADT of 7,743 in August to a minimum ADT of
6,145 in February). With only two stations representing the
seasonal variations, the determination of potentially critical
locations for traffic accidents may be problematic.

3.4.3 Znvlronmental Impaots

3.4.3.1 Ecologloally Sensitive Areas

The total area within each ecologically sensitive area (ESA)

category was calculated within a 20 mile corridor using a GIS
system.

The total extent of ESAs within the 20 mile corridor is

2,075 square miles. Desert tortoise habitat cover the largest
area, representing '73.3 percent of the total. Recreational lands
such as parks and forests make up 18.2 percent.

3.4.4 Impact on Accident Severity

3.4.4.1 Meteorologlcal Conditions

No potentially critical locations were identified for the
highway route from California based on meteorological data.

3.4.4.2 Infrastruuture

Due to time constraints, data to support identification of
critical locations based on infrastructure characteristics were
not collected.

3.4.4.3 Hasardous Shipments/Inventorles

High-Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines

A total of 1.176 miles of high pressure natural gas
pipelines lie within the 1/2 mile corridor of Segment 1.14,
making it a potentially critical location for that corridor.
Segment 1.:3 is a potentially critical spot for the 1, 2, 6, i0,
and 20 mile corridors. A total of 4.64 miles lie within the

1 mile corridor, 6.56 miles lie within the 2, and 12.90 miles lie
within the 6, I0, and 20 mile corridors.

Pipelines cross the route a total of four times. The
segments crossed are 1.5, 1.8, and I.I0, and 2.15.

Hasardous Material Shipments

Segments i.i through 1.14, with a daily a_erage of 117
trucks carrying 1,926 tons of hazardous materials, are
potentially critical accident locations in terms o£ hazardous
shipments along the route from California.
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A potentially critical location for shipments crossing the _
routes is Segment 2.1, which has a daily average of 72 trucks
carrying 366 tons. _.

Detailed infoz_ation regarding hazardous material _
shipments/inventories is provided in Appendix 2-D.

3.5 Summary Comparison of Highway Routes on Potentially
critical Locations for Truck Accidents _

The tables in this section (3-1 to 3-7) provide comparisons
between the four highway routes on critical accident locations.

Table 3-I

Summary of Potentlally Critlcal Highway Accident Locations
Based on Highway Link Characteristics _/

from Arizor_ I from _i -
.i._ California

=eml_lm iiiii I i illl ?f_ _.

Trucks per day of hazardous 115 from 180 fr_._ Utah 1-15 from 1-15 from
materials alc_ route junction US bor_!r to Arizona California

93 north of West Wendover boro_er to border to
Las Vegas to Interchange junction US95 junction US95

Craig Roa_l (62) in Las Vegas in Las Vegas
exit (76) (76) (117) ___

Tons per day of hazarck:_JS Ii5 from 180 from Utah 1-15 from 1-15 from
materials along rou,Je jur,:tionUS border to Arizor_ California _.

93 north of West Welwlo.ver border to border to

Las Vegas to Interchar_e junction US95 junction US95
Craig Road (1,385) in Las Vegas in Las Vegas _
ex it (1,926) __...(_._926), . (I•926)

Trucks per day of hazardous none Junction of JuncO.ion of Junction of
n'_terials crossing route US 6 and I-;5 and 1-15 and

US 95 in U_ 95 in Las US 95 in Las _.

To_h (18) Vegas (72) Vegas (72)

Tons per day of hazar'dc_ US93 junction Junction of Jur_tion of Junction of _.
materials crossing route with IJS 50 in US 6 _r_l 1-15 and 1-15 and

Ely (312) US 93 in Ely US 95 in L_s US 95 in Las

(366) __ Vegas (366) Vegas (366)

Pipelines crossing route 1-15, about none. 1-15, about 1-15, about 5
3/4 mi le 3/4 mi le mites south _

south of Apex south of Apex of Sloan exit

Intercha_ Interchange __

Craig Road, 1-15, between I_15, 2 miles
I/2 mile west Lake Meaw_ and south of _[
of .junction D St./ Tropicana
with 1-15 Washington

Exit

Tonopah HwT,, US 95, 112 US 95, 1/2 _.
1/2 mi le mi le south of mi te south of ---
r_rth of j_tion of jur.:tion of

junction of Rancho Road Rancho Road Ul

Cr__._aig Road _ --"_

I"15, 3/4 1-15, 3/4 1-15, I/4 _ .
mites north miles north mfl.es north - -

of Craig Roa_d of Craig Roa_l of Henderson
Exit Exit Exit I_ .i
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Table 3-2

Summary of Potentially Critloal Highway Accident Locations
Based on Characteristics of a 0.5 Mile-wlde Corridor

.............. ............. ,,, ..... . ............ -_ :; L._ _! ,,,,,, _, _-_--__--

ROUTE A B [-15 to US 95 X-15 to US 95from Arizona from
California

.... L .............................. i I,_ .....

-- -- Ill I _ I I I[

Resident Population Segments 2.8, Segments 3.1, Segment 2.4 Segment 1.9
_l*, ,

N/A _t 1.22 _8___
Non- _nt P_lat ion $._t 7.3 _

$ch_ t Enrottmtmt none (0) US 95, US 95, Valley US _, Valley
junction of view Exit to View Exit to

SR 374 to Decatur Blvd Decatur Blvd
South Beatty (3,303) (3,303)

li _ 2_.> ....... ......

Hospital Beds US 6, East US 6, none (0) none (0)
City Limit of junction of
ELy to Murry US 95 in

St., Ely (40) Tonopah to
South Ci ty
Limit (45) ........ , ,, ,,,

Prison Ir_tes ..-..none (0) ..... _ (0) ..none(0) no.na (0) ....

Mites f High-pressure 1-15, Apex norm (0) 1-15, 1-15,
Natural Gas Pipet ine Inter'charge junction of Charleston

to junction Craig Road to Exit to
of Elkhorn Cheyenne Exit junction of

Road (1.0) ..... _ 0 ) us 95 (1.2), _- ..... ,, .... ""'--_"J-_"_'_ ;; _ _- ....

Table 3-3

, Summary of Potentially Critical Highway Accident Locations
Based on Characteristics of a 1 Mile-wide Corridor

..... _ --_--- ....--_-- 1

__ l_ _l- _ _ 'rml I _ --_ _=_

ROUTE A J B L-15 to US 95 1-15 to US 95

1 l fr°mArizona from1 California

_ ._ "111 I II II _ - .... I -- I I

1 School Enrollment East Ely to US 95, US 95, Valley US 95, ValleyELy (555) j_ction of View Exit to View Exit to
US b to South Decatur glvd Decatur Blvd

, Tonopah City (4.845) (4,845)
Limit (704)

=

Hospital Beds US 6, East US 6, none (0) 1-15,
City Limit of juncti_ of Charleston
Ely to Murry US 95 in Exit to

St., Ely (40) Tor_)ah to junction of
South City US 95 (746)

: Limit (45)

Prison Inmates none (0) r_ne (0) none.(0) none (0)
-

Miles of High-pressure Craig Road. rw:_e (0) 1-15, I..15,Jean
Natural Gas Pipeline from junction junction of Exit to Sloan

of 1-15, west Craig Road to Exit (4.b)
2.3 mites Cheyenne Exit

(2.0)
= (2.8) .-_--- ==-'------'_
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Table 3-4

Sumaary of Potentially Critical Highway &ccident Locations
Based on Characteristics of a @ Mile-wlde Corridor

, +=,_

ROUTE A B 1-15 to US 95 1-15 to US 95 ___
_rom Arizona from

California _:,._,ii. _i -_-: _ _[ , +_+_ ......... i.l=l...... jlllq __ ........ i _.l._J ii ,, lr Till Iil __:-.-,,_t,m mm,,,,_uu,_,,,-,, m

Resident Population Segments 8.1, Segment 2.8 S_t 2,6 Segments 1+8

8.2 to 1.14 _-"--+,Jl

Non-reside_t Population Segment 7.3 N/A Segments Segments 1.9
1.21, 1.22, to 1.14 _'_i
z.lj z.Z

Property Value US 95, US 95, East 1-15,D St+/ 1-15, I/2 ___
junctionof City Limit of Washingto_ mile south of

Ranch Rood, Beatty,south ln_erchmng(:, Tropicana _,.__north I/2 I/2 mile south I/2 Interchange,
mi le (S37 mil l ion) mi le south 1/2

($309 rail.) ($1.9 bit.) mile _($2.3 bit.)

School Enrollment US 95, US 95_ US 95, Valley US 95, Valley ._._
jLr_ction of junction of View Exit to View Exit to

US 6 to South IIS 6 to South Decatur Btvd Decatur Btvd
Ton,c@ahCity Tonopah City (4,845) (4,845) _'I_-_
Limit (596) Limit (704)

Hospital Beds US 6, East US 6, US 95, 1-15, _'_ ='
City Limit of junction of Highland Charlesto_
ELy to Murry US 95 in Drive Exit to Exit to =
St., ELy (40) Tonopahto Valley View junctionof

South City Exit (310) US 95 (746)

Prison inmates 1-15, Indian none (0) 1-15, Indian 1-15, Indian
Springs Air Springs Air Springs Air _[:'

Base Road to Base Road to Base Road to
west Indian west Indian west Indian

Springs city Springs city Springs city ___._

t imit.._._._.(!,l+9.1..), limit (_ Limit (1,491_

Mites of High-pressure Craig Road, noe,e (0) 1-15, 1-15, Jean _ 1_
NaturalGas PipeLine from junction junction of Exit to Stoan

of l-.15,west Craig Road to Exit (6.6) _I__2.3 miles Cheyenne Exit
(3.4) (2.0)

K:

_-_,..,._.1
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Table 3-5

summary of Potentially critical Highway Accident Locations
Based on Characteristics of a 6 Mile-wlde Corridor

.... .___L-_ .... 1.. , ..... __: _-.=._ :.:_: ___ ":"-" -: • _:_ - ::_.... :_' '_ll _ '"'"'1 "'1', _'-'

ROUTE & B 1-15 to US 95 1-15 to US 95
from Arizona frm

California
I , --I1' I I I = _?-;" IY LI II I L

ii, 1 II III 'lllllh ill i ----

School Enrotlment Z-15, North US 95, US 95, Vattey US 95, Valley
Lee Vegas junction of View Exit to View Exit to

City Limit to US 6 to South Decatur Bird Decatur Blvd
Craig R_ Tonopah City (8,575) (8,575)

lnte, change Limit (704)
(3,8,18) . ,,, _ ......

Hospital Beds Craig Road, US 6, US 95, 1-15,
1-15 junction of Highland Charlesto_

Interchange, US 95 in Drive Exit to Exit to
west 2.3 TcN_opeh to Valley Vie_ jurction of

miles (163) South City Exit (746) US 95 (746)
Limit (45)

.....

Prison Inmates 1-15, Indian none (0) I"15, Indian 1-15, Indian
Springs Air Springs Air Springs Air

Base Roa<l to Base Road to Base Road to
west Indian west Indian vest Indian

Springs city Springs city Springs city
l'!,,mi,t (!,491) ........ !)mit (,1,491) limit (1,491),

Miles of High-pressure Craig Road, none (0) 1-15, 1-15, Jean
Natural Gas Pipeline from junction junction of Exit to Sloan

of 1-15, west Craig Road to Exit (12.8)
2.3 mi les Cheyenne Exi t

(7.03) (2.0)
....... ,,, ,,, ,, ,, . . ,,,,' ,,,,,,, -

Table 3-6

Summary of Potentially critical Highway Accident Locations
Based on Characteristics of a i0 Mile-wide Corridor

ROUTE A B 1-15 to US 95 I-_5 to US 95
from Arizona f r'o_n

California
--- . I I .......... le _ I Ii Illl ---- ---- • i I II _I_ i

School Enrollment Craig Road, US 95, 1-15, Lake US 95, Valley
2.3 miles junction of Mead Exit to View Exit to

west of US 6 to South D St./ Decatur Blvd

juncticxlof Tonopah City Washington (9,226)
1-15, west 4 Limit (704) Exit (10,427)

mi les

Hospital Beds Craig Road, US 6, US 95, US 95,
2.3 miles junction of junction of junction of

west of US 95 in 1-15 to 1-15 to
junction of Tonopah to Highland Highland

1-15, west 4 South City Drive Exit Drive Exit
miles (310) Limit (45) (760) (760)

Prison Inmates 1-15, Indian US 93, Ely 1-15, Indian 1-15, Indian
Springs Air Airport to Springs Air Springs Air

Base Road to East Ely Base Road to Base Road to
west Indian (6.'38) west Indian west Indian

Springs city Springs city Springs city

limit(...__.___1 49s.._.__1) ' l im_) Ii_4.91..___)

Mites ef High-pressure Craig Road, none _0) US 95, Jones 1-15, ,lean
Natural Gas Pipeline from junction Exit to Exit to Slosh

of 1-15, west Rainbow Exit Exit (12.8)
2.3 miles (2.4)
(7.03)
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Table 3-7
..,,I

Summary of Potentlally Crlti_;_.alHighway Accident Locations @
Based on Chsraaterintics of a 20 Mile-wlde Corridor "

.-u

_: : --, . . ;. ii---- ,1 _ _ m_-- , : ::_--_-_::., ..... , ..j " " -- ' ,,, , , ...... _,

ROUTE A B 1-15 to US 95 1-15 to US 95 "_
from Arlz¢_rum from ""

Cat Ifornim :_--- _i_T" I I I iii/: ........... ± I] F I 'II_LL Ij_lJ_l ',1 r II Tr: : I I II

Resident Population Sits 7.2, Segmmts 2.8, Segments 1.9, Segments 1.9
7.3, 8.1, 8.2 2.9 1.10, 1.11, to 1.12

1.12

Non-resident Population Segment 7.2 N/A Segments 1.21 Segments 1.8
to 2.4 to 1.14

• ,,, , ,,, , , ,, ,

School Enrollment 1-15, North US 95_ US 95, US 95, __
LaB Vegas junction of junction of junction of

City Limit to US 6 to South 1-15 to 1-15 to ._
Craig Road Tonopah City Hiohland Highland ..._J;
interchange Limit (704) Drive Exit Drive Exit

....... (23,015) (15a83_9) ___ (151839) ;:_

Hospital Beds Craig Road, US 6, US 95, US 95,
junction junctionof junctionof junction of :-:;

1-15, west US 95 in I',15 to 1-15 to _
2.3 miles Tonopah to Highland Highland

(903) South City Drive Exit Drive Exit :=
....... ,limit c4s) cgs0) (95o)

Prison Inmates 1-15, Indian US 93_ Ely 1-15, Indian 1-15, Indian
Springs Air Airport to Springs Air Springs Air

Base Road to East Ely Base Road to Base Road to -_.:
west Indian (638) west indian west Indian
Springs city Springs city Springs city

..... ............limit (1,491) _. limit (I14_91) limit (I,491) r_-

Miles of High-pressure Craig Road, none (0) 1-15, Craig 1-15, Jean
=!-,tural Gas Pipeline from junction Road Exit to Exit to Sloan --=

of 1-15, west Cheyenne Ave. Exit (12.8) L_,
2.3 miles Exit (4.0)

...... L, (7,o): .... , ...... -::'::;i;;_ , , , ' F_ , , ', '

,.

i

i

1._'
'" ::=l
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4 identification of Likely Locations £or Truck Accidents on
Highway Routes

This chapter identifies likely locations for truck accidents
on the four highways routes based upon accident history and
rates, infrastructure characteristics and environmental
conditions along each route. A comparison of the routes on
likely accident locations is presented.

4.1 Route: A (From Wendovor via Las Vegas)

4.1.1 Accident History and Rates

In this study, relative accident rates between segment are
assumed to remain unchanged in the future. The highest truck
accident rate along route A is 1830 accidents per million truck
miles traveled (MTMT). This rate (1984-1988 5 year average)
occurs on segment 8.2 which is along Rancho Road, Las Vegas.

4.1.2 infrastructure

A critical grade with no passing lane presents a potentially

likely location for an accident to occur. The American
Association of State Highway and Transportation officials

(AASHTO) defines a hazardous condition on a roadway segment by
specifying a combination of grade and road length without a
passing lane as follows:

7 % Greater than 500 feet
5 % Greater than 750 feet
4 % Greater than ii00 feet

According to this definition, there exist 14 critical grades
over 4%, eight critical grades over 5%, and no critical grades
over 7% on Route A. These may present likely places for
accidents. The identification of these areas represents only an

example of identification of likely accident locations given
= infrastructure characteristics. This simplistic treatment should

be followed by more robust analyses.

4.1.3 Road Conditions (Environmental)

Poor road conditions caused by rainfall, snowfallr dust,

flash floods, mud slides, rock slides and especially the presence
of ice increase the likelihood of accidents. Likely locations

for truck accidents, due to environmentally affected road
conditions, are difficult to determine, as weather conditions
change with time. Average conditions therefore must be used.
Due to time constraints, only data for rainfall and snowfall were

: used in dete_nination of likely locations in this preliminary
analysis. On route A there are about 16 miles of road with
rainfall greater than 16 inches annually. This length of road is
located on US 93 north of Ely. There are about 36 miles of road

" with snowfall of greater than 40 inches annually. This portion
of road is located on US 93 north of Ely.
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4.2 Routez B (From Wendover via Tonopah)

4.2.1 Acoident History and Bates

The highest accident rate along route B is 3733 accidents

per MTMT. This rate (1984-1988 5 year average) occurs on seqment
4.10 which is near Beatty. The rate for this segment, however,
has a l_igh standard deviation. This is due to its very short
length (0.17 miles) and the fact that in some years one or two 'i__
accidents were reported, and in others, none.

4.2.2 Infrastructure

On Route B, there exist 28 critical grades over 4%, twenty-
five critical grades over 5%, and no critical grades over 7%. _
These may represent likely places for accidents.

4.Z.3 Road Conditions (Environmental)
4".

On Route B there are approximately 16 miles of road with a
rainfall greater than 16 inches annually. Th_s portion of road _L'_
is located on US 93 north of Ely. There are about 36 miles of
road with snowfall of greater than 40 inches annually. This 1_i
section of road is located on US 93 north of Ely.

F

4.3 Route: X-15 to US 95 from Arizona
[

4.3.1 Accident History and Rates

The highest truck accident rate along route 1-15 to US 95
from Arizona is 381 accidents per MTMT. This rate (a 5 year i_il
average, 1984-1988) occurs on segment 2.6 which is on 1-15
between Jones Blv_ and Valley View Drive in Las Vegas. __-_

4.3.2 Infrastructure _.

The route from Arizona has at least four lanes along all i
segments and is grade separated. Specifying a likely location
for an accident due to the presence of a critical grade without a i_.o
passing lane is net possible, as no such condition exists°

[i

4.3.3 Road Conditions (Environmental) __

The route from Arizona has an average annual rainfall of
four to eight inches. The annual snowfall for the entire is two il,

inches or less. These road conditions should not factor heavily i_.
into increasing the likelihood of accident. --_

4.4 Route: 1-15 to JS 95 from California

4.4.1 Accident History and Rates _

The highest truck accident rate along the route from
California is 838 accidents per MTMT. This rate (a 5 year
average for 1984-1988) occurs on segment 1.9 which is located on :'
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1-15 between the Tropicana and Dunes-Flamingo interchanges in Las

Vegas.

4.4.2 Infrastruoture
i

The highway route from California has at least four lanes

along all segments and is grade separated. Specifying a likely
location for an accident based on minimum grades without passing
lanes is not possible, as no such condition exists.

4.4.3 Road Conditions (EnviEonmental)

The route from California an average annual rainfall of four

to eight inches. The annual snowfall for the entire route is two
inches or less. As in the case of the highway route from
Arizona, road conditions should not weigh heavily in the
determination of likely accident locations (within the state of
Nevada).

4.5 summary Comparison of Highway Routes on
Likely Ac=ident Locations

This section compares the four highway routes on selected
potentially likely accident locations (Table 4-1). These
comparisons are made using respective accident history and rates,
infrastructure characteristics and environmental conditions aloDg
the road.
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Tabl@ 4-1 %

Co mparioon oE Highway Routes on %L
Likely Locationl foz &ooldent -'

ROUTE A B 1-15 to US 1-15 to US _
95 95

FROM FROM -

ARIZONA CALI FeRN IA =mmnme,mmm_mmm,mmmmmm,m_ ................ L_ _ ...... J, : :± :::: : m:_:_=:.. . :=: . _ : _ = :-.: :_'_?_'"_"e.. . __

ACCIDENT Se_men_ 8.2 Segmen_ Segment 2.6 Segment ::
HISTORY 4. I0 I. 9

1830 381 =
Acc/MTMT 3733 Acc/MTMT 838 :-
on Rancho Acc/MTM US 95 Acc/MTMT

Road, near Be_ y between 1-15 -

Las Vegas Jones and between
Val icy Tropicana '.-,
View, and =

[_s Vegas Flamingo, =
Las Vegas :-

INFRA- Depender%t DependeY Gradient Gradient ....
STRUC'I_JRE upon grade upon grade criterion criterion

Iength iength not not --
without withoul applicable applicable i-
passing passing, - whole ,,- whole -.

lane, lane, route is 4 route is 4 i!
14 loc. @ 28 loc. @ lanes or lanes or -
4% grade 4% grad greater greater -
8 loc. @ 25 loc. @ [

5% grade 5% grad i
0 loc. @ 0 loc. @ "

7% grade 7% grad i

__.:.:: :, .t ,,,..,....,

ROAD North of North o All All [::
CONDI- Ely, 16 Ely, 1 sections, sections,
TIONS miles of miles o 4-8" of 4-8" of _'_'

road with road with rainfallr rainfall,

>16"' of >16" o <2" of <2" of [_
rainfall rainfall snowfall snowfall

and >40" of and >40" of ['"
snowfall snowfall

L
Ii

L,
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5 pzelimina,z_/ Rail _ccesm Route Chazaotazisttion

The DOE had considered 10 alternative spurs (corridors.) to

provid_ rail access to the potential reposito_r at Yucca Mountain
from existing main lines currently being used by regional rail
carriers. In January 1990, DOE recommended three of these
alternative rail spurs for preliminary engineering and

i "character zation studies (US DOE, 1990) Since there is no rail
link in existence to connect Yucca Mountain to a_ty of the maln
lines currently used by rail carriers, it will be necessary to
const_Ict one or more of tl%ese rail spurs. The three spurs
identified are to be _onnected to the Union Pacific Railroad
mainline near Jean, Caliente and Carlin respectively.

This chapter presents the specification and characterization
of the three rail spurs and access routes (spurs plus mainline
connectors): Jean, Caliente, and Carlin. The characterization is
based upon probability and consequence measures. The probability
measures include Anticipated Accident Rates and Hazardous

Shipments/Inventories. The consequence measures _nclude resident
and non-resident population, ecologically sensitive areas, land

use, property value, difficult/dangerous to evacuate locations
meteorological conditions, and infrastructure characteristics. A
summary comparison of the routes using these measures is also
presented.

5.1 Rail Route| Spur 3| (Jean)

The Jean spur was option 3 of the initial 10 options
considered by the DOE. It is the first of the three alternatives
addressed in this study.

5_,I.I Route Specification and Distance

The route specification for the Jean spur is divided into
two parts: the existing mainline connectors and the proposed
spur.

Malnline Connector from California

The mainline connector for the Jean spur from southern
California would be the southern section of the Union Pacific

railroad (UP) mainline track in Nevada. This section extends
from the California-Nevada boraer to a point near Jean. The
total length of this section of the UP mainline is approximately
13 miles (milepost 287.95 at the state border to about milepost
301 near Jean).

Mainline Connector from Utah

The mainline connector for the Jean spur from southern Utah
would be the southern section of the Union Pacific railroad (UP)
mainline track in Nevada° This section extends from the Utah-

Nevada border to a point near Jean. The total length of this

5-1
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section of the UP mainline is approximately 199 miles (milepost _

500.53 near the state border to about milepost 301 near Jean).

....

New Rall Bpur

The proposed rail spur begins about 0.7 miles east of Jean,

along the Union Pacific mainline, approximately 20 miles to the _-
southwest of Arden Siding. Afte_ crossing US Interstate 15, the

route follows a northerly course along State Highway 161, passing

1 mile to the south of Goodsprings. North of Goodsprings, route

3 zigzags through Goodsprings Valley and the Springs Mountain.

The route, then runs northwest parallel to the Nevada-California

border, passing southwest of Pahrump. The route continues along _-
the Nevada California border to a point about a mile east of ......

State Highway 373, where the route turns north and runs parallel ....

to Highway 373. Route 3 crosses US 95 half a mile east of

Lathrop Wells (Amargosa Valley). It proceeds north joining with

proposed rail route 7, 1.855 miles from the site. The union ot
routes 3 and 7 head north, ending at the proposed Yucca Mountain _

Site. The route passes through Clark and Nye Counties.

The Jean rail spur was broken down into four segments. This

seqmentation was done primarily to facilitate of data collection.

Descriptions of the segments are:

Segment 3.1 Rail spur 3 from the Yucca Mountain Site heading
south to the split into spurs 3 and 7.

Segment 3.2 Rail spur 3 from the split of spur 3 and 7 heading
southeast to the 116 degree longitude line.

Segment 3.3 Rail spur 3 from the 116 degree longitude line

heading south to the 36 degree latitude line.

Segment 3.4 Rail spur 3 from the 36 degree latitude line

heading south to 'the intersection with the Union

Pacific spur _ast of Jean.

Spur 3 (Jean) is projected to have a total length of about _-

121 track miles. The lengths of the individual segments on this

spur are;

Segment 3.1 1.85 miles -

Segment 3.2 62.78 miles _

Segment 3.3 15.00 miles _

Segment 3.4 41.35 miles _

5.1.2 Probability Measures -_

This section provides operational definitions and sources of -_
information for probability measures used in characterizing the _

Jean rail corridor. Data for each of the measures are presented.
L_nWl

The measures include, for the entire route and each link,

anticipated accident rates, and hazardous shipments and _
inventories. __i

•_mm

z
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5.1.2.1 _kutlcipate4 _ocldont Ratos

The Jean rail spur has only been proposed and does not
currently exist. Thus, there are no historical data available
for the number of accidents, traffic volumes, and accident rates
for the Jean rail spur. Therefore, proxy measures will have to
be used to determine the anticipated accident rates and related

safety indicators for this route.

The best proxy measures of safety indicators would be based
on routes with similar characteristics, lt would be difficult to
find two routes with exactly similar characteristics. However,
as a first approximation, indicators from the rail network in the
state of Nevada would provide some proxy measures. Data at the
national level would have to be used for proxy measures when
Nevada specific information are not available. The primary
limitations of using such measures is that such data are

aggregate, and that the actual characteristics of the proposed
may be different from those of the rail network from which these
data have been obtained.

Rail accidents can be classified based on the type of
accident. The categories of accidents commonly found in the
literature are: I) those involving fatalities, 2) those that
result in injuries and no fatality, and 3) those resulting in
property damage only. Another method of classifying rail
accidents would include the categories of collisions and
derailments. The former classification has been used in the
discussions presented in this section.

There are a total of 348 at-grade public crossings and 284

private crossings in Nevada. Information on accidents at at-
grade crossings in the state of Nevada is recorded by the State
Department of Transportation. This information for the years
from 1980 to 1986 can be found in the Nevada Rail Plan: 1988
Update. Most accldents occurred between midnight and 8:00 AM.

1 Table 5-1 summarizes accidents in Nevada at at-grade rail
crossings.

t
Table 5-1 shows only the number of accidents at at-grade

rail crossings. Information on other types of accidents in rail
transportation, or the rate of accidents in Nevada was not
gathered for this study.

In order for comparisons of the relative safety of various
routes to be meaningful, the comparisons should be based on
accident rates and not on the total number of accidents alone.
Accident rates can be obtained by normalizing the number of
accidents based on appropriate measures of exposure. Appropriate
measures of exposure that could be used to determine accident
rates include train miles of travel, ton-miles of train travel,

number of train operationss and so on.
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Tablo 5-1 _

gevada l ilzoad grade Crossing &oaidents
iii i li 11 1........ ' -- " '_ l I l]l I I I*'

Description 1980-86 1987 _]

........ rill ....... "--_" ' _ _ _ _ ,L_ ..... _I

Fatal Accidents 2 0 "
• ,,,,,,,i, ,I,, ....., --- i,

Persons Killed 6 0
H , , , ,. m._Bar - ,,,,, ,u,,,=- "q

I_ jury Accidents 19 0
,,',, , ,, , i ,i , , ,, .._

Persons Injured 15 0 _

Property Damage Accidents 38 8 _
, ----. , ,, , ,

Total Accidents 67 8 7:
_. .... : - :: ..... li .... I L_ JJll I J :17[ II ..... 1":_-'1"i l

m''

Source: Nevada Department of Transportation, Nevad_ Rail P!.an_L ---
1_ 8__8_d!t_@. "

Table 5-2 provides an indication of the total number of -'
accidents, the total train miles of travel and the accident, rate ,:_
per million train miles for the whole nation. The total number _
of accidents includes collisions and derailments. In 1986, there
were 6 rail accidents that were collisions which resulted in _

fatalities. In the same year, there were 6 rail derailments _
which resulted in fatalities. Also, about 75% (701) of the =
accidents resulting in injuries were derailments, and 21.8% (204) =
of the accidents resulting in injuries were collisions.

It is to be noted that the proposed rail spur alignments
call for grade separated crossings with major roads and at-grade i
crossings with minor roads. The provision of grade separated _
intersections would eliminate the potential for accidents at at- i
grade intersections. The possibility of at-grade accidents would "
then be only at the intersections of the rail spur with minor _--_
roads.

The accident history for the portion of this access route

made up by the UP mainline connector could be obtained since this _
section has been in operation from around the turn of the
century. However, this accounts for only about 10% of the length [/I
of the entire route. Accident rates for' this section were not

obtained for this study, but could be included in future work on
a detailed analysis of the rail access route.

C
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T_Io S-2

U.8. Railroad &=oldontm, Train Xilom an_ Aacldont Rates

., ,. _i I II i . 1.1 I II ' ,,, ,,,,i,,J_ ......t _. , ,, ,1,

Year Total Total Train Accident Rate per
Accidents Miles (Millions) Million Train Miles

,, " " ' ,,., .'," i
,, ,,,,, -- _.__ ] [ ii iiillllllliI ii i ii i i I _I!I ii i i i

1976 10,227 774.8 13.2
,,,, , , ,, ,, , , ,,.. ,,,,

1977 10,362 750.0 13.8

1978 11,277 752.0 15.0
. , ,,, ,, , ,, ,

,,, , , , i .

1979 763.4 12.8

1980 8,451 717.6 11.8
,.., ,_ ,,,,, , , ,,T,,,_., _ i

1981 5,781 676.2 8.8
.......... _ ................ . ,,, __ , N.,,,, ,, ,, ,, ,,,,,, --

1982 573.4 8.0
,,--- , .........

1983 558.2 ";.0
.... lJ L,,, , ,,,,, _ ,,,,, L ' ' ' '' ' ' '' ..... '

1984 3,900 592.6 6.6
J,,

1985 3,275 570.9 6.0

1986 2 ,620 567 .1 4 •6
_- _;_ ,_c_i_ , ,,,i ,, '"_ .... "_- -- " '"........ '..........

Source: Nevada Department of Transportation, _Nevada Rail Plan:

i!!88 Update.

5 •i. 2.2 Hazardous Shipments/Inventorles
I

Hazardous shipments are shipments of dangerous materials

1 that are explosive, flammable, spontaneously combustible,

poisonous, radioactive, uorrosive, or are oxidizers. Facilities
that store these materials are designated sites for hazardous

inventories. The shipment of these co_unodities by road would
cross the rail access corridors to Yucca Mountain. These

crossing points are potential points of conflict for the two

modes of transportation. Some of the cross over points of the

two modes could be grade separated, thereby eliminating any
direct conflict in the movement of trains and road vehicles. The

number of such shipments and the quantity of these shipments

therefore warrant consideration in the analysis of safety of rail

operations. Data on the average number and quantity of hazardous

mate_"ials (hazmat) shipments crossing the rail access routes were

obtained from the Nevada Commodity__R__or___tt (NDOT, 1988). These

are summarized as follows for the Jean spur and 'the Jean rail
access routes from California and Utah.

: 5-5
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i
_E of Hazmat Trucks and Ton8 of Hazm_ Crossing Jean Routes

L
DesorIptlon Spur Aooees Route Aacese Route "

from CA from Utah

Number of Hazmat 131 131 273 i
Trucks per day

Tons of Hazmat/day 2,291 2_291 2,306

The rail-route corridors, within which pipelines used to

transport hazardous materials are located, were identified and
tabulated. Information on the location of high pressure natural

gas pipelines was obtained from _72_%r_Lq_s Materials PiPelines i
Atlas. The location of segments with hazardous

shipments could be used to identify potentially critical i
locations along the rail access routes.

The presence and location of hazardous shipments/inventories
could be considered both as a probability measure and as a _:
consequence measure when characterizing the route. This is
illustrated in the following discussion. !

The presence and location of the high pressure natural gas
pipelines could impact the shipment of high level nuclear waste.
An accident involving a pipeline, such as a rupture or explosion,
in the vicinity of the transport link would affect the nuclear
waste shipment in a number of ways. These include the !_
possibility of causing an accident to the vehicle transporting
the nuclear waste, closure of the transport link that would have L
been used for the nuclear waste shipment, or the possibility of
rerouting the shipment.

On the other hand, the construction of a rail spur near the
pipeline could also increase the possibility of the occurrence of
an accident to the pipeline. For example, a derailment involving
the train transporting the nuclear waste could increase the
overburden pressure on the pipeline and cause it to rupture.
This would not have occurred had the spur not been constructed.

The lengths of high pressure natural gas pipelines within
0.5, i, 2, 6, i0 and 20 mile-wide corridors around the Jean rail
spur and the entire Jean access route were determined to be as
follows'.
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corridor Width Lenath of pipeline (miles}

(miles) spur Access Route Access Route
from CA from Utah

0.5 0°3 3.2 28.6

1 0.5 6.9 31.2

2 0.5 22.7 37.2

6 0.5 22.7 60.4

i0 0.5 22.7 65.0

20 0.5 22.7 71.4

A significant limitation was the lack of more detailed data
on hazardous material shipments. The commodity report provided a

listing of the average number of shipments and the tonnageo
However, it did not provide any information on the frequency or

consequences of accidents. The Hazardous Materials Pipeline
Atlas showed the physical location of pipelines in Nevada but

provided no details on the amounts of hazardous material being

shipped through each pipeline, accidents, or the consequences of
accidents involving shipments through the pipelines. There were

4 pipelines crossing the access route from Utah while there was

only 1 pipeline crossing the Jean spur and the access route from
California.

5.1.3 Consequence Measures

This section provides a discussion of eight consequence

measures used in characterizing the Jean rail spur and access

route and the sources of information. These measures include

resident population, non-resident population, ecologically
sensitive areas, land use, property value, difficult/dangerous to

evacuate areas, meteorological conditions, and infrastructure

characteristics.

| 5.1.3.1 Resident Population

Short portions of the proposed Rail Spur 3 will be aligned
1 close to four town sites, Jean, Pahrump, Sandy Valley, and

Goodsprings. A longer portion of the spur will traverse the

Amargosa valley and a portion of Nevada Test site. The

populations for these places were obtained from Clark County

Department of Comprehensive Planning and the N yg_C__o__ntY Profile
and are summarized as follows:

Jean (1990) : 664 (mainly prisoners)

Goodsprings (1990) : 132

Sandy Valley (1990) : 436

Pahrump (1985) : 5346

This data may not accurately reflect the actual population
but in the absence of more accurate data, such as from the 1990

Decennial Census, they serve as an approximate measure of the

population.
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Data on resident population within a specified distances

from the transport link were collected for the spur and the

access route. 0.5 mile-wide, 2 mile-wide, and 20 mile-wide
corridors around the rail links were identified and the resident

population within each of these corridors were determined. An _
illustration of the method used to estimate population in the Las

Vegas Valley around the rail link using zip-code population data
is presented in Figure 5-I. The segment shown in the figure is a

part of the access route from Utah.

It was dete_nined that the population within the route
corridors were 664 (0.5 mile-wide corridor), 796 (2 mile

corridor), and 1232 (20 mile corridor) for the proposed Jean rail

spur. The resident population estimates for the same corridors
for the entire Jean access route (rail spur plus Union Pacific !

connector) from California were also 664, 796, and 1232

respectively. The same estimates for the access route from Utah

were 23803, 97589, and 658600 respectively.

5.1.3.2 Non-Rosidont Population

The non-resident population estimates for various corridors

along the Jean access route from Utah (rail spur plus Union

Pacific connector) are:

14,372 (0.5 mile wide corridor)

54,486 (I.0 " " " ,0 )

127,076 (2.0 " " " " )

154,163 (6.0 " " " ,0 )

155,211 (I0. " " " " )

156,614 (20. " ,i ,, ,, )

The same estimates for the Jean Access Route from California

are :

0 (0.5 mile wide corridor)

663 (1.0 " " ,0 ,, )

1,326 (2.0 " " " " )

2,559 (6.0 0, ,, ,, ,, )

2,559 (I0. " " " " )

2,559 (20. " " " " )

For the Jean Spur alone, the estimated number of non-

residents, on average is:

0 (0.5 mile wide corridor)

663 (I.0 " " '_ " )

!,326 (2.0 " " " " )

1,326 (6.0 " " ,0 ,, )

1,326 (I0. " " " " )

1,326 (20. " " 0, ,, )

Figure 5-2 illustrates the GIS algorithm used to estimate

non-resident population whereby hotel-casinos and motels were
identified within various corridors along the route alignment.

5-8
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The Jean access route from Utah traverses through the Las

Vegas metropolitan area where the non-resident population within
a 2 mile corridor exceeds the resident population. The portion
of the corridor within the Las Vegas metropolitan area comprises
one of the busiest tourist markets and largest concentration of
hotel rooms in the world. The occupancy rates in these hotels is
consistently greater than 80% (over 90% for hotel rooms and 72%
fer motel rooms). While it is not suz_rising that the non-
resident population is greater than the resident population, no
previous study has quantified this phenomenon.

5.1.3.3 Icologioally Senmitlve Areas

The approach used to identify ecologically sensitive areas
(ESAs) along the proposed Rail Spur 3 is similar to that used for
the proposed highway routes. This involves overlaying the
proposed route on a map of Nevada with identified sensitive
areas, buffering the route by a corridor 20 miles wide, and
estimating the extent of ecologically sensitive areas falling
within this corridor.

The three proposed rail access routes with entry points from
Jean_ Caliente, and Carlin will traverse through ecologically
sensitive areas.

Areas considered to be potentially ecologically sensitive
include: wildlife refuges, habitats of endangered species such as
desert tortoise, bald eagle and peregrine falcon, national
forests, reservoirs and water reserves, wild horses, bighorn
s_ieep, mule deer and elk sanctuaries.

The proposed rail spur 3 will traverse habitats for
endangered species, specifically desert tortoLse, and a wildlife
refuge for big horn sheep, mule deer, peregrine falcon and
chipmunks. These are located in the Red Rock Canyon Recreation
Lands and Bird Spring Mountain or Segment 3.4 which is about 41
miles in Length.

The total extent of the ESAs within a 20 mile-wide corridor
around the Jean rail spur includes about 32 s_lare miles of
national forests/wildlife refuges, about 1564 square miles of,
Desert Tortoise habitat, and a total for a combination of
selected ESAs of about 1842 square miles. The rail access route
through Jean from California has about 32 square miles of
national forests/wildlife refuges, 1902 square miles of Desert
Tortoise habitat, and an area of a combination of selected ESAs
of about 1938 square miles within a 20 mile--wide corridor around
the route. The rail access route from Utah has about 148 square
miles of national forests/wildlife refuges, 3689 square miles of
Desert Tortoise habitat, and a total of 4807 square miles of a
combination of selected ESAs within a 20 mile-wide corridor
around the route. The extent of the national forests/wildlife

refuges, Desert Tortoise habitats, and a combination of selected
ESAs within the 20 mile corridor of the Jean spur are shown in

Figures 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 respectively. Similar illustrations for
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the access route from California and the access route from Utah i
are presented in Figures 5-6 to 5-8 and 5-9 to 5-11 respectively.

J

5.1.3.4 Lamd Use

Land use is the term used to refer to the manner in which a
parcel of land is utilized. For this study, land use is broken
down into the following categories: government/vacant,
residential, commercial, industrial, lands with minor
improvements, non-profit community facilities, transportation/
communications/ utilities, and unspecified urb_no This is
primarily the same as the classification used by the Clark County
assessor's office. However, areas outside of Clark County are
classified either as government/vacant or unspecified urban
because of a lack of more detailed information. In such areas,
all lands within urban areas are classified as unspecified urban.
All other lands are classified as government/vacant. Definitions _=
of the land use categories used in this study were provided in =
Chapter I, Section 1.5.2.

Land uses within a 2 mile-wide corridor around the Jean spur
and the access route from California were identified. Details of =

the land use along the Utah access route are not included in this
study° The following were the approximate extent of the various
land uses within the 2 mile-wide corridor along the Jean spur and
the California access route:

Land Use Area (s_5/a_rg_miles)
Cat e_[o_r_y

Access Route
Cal if. Utah

residential 0 N/A N/A
commercial 0.5 N/A N/A
industrial 0.1 N/A N/A
non-profit community facilities 0.3 N/A N/A
transport/communications/utilities 0 N/A N/A
minor improvements 0 N/A N/A
government/vacant land 241.1 266°9 N/A
unspecified urban 0 0 N/A I_

5.1.3.5 Property Values _

Property value is the term used to represent the net worth,
in dollars, of a parcel of land. It includes both the value of
the actual real estate and the value of any existing
improvements, usually buildings, that are found on the parcel of
land. The property values within specified corridors along the _
rail and highway routes can be used to estimate the potential
economic impact of a nuclear accident. _b

The total property value of lands lying within a 2 mile-wide
corridor around the rail spur from Jean was estimated to be about
$78 million. The property values for the rail access route !I
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california was estimated to be $112 million. Similar property
values for the rail access route from Utah were not estimated.
The procedure adopted to collect and reduce information on
property values for the Jean Spur follows below. Similar
procedures were used for the Union Pacific mainline connector
links.

For segment 3.4, a 2 mile-wide corridor was identified on a
Clark County map. The "ranges" and "townships" (convention used
to define a geographic grid) lying within corridors along routes
were identified and the total property value, PV, was determined
for the entire area, A, within the range and township. The

preportion of this area, a, within the 2 mile-wide corridor
around the rail spur was identified. The net property value of
the lands within the corridor, pv, was assumed to be proportional
to the extent of the area within the corridor in the range and

township. The following equation summarizes the calculation of
property values within the 2 mile-wide corridor.

pv = (a/A) * PV

Property values along segments 3.1 through 3.3 were
calculated using a value of $183,499 per square mile unless any
urban areas lay within the 2 mile-wide corridor. This value is
an average value for government/vacant lands in Clark County. It
was used as an estimate for all lands outside of Clark County
that do not lie within the boundaries of a city. It was used to

approximate the property values of other parcels of
government/vacant land throughout the state because of the
difficulty of obtaining actual values for parcels outside of
Clark County, The accuracy of applying this value to areas along
the route is unknown because there are no data available for

comparison.

The property values for segment 3.4 of proposed rail spur 3
are based on averages for the range and townships that fall
within the 2 mile-wide corridor around the route. The total

property value of all the parcels within each range and township
was divided by the total area within the renge and township to
estimate the average property value per square mile. This was
then used to estimate the total property value of lands within
the 2 mile-wide corridor.

One major problem with accuracy of data is that the total
property value figures are based on assessed value of individual
land parcels and their improvements for tax assessment purposes.
The discrepancy, if any, between the tax assessor's value and the
fair market value is unknown. In reality, the fair market value

may be greater than the assessor's value. This would then
increase the value of property along the routes.

The greatest limitation was the difficulty in collecting
data for an adequate number of land parcels points to accurately
reflect the actual property value of all the lands along the
routes. A more detailed and comprehensive data collection effort
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would be required to attain significant improvements in the
accuracy of the current estimates.

Another limitation was the difficulty of obtaining
information on property values for land parcels in areas outside
of Clark County. Obtaining accurate data for cities and areas in
other counties of Nevada would require trips to the tax assessor
offices in the respective counties and physically collecting the
necessary information. For small cities, such as Lage's
Junction, Currant, Warm Springs, etc.; accurate information on
property values was unavailable.

5.1.3.6 Diffioult/Dangezous to _aouate Locations

Establishments and areas with occupants who would be
difficult to safely evacuate in the event of a nuclear waste
transport accident are referred to in this study as "difficult to
evacuate locations." This category would include schools,
hospitals, and rest homes.

"Dangerous to evacuate locations" are places that would be
difflcult to evacuate or unsafe to leave unattended in the event

of an emergency. Prisons or detention homes are obvious examples _
of dangerous to evacuate places. Banks, commercial or industrial

, establishments with costly inventories would be dangerous places
to leave unattended.

6

Data were collected for hospitals, prisons, detention camps,
and public and private schools for the entire state of Nevada. [
The data elements included location, type of facility, and
occupancy count. Facilities located within specified corridors
aro,_nd the rail route through Jean were identified and data on
their occupancy were obtained. Such information was obtained for
0.5 mile-wide, 1 mile-wide, 2 mile-wide, 6 mile-wide, i0 mile-
wide and 20 mile-wide corridors along the rail spur and access
route. These are summarized in Table 5-3.

z
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Table 5-3

Jean hooese Routez
SumRar7 of Difflault to Evacuate Locations

rridor # School # Hospital Prison

Width (miles) Students Beds PopulationSpur/Route I ....... I i, I ,,i,,i ,i,,|_ i '
....._.......

0.5 0 0 0
,.,, ,L,., ,

,,

1 0 0 0

_._____ , ,, ,, ., ,

Jean Spur 2 0 0 631
, , ... ........

6 0 0 631

i0 0 0 631
I,

20 81 0 631 IL

.... li iiIii

0.5 0 0 0
.... , ,.._ ,.

1 0 0 0

California --

Access 2 0 0 631
Route ....

6 0 0 631

i0 0 0 631
__,

20 81 0 631

i iii iii _r ii'"''

0.5 i001 0 0

1 2192 12 0
,, _. , . ,, ,

Utah Access 2 9622 921 631
Route .....

6 44313 1791 631

........ Ii

.......

i0 74343 2106 631

20 88736 2140 631

There was no difference in any of the characteristics of the I_

difficult/dangerous to evacuate locations (within a 20 mile-wide

corridor) between the rail spur and the rail access route from !i
California for the aforementioned corridors. The access route ii

from Utah exhibits much higher levels. The number of hospital
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beds within a 20 mile-wide corridor for the entire rail access
route from California were zero, while the number of school
students was 81. There were significant numbers of school
students (I001) within a 0.5 mile-wide corridor for the Utah
access route (88,736 for a 20 mile-wide corridor). Similarly,
there were significant numbers of hospital beds within the
various corridors for this route. The prison population affected
by this route is identJcal for all the three routes/spur
discussed above. The reason for the significantly higher numbers
for the Utah access route is that it traverses through the
heavily populated Las Vegas metropJlitan area. .L

The occupancy count of each type of facility could be used %
to represent the number of people, at each facility, who may he
affected along the route. _

The list of schools did not identify twelve month or nine =
month schools. In the case of the Clark County School District,
there is sevore overcrowding and several schools have instituted
deuble sessions and twelve month classes. Therefore, the school
enrollment figures may not provide accurate information on the !I
number of students present in the schools at any one time. Such
information would be necessary to determine the temporal _
distribution of the school population.

5.1.3.7 Meteorologloal Conditions

Meteorological conditions affect the dispersion of any
nuclear release into the environment Factors such as rain,
snow, and wind may dampen or spread a dispersion plume. Rain

would dampen the cloud but at the same time permeate the _
radioactivity into the soil. Snow may blanket the ground
temporarily, but it may also endanger a collecting water shed. _
Wind, depending upon speed and direction, could disperse
radioactivity over a large area.

Rainfall and snowfall data relevant to the rail spur were
collected. Wind data were not collected for this study. The
following summarizes the annual snowfall and rainfall for rail
spur 3 from Jean.

]

Ra in fa iI Snowfa ii
u

12 miles < 4 inches 97 miles 0 to 2 inches
109 miles 4 to 8 inches 24 miles 2 to I0 inches _I

[J

Source: _3_iEg__ment_l F_ctors _f_L_ting Nevada Highw_9_hSs__
(University of___evada__ _!

Flash floods, mud slides, and rock slides may endanger a _
rail line. Since the exact alignment of the rail spur has not
been specified to date, it is not possible to obtain information _
on specific areas likely to experience rock slides or flash
flooding. _
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5.1.3.8 Znfrastruotuze

Data related to railroad infrastructure are varied. They
include information on the substructure (soil), the rail t_ack
structure (ballast, ties, fasteners, rail), super structure or

supporting structures (culverts, bridges, tunnels), and the
geometry of the track, the costs related to the infrastructure
are also relevant data. These are costs associated with the
construction and operation of a railroad link (mainline or spur) II
and include those related to the design, construction, upgrade
and maintenance of the railroad infrastructure.

The route specific data related to railroad infrastructure

for the proposed spurs included in this report are obtained from
the Preliminqry Rail Access Study by the US DOE (Jenuary, 1990).
These are limited to estimates of the approximate alignment

options, length, construction costs, operation and maintenance
costs, and conflicts with land use plans. No additional route
specific data were collected in this study on the rail
infrastructure. However, additional information on national

design criteria were collected and an extensive bibliography on
issues related to design, construction, operation, and safety in
rail transportation was developed. Infrastructure data related
to the existing mainline track were obtained from the Union
Pacific Railroad W_9__LternDistr_ct ¢¢ndensed_Profile.

Ii

Route specific data have many applications. One of the il
primary uses of route specific data would be in the development
of an inventory of the facilities. This inventory could then be
used in the estimation of costs and analysis of safety of

operations on the route. It would also provide critical
information for conducting Probabilistic Risk Assessment for the
route.

Data on design standards and specifications would provide
the basis for design and construction of the rail spur along the
corridor. They will also be helpful in identifying some of the
constraints or restrictions of the proposed corridor.

The existing data do not provide _ufficient detail to be
used for any engineering purposes or for a comprehensive
evaluation of the route. Precise information on the alignment of

the proposed spur is unavailable. This information is critical
for development of the engineering design and cost estimaces, as
well as for a comprehensive assessment of the route. Thus, a new
data collection effort is essential for the development of
accurate and detailed data.

The route specific information available for the existing UP
mainline track from California and Utah to serve as a connector

for the Jean spur are presented in detail in Appendix 5-B and
summarized below.
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 ine Connector o_ lifoz i

Length: 13 miles (approximately): Milepost 287.95 to
about Milepost 301.

Counties traversed: Clark

Major features: 17 bridges and culverts
3 sidings
average gradient = 0.20%
% length with grade greater than 1% = 46.30 _

Rail: A mix of two types of rail is found for this segment of the __
UP connector - 133 lb/yard 133 1b/yard CWR (Continuously
Welded Rail)

r
7'

_p Mai_11@_EE_r from Utah _.-

Length: 199 miles (approximately): Milepost 301.30 to _
Milepost 500.53.

.

Counties traversed: Clark, Lincoln Im

Major features: 289 bridges and culverts
38 sidings n
average gradient = 0.27%
% length with grade greater than 1% = 29.58 _

Rail: A mix of two types of rail is found for this segment of the
UP connector - 133 lb/yard, 133 ib/yard CWR (Continuously
Welded Rail)

The route specific information available for the Jean Spur are
summarized below.

Proposed Rail SDtL_

Length: 121 miles (new construction) l

Counties traversed: Clark, Nye

Major features: 1 minor grade separated crossing
2 major grade separated crossings _i

1 bridge (40 mile wash) _
@ cost = $ 2 million

maximum gradient = 2.5% i
maximum cross slope = 13%

The terrain is rugged near the southern end of the proposed

alignment for the rail spur. A considerable amount of earth and
drainage work would be required, particularly near the Spring
Mountains. i
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Capital cost: $ 142 million (track work, grading, drainage)

Annual O&M cost: $ 0.74 million
(base = $ 5,140 per track mile

or $ 50.15 per gross ton mile)

Land Use Conflicts: none - minor contact with private land
- no significant conflicts with

current BLM land use plans

5.2 Rall Routes Spur 7 (Callente)

The Caliente spur was option 7 of the initial 10 options
considered by the DOE. It is the second of the three
alternatives addressed in this study.

5.2.1 Route 8po=Ifioation and Distan=e

As in the case of the Jean spur, the route specification for
the Caliente spur is divided into two parts: the existing
mainline connector and the proposed spur. While mainline
connections from California and Utah are in existence, this study
is limited to the examination of the one frola Utah.

_ainline connecto_ _rom utah

The mainline connector for the Caliente spur from southern
Utah would be the southern section of the Union Pacific railroad

(UP) mainline track in Nevada. This section extends from the
Utah-Nevada border to a point near Caliente. The total length of
this section of the UP mainline is approximately 40 miles

(milepost 500o53 at the state border to about milepost 459.95
near Caliente).

New Rail S/¢_q_

Rail spur 7 starts four miles to the east of Caliente in
" Lincoln County winds to the north of Caliente and then crosses US

93 about two miles to the north of Caliente. About 36.5 miles

west of Caliente, spur 7 splits with option 7E. The base spur of
7 heads north parallel to Highway 318. At a point 7 miles north
of Hiko, spur 7 makes a 180 degree turn, crossing Highway 318.
The spur then follows a southwestern course, rejoining option 7E,
3.5 miles past the intersection of Highways 93 and 375. It then
winds in a north-westerly direction along Highway 375 until the
point where 375 joins US Highway 6. It heads to the west with a
slightly south bearing to a point about 12 miles southeast of
Tonopah where it is joined by proposed rail spur 8. The joined
routes 7 and 8 pass about eight miles east of Tonopah in Nye

o County. The proposed rail spur 7 then heads south to about nine
miles north of Goldfield in Esmeralda County where options 7A and
7B split off spur 7. The main spur heads south, passes about 7
miles to the east of Goldfield and reunites with options 7A and
7B fourteen miles south of Goldfield. The reunited routes,

heading south, pass two miles west of Scotty's Junction, then
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crosses US 95 about eleven miles south-east of Scotty's Junction.
After crossing US 95, spur 7 runs roughly parallel to the north-
west of US 95, passing two-thirds of a mile east of Beatty. Nine
miles south-east of Beatty it breaks away from US 95 and heads
east to a point five miles to the north and slightly to the west
of Lathrop Wells (Amargosa Valley). It then follows a northerly
direction until joining with proposed rail spur 3, i_86 miles
from the Yucca Mountain Site. Both joint routes then head north-
west to the proposed nuclear waste storage facilities at Yucca
Mountain. Spur 7 passes through Lincoln, Nye, and Esmeralda
Counties. Proposed rail spur 7 is 406 miles long. _

option 7A splits off from main spur 7 nine mile north of
Goldfield. option 7A runs south-west about 5.2 miles, where it -

splits with option 7B. It then heads south, passing 0.8 miles
west of Goldfield and then reunites with option 7B and main spur
7 fourteen miles south of Goldfield. The total additional length
for this option is 34.52 miles long. Option 7A passes through

Nye and Esmeralda Counties. _i

option 7B splits from option 7A about 5.2 miles south east
of the beginning of option 7A. It takes a long, winding,
southerly course far to the west of Goldfield and then rejoins
the main spur fourteen miles south of Goldfield. option 7B is an
additional 66.771 track miles long and passes through Nye and
Esmeralda Counties.

option 7C begins at the UP mainline northeast of the main
part of Caliente at the junction with the now abandoned Up
Pioche-Prince branch line. The option heads west to join Spur "7
near US Highway 93. The additional length of option 7C is 1.116
miles and it is located only in Lincoln County.

option 7D takes off from the UP mainline about 0.8 mile
southwest of the center of Caliente. The option follows a
northwesterly course along US Highway 93 before joining base spur
7. Option 7D is 0.837 miles in additional length and is within
Lincoln County.

Option 7E leaves base spur 7 approximately 36.5 miles to the
west of Caliente and heads west following along US Highway 93

and Nevada Highway 375. It rejoins the base spur 3.5 miles past
the intersection of Highway 93 and Highway 375. The entire
additional length of 7.741 miles of Option 7E is located in
Lincoln County.

The Caliente rail spur was divided into a number of small

segments. The segment specifications for the various options of
alignments of this spur are:

Segment 7.1: Beginning of rail spur 7 at intersection of 7
and UP spur east of Caliente to junction with

options 7C and 7D.
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segment 7.2: Junction with options 7C and 7D heading west
to split with 7E.

Segment 7.3: Rail spur 7 from split with option 7E to
reunion with 7E.

Segment 7.4: Rail spur '7 from reunion with option 7E
heading west to 116 degree longitude line.

Segment 7.5: Rail spur 7 from 116 degree longitude line
heading north to 38 degree latitude line.

Segment 7.6: Rail spur 7 from 38 degree latitude line
heading west to junction with rail spur 8o

Segment 7.7: Junction with rail spur 8 heading south to 38
degree latitude line.

Segment 7.8: Rail spur 7 from the 38 degree latitude line
heading south to split with options 7A and
7B.

Segment 7.9: From beginning of split with options 7A and
7B heading south to reunion of 7, 7A, and 7Bo

Segment 7.10: From reunion with options 7A and 7B heading
south to 37 degree latitude line.

Segment 7.11: Rail spur 7 from 37 degree latitude line
heading south to union with rail spur 3.

Segment 7.12: Union of sections 3 and 7 from their junction
heading north to Yucca Mountain site.

option 7A:

Segment 7A.I: Option 7A from split with rail spur heaQing
west to split into options 7A and 7B.

Segment 7A.2: option 7A from split with 7B to reunion of
options 7, 7A, and 7B.

Option 7B:

Segment 7B.I: Option 7B from split into 7A and 7B to
reunion options 7, 7A, and 7B.

Option 7C:

Segment 7Coi: Option 7C from its beginning near Caliente to
the intersection of options 7 and 7C.
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option 7DS

Segment 7D.I: option 7D from its beginning near Caliente to
the intersection of options 7 and 7D.

Option 7Ez

Segment 7E.1 option 7E from the split of rail spur 7 into
options 7 and 7E to the reunion of options 7 _
and 7E. _

The total distance for Spur 7 (Caliente) is 406 miles. The
additional lengths of the other options are as follows: option 7A _.
is 34.52 miles long, option 7B is 66.77 miles long, option 7C is

1.11 miles long, option 7D is 0o84 miles long, and option 7E is _
7.74 miles in length.

Th_ lengths of the individual segments on rail route 7 and
its options are: -_

option 7 : _i

Segment 7.1 8.36 miles l_
Segment 7.2 33,71 "
Segment 7.3 19.21 " _.-_
Segment 7.4 47.80 "
Segment 7.5 9.58 "
Segment 7.6 58.99 "
Segment 7.7 5.26 " _
Segment 7.8 5.82 "
Segment 7o9 30.85 "
Segment '7.10 38.00 "
Segment 7. ii 35.80 " i!-
Segment 7o12 1.85 "

Option TA:

Segment 7A.I 5.19 miles
Segment 7A.2 29.32 " __

Option 7B: _
-%

Segment 7B.I 5.19 mi]es __.l'
Segment 7B.2 61.57 " _7

7
Option 7C: _

Segment 7C.I i.ii miles -_

Option 7D: -_

Segment 7D.I 0.83 miles _

E
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| option 7Zs

| Segment 7E.1 7.74 miles

| The UP connector to the Caliente spur is the UP mainline
from the Utah-Nevada border (Uvada) to Caliente. Its total

| length is about 40 miles.

i 5.2.2 Probability Measures

4 The probability measures used to characterize the Caliente
rail access route are similar to those discussed for the Jean

I access route in Section 5.1.2. The measures include, for the
entire route and each link, length of the access spur/route,

I anticipated accident rates, and hazardous shipments and
inventories. Data on the lengths of the access route were

presented in Section 5.2.1.

5.2.2.1 Anticipated Accident Rates

The rail spur from Caliente to Yucca Mountain does not exist
currently and needs to be constructed. Consequently, there are
no historical data available for the number of accidents, traffic
volumes, and accident rates on the Caliente rail spur. Thus,
proxy measures will have to be used to determine the anticipated
accident rates and related safety indicators for this route.

: The proxy measures for anticipated accident rates, discussed
in section 5.1.2.1 for the Jean rail spur, would be applicable to
the Caliente spur also.

5,2.2.2 Hazardous Shipments/Inventories

Data on the number and quantity of shipments of hazardous
materials (hazmat) crossing the rail access routes were obtainedJ

from the Nevada Commodity Repo_ (NDOT, 1988) as in the case of
the Jean access routes. These were the same for the Caliente

spur and the entire rail access route from Utah. The information
is summarized below.

Number of Hazmat Trucks and Tons of

Hazmat Crossing Caliente Route

Description Spur Access Route
. from Utah

# Hazmat Trucks/day 61 61

Tons of Hazmat/day 1,800 1,800

These shipments are fewer in number and smaller" in quantity
than the shipments crossing the Jean spur/access route.
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The tabulation of hazardous shipments/inv6ntories related to _i
the Caliente rail spur were obtained using the procedure
discussed in section 5.1.2.3 for the Jean spur. The discussions r_i

presented regarding data limitations for the Jean spur are _
applicable to the Caliente spur also. No high pressure natural
gas pipelines were found within the specified corridors of the
Caliente rail access route or crossing the routes. _'

5.2.3 Consequenoe Measures

This section provides information on consequence measures _.J
used in characterizing the Caliente rail spur and access route.
The measures included are the same as those used for the Jean _i_

spur. These measures include resident population, non-resident
population, ecologically sensitive areas, land use, property I .
value, difficult/dangerousto evacuate areas, meteorological
conditions, and infrastructure characteristics. [_

5.2.3.1 Resident Population _

The proposed rail spur 7 and its options traverses mainly YI_
desert valleys and mountain ranges where population is
concentrated primarily at two areas - Caliente and Tonopah. Two _
additional areas contribute to population within various
corridors of the route - Goldfield and Beatty. _,_i

As in the Jean case, data on resident population within a
specified distances from the transport link were collected for
the Caliente spur and access route. 0.5 mile-wide, 2 mile-wide, --_

and 20 mile-wide corridors around the rail transport segments _
were identified and the resident population within each of these _

corridors were determined. It was determined that the population .-=.i
within these corridors were 315, 1160, and 1160 respectively for _

the total length of the proposed Caliente rail spur. The _resident population estimates for the same corridors for the
entire Caliente access route (rail spur plus Union Pacific
connector from Utah) were also 315, 1160, and 1160 respectively.
An illustration of the GIS methodology used to estimate
population within a 0.5 mile-wide corridor in the vicinity of

Caliente is shown in Figure 5-12. _IZ_

5.2.3.2 Non-Resldent Population _

The non-resident population within specified corridors, up -_
to a 20 mile-wide corridor, around the Caliente spur and access
route is small compared to the non-resident population in the Las _
Vegas Valley. No data on non-resident population were readily

available. However, non-resident populations along this spur may
be significant relative to resident population levels in these

areas. _

5.2.3.3 Ecologically Sensltlvo Areas _

The northern portion of this proposed Caliente rail spur L_

would pass through areas of Toiyabe National Forest, Toquima -_
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National Forest and Monitor Range. As in rail Spur 3 (Jean),
this route was bufferred using a 20 mile-wide corridor around the
rail link and the area of the ecologically sensitive areas
falling within this corridor was calculated.

The total extent of ESAs within the 20 mile-wide corridor
around the caliente spur includes about 147 square miles of
national forests/wildlife refuges, about 1246 square miles of
desert tortoise habitats, and an area of a combination of
selected ESAs of about 3792 square miles. Theses areas for the
entire rail access route are 265 square miles0 1248 square miles,
and 3958 square miles, respectively. Thus, the spur alone
accounts for nearly all the identified ESA areas potentially

impacted by the Caliente route (including the mainline
connector).

The extent of the national forests/wildlife refuges, Desert
Tortoise habitats, and all selected ESAs within the 20 mile
corridor of the Caliente spur are shown in Figures 5-13, 5-14 and
5-15 respectively. Similar illustrations for the access route
from Utah are presented in Figures 5-16, 5-17 and 5-18
respectively.

5.2.3.4 Land Use

The approach used to identify land use within a 2 mile-wide
corridor along the proposed rail spur from Caliente is the same
as that adopted for the Jean spur° Similarly, the limitations of
this data are the same as discussed for the Jean spur.

The areas along segments 7.1 through 7.12, segment 7Aol,
segment 7B.I, and segment 7E.I were assumed to be vacant or
government lands and were listed under that category. Part of
the area of 7C.I and 7D.I included land within the boundaries of

Caliente. This land was listed as unspecified urban land. The
area that fell within Caliente was divided by the total area of
the corridor along the segment and then was multiplied by i00 to
give the percentage of unspecified urban land. This number was
subtracted from i00 to give the percentage of government/vacant
land.

Some of the corridor along segment 7A.2 was within the
boundaries of Goldfield. This was also accounted for in a manner

similar to cities along highway Routes A and B.

The land uses within a 2 mile-wide corridor around the

Caliente spur and the access route were identified. The
following were the approximate extent of the various land uses
within the 2 mile-wide corridor along the Caliente spur and the
access route:
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Area _suuare _ !_

w--

government/vacant land 590.0 671.4 I"
unspecified urban 0 0 ._

Areas for all segments of rail spur 7 that do not fall

within a city's limit were assumed to be government/vacant lands, i_'

The government/vacant distinction appears to indicate vacant or
unused land. This may not be an accurate reflection of the
actual land use. i_

The unspecified urban land use category for areas along the _
corridor which fall within the boundaries of Goldfield or _!
Caliente is a broad classification which indicates that the land
in these areas lies within a city. But it does not accurately
reflect the actual use cf lands within the city. :=

5.2.3.5 Property Values

The methodology used to determine the total property value

within specified corridors along the Caliente spur and access _!
route was essentially similar to that discussed in Section :il..

5.1.3.5 for the Jean spur.

The total property value of the lands within a 2 mile-wide _i
corridor along the Caliente Spur was estimated to be about $17
million. The total property value for a similar corridor along _!
the entire Caliente access route was estimated to be $32 million. _I

5.2.3.6 Difficult/Dangerous to Bvaouate Locations _

The procedure used to obtain data on difficult/dangerous to
evacuate locations along the Caliente spur is the same as that
discussed in section 5.1.3.6 for the Jean rail spur. A summary
of this information for the Caliente route is presented in
Table 5-4.
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Table 5-4

Caliente Aooesl Route:

Summary of DIEEioult to Ewaouate Looations

, "iii I I I '_" " ,, TI, ,, , ,',;'*'
_,,.__._..____

Rail Corridor # School # Hospital Prison

Spur/Route Width (miles) Students Beds Population
,1111 i ,, 'ILIII :-_ ]r i ,_ _ --- _ ---

0.5 0 0 0
,,,

1 0 0 0
, , , ,,,,, , ,,....

Caliente 2 0 0 0
Spur ...........

6 102 12 0
• _-- i ,, ,, ,-

10 177 12 0
,,H,

20 248 12 0

ulr - I r I I

0.5 0 0 0
, , ,,,,,, , , ,,,,, .....

1 0 0 0
,,,

Caliente 2 0 0 0
Access

Route 6 1.02 12 0
-,,,_ i , ,, , ....

i0 177 12 0
,,_ , , J •,, , ,

20 248 12 0
, . , ,, , ,, L J,,, ,'

There was no difference in any of the characteristics of the
difficult/dangerous to evacuate locations (within a 20 mile-wide
corridor) between the rail spur and the rail access route for the
aforementioned corridors. There was no prison population within
the 20 mile-wide corridors. The number of school students and

hospital beds within the 20 mile-wide corridors for the entire
Caliente rail access route were 248 and 12 respectively.

5.2.3.7 Meteorological Conditions

The annual rainfall and snowfall for the Caliente rail spur
(alternative 7) are summarized as follows:
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Rainfall Snowfall

365 miles 4 to 8 inches 162 miles 2 to I0 inches _

41 miles 8 to 16_i1_,:=hes 244 miles i0 to 20 inches _

Source: EnvirQnmental__Affectina Nevada H_ghwAM_ _
{--University of Nevada. Reno. 1987_

S .2 •3.8 Zn£zaitzuotuze ....

The basic information on the characteristics of data _
included in this section (on the Caliente Spur) is the same as _
that discussed for the Jean Spur in Section 5.1.3.8. The route •

specific information available for the existing UP mainline track _
from Utah that will serve as a connector to the Caliente spur are
summarized below. Detailed information on this connector is 7-

presented in Appendix 5-C.
7

UP Mainlin@ Conn_cto_r__rom Utah 4

Length: 40 miles (approximately): Milepost 459.95 to l-
Milepost 500.53. _

Counties traversed: Lincoln _

Major features: 66 bridges and culverts _
8 tunnels
I0 sidings
maximum gradient = 2.06%
average gradient = 0.59%
% length with grade greater than 1% = 41.0

Rail: A mix of three types of rail is found for this segment of
the UP connector - 133 Ib/yard, 133 Ib/yard CWR

(Continuously Welded Rail), and HS (High Strength steel).
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Proposed Rail Spur

The route specific information available for the Caliente

Spur are summarized below.

Capital Cost Annual O&M Cost
Alternativfl Total Lenuth of Spur $ millions _ mi!_ions

7. 406 miles (new construction) 692 2.90
7A. 413 miles (new construction) 698 2.90
7B. 448 miles (new construction) 735 3.30
7C. 389 miles (new construction) 639 2.80
7D. 388 miles (new construction) 636 2.80
7E. 380 miles (new construction) 631 2.70
7CE. 367 miles (new construction) 579 2.60

Counties traversed: Lincoln, Nye, Esmeralda

Major features: Alt 7 - very rugged terrain

Alt 7A - old railroad grade is much steeper
than 2.5% (DOE's limit)

Alt 7B - easier to construct

Alt 7C, D, E - avoid rugged terrain

Land Use Conflicts: Alt 7, 7A and 7B avoid private lands
completely, but might affect archeological
sites and deer habitat. These also have no

conflict with current BLM land use plans.

Alt 7C, 7D, 7E have to cross about 2 miles
of private land

5.3 Rail Route: Spur 8 (Carlin)

The Carlin spur was option 8 of the initial 10 options
considered by the DOE. It is the third among the three
alternatives addressed in this study.

5.3.1 Route Specification and Distance

As in the cases of the Jean and Caliente rail access routes,
the route specification for the Carlin access route could also be
divided into two parts: the existing mainline connector and the
proposed spur. While the mainline connections from both
California and Utah are in existence, this study included only
the later. Even for the evaluation of connector from Utah was
limited compared to the level of detail included for the
connectors for the Jean and Caliente options.
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Mainline Connector from Utah

The mainline connector for the Carlin spur from northern
Utah would be the northern section of the Union Pacific railroad

(UP) mainline track in Nevada. This section extends from the
Utah-Nevada border (near Wendover) to a point near Carlin. The

total length of this section of this UP mainline is approximately
141 miles (milepost 607 at the state border to about milepost 446
near Caliente).

_ewRailL_p%IE

Rail spur 8 begins about five miles to the southwest of
Carlin in Elko County. It leaves the paired trackage of the SP
and UP railroads at this point and heads roughly south as it runs
to th_ west of Nevada Highway 278 to about 40 miles south of the
mainline railroads. It then runs into Monitor Valley and Ralston
Valley and joins rail spur 7 south of US Highway 6, about 12
miles east of Tonopah. The spur would pass through Elko, Nye,
Esmeralda, Eureka, and Lander counties. The proposed rail spur 8
is 365 miles long.

Option 8A splits from spur _ approximate].y II miles south of
Carlin, 6.3 miles from the beginning of spur 8. It heads south,
running parallel to the west of the base route. It rejoins the
base spur and ends about 9 miles from the split. Option 8A is
9.281 miles long and is entirely in Eureka County.

The Carlin spur was divided into a number of segments to
facilitate data collection. The specification of the segments
for the spur and its option are:

Segment 8.1: Beginning of rail spur 8 heading south to
split into options 8 and 8A.

Segment 8.2: Beginning of split with rail spur option 8A
to end of split with 8A.

Segment 8.3: End of split with rail spur option 8A heading
south to 40 latitude line.

Segment 8.4: Forty degree latitude line heading south to
39 degree latitude line.

Segment 8.5: Thirty-nine degree latitude line heading
south to the junction with rail spur 7 of the
proposed rail route.

Segment 8.6: Rail spur 7 from junction with spurs 7 and 8
heading south to 38 degree latitude passing
to the east of Tonopah.

Segment 8.7: Rail spur 7 from the 38 degree latitude
heading south to split with 7A and 7B.

Segment 8.8: Rail spur 7 from the beginning of split with
7A and 7B, heading south passing to the east
of Goldfield, to end of split.

Segment 8.9: Rail spur 7 from end of split with 7A and 7B
heading south to 37 degree latitude line.
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Segment 8.10: Rail spur from 37 dsgree latitude line
heading south, passing Beatty, to union with
rail spur 3.

Segment 8.11: Union of rail spurs 3 and 7 from their
Junction heading north to Yucca Mountain.

Option 8&z

Segment 8A.1: Beginning of split with rail spur 8 to end of
split.

The length of the proposed rail spur 8 (Carlin spur) is 365
track miles, option 8A would make it make it marginally shorter
(by 0.082 miles) when segment 8.2 would be replaced by segment
8A.1. The lengths of the individual segments on the Carlin spur
are:

Option S s

Segment 8.1 6.35 miles
Segment 8.2 9.36 "
Segment 8.3 40.63 "
Segment 8.4 79.37 "
Segment 8.5 79.33 "
Segment 8.6 6.31 "
Segment 8.7 6.98 "
Segment 8.8 36.99 "
Segment 8.9 45.56 "
S ecjlnent 8. i0 42.93 "
Segment 8.11 I. 88 "

Option 8Az

Segment 8A.1 9.28 miles

5.3.2 Probabillty Measures

The probability measures used to characterize the Carlin
rail access route are similar to those discussed earlier for the
Jean and Caliente access routes in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2. The

measures include, for the entire route and each link, length of
the access spur/route, anticipated accident rates, and hazardous
shipments and inventories. Data on the lengths of the access
spur were presented in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.2.2 Anticipated Accident Rates

The rail spur from Carl in to Yucca Mountain does not
currently exist. Thus, there are no historical data available
for the number of accidents, traffic volumes, and accident rates
on the Carlin rail spur. Therefore, proxy measures will have to
be used to determine the anticipated accident rates and related
safety indicators for this route.
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The proxy measures for anticipated accident rates, discussed
in section 5.1.2.2 for the Jean rail spur, would be applicable to
the Carlin spur also.

5.3.3.3 Hasardoue 9blpmeats/Zavontorios =_

The tabulation of hazardous shipments/inventories related to
the Carlin rail spur were obtained using a procedure identical to
that discussed in section 5.1o2.3 for the Jean spur. The
discussions presented regarding data limitations for the Jean

spur are applicable to the Carlin spur also. The Carlin spur had
67 trucks carrying about 1,897 tons of hazardous materials
crossing daily. The entire access route had about 332 trucks and
6271 tons of hazardous materials crossing it daily. No high

pressure natural gas pipelines were found within the specified
corridors of the Carlin rail spur, but the mainline connector has

' ehigh pressure gas plp lines within the 6, 10, and 20 mile-wide
corridors as in the following summary:

Length of High Pressure Batural Gas pipelines
vlthln Rall kuoess Route Corridors

Corridor Width Length of Pipeline (miles)

(miles) Spur Access Route
from Utah

0.5 0.0 0.0
1 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0
6 0.0 19.4
10 0.0 25.5
20 0.0 30.4

5.3.3 Consequence Measures

Data for each of the consequence measures used in
characterizing the Carlin rail corridor are presented in this
section. These measures are the same as those used for the Jean
and Caliente access routes and include resident population, non-
resident population, ecologically sensitive areas, land use,

property value, difficult/dangerous to evacuate areas,
meteorological conditions and infrastructure characteristics.

5.3.3.1 Resident Population

The only identified resident population data for the

proposed rail spur 8 from Carlin are 1980 data from the _
University of Reno_ Bureau of Business and Economic Research.
This included an annual projection from 1981 to 1989 and 5 year

projections from the year 1990 to 2010. The projections show a
progressive population increase in Elks and a fairly level
population (no growth) in Carlin. The accuracy of this estimate
has not been verified.

[
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As was done for the Jean and Callente access routes, data on

resident population within a specified distances from the
transport 1ink were collected for the Carlin spur and access
route. 0.5 mile-wide, 2 mile-wide, and 20 mile-wide corridors
around the rail transport segments were identified and the

residen_ population within each of these corridors were
determined. _t was determined that the population within these
corridors were O, 0, and 0 respectively for the total length of
the proposed Carlin rail spur. The resident population estimates
for the same corridors for the entire Carlin access route (rail

spur plus Union Pacific connector from Utah) were 13965, 20622,
and 25675 respectively.

5.3.3.2 Non-Resldent Population

The proposed Carlin rail spur will cut across national
forests which may be used as camping or hunting grounds. The
non-resident population in these areas would include campers,
hunters, and other outdoor enthusiasts. At present, no data on
the volume or frequency of campers and hunters in these areas are
available. The non-resident population within specified
corridors, up to a 20 mile-wide corridor, around the Carlin spur
and access route is small compared to the non-resident population
in the Las Vegas Valleyo However, non-resident populations along
this spur may be significant relative to resident population
levels in these areas.

5.3.3°3 Ecologically Benmitlve Areas

The approach used to identify ecologically sensitive areas
along the proposed rail access route through Caliente is similar
to that used for the proposed highway routes and the Jean rail
access route. As for the Jean route, the ESAs within a 20 mile-
wide corridor were determined.

The proposed rail Spur from Carlin affects habitats for
antelope and mule deer which are mainly in the Toiyabe National
Forest. The total extent of ESAs within the 20 mile-wide

corridor around the Carlin spur includes about 1365 square miles
of national forests/wildlife refuges, about 1085 square miles of
desert tortoise habitats, and 2943 square miles of all selected
ESAs. The respective extent for the entire rail access route are
].441 square miles, 1085 square miles, and 3256 square miles.

The extent of the national forests/wildlife refuges, Desert
Tortoise habitats, and all selected ESAs within the 20 mile
corridor of the Carlin spur are shown in Figures 5-19, 5-20 and
5-21 respectively. Similar illustrations for the access route
from Utah are presented in Figures 5-22 to 5-24 respectively.

5.3.3.4 Land Use

The approach used to identify land use within a 2 mile-wide
corridor along the proposed rail access route from Carlin is the



l
same as that described earlier in Section 5.1.3.4 for the Jean

spur. The limitations of this data are the similar as well.

All land within the 2 mile-wlde corridor along all segments

of the Carlin rail spur 8 and option 8A were assumed to be either

government/vacant or unspecified urban lands. This is because of
the unavailability of a detailed breakdown of the land use as was __
available for lands within Clark County. There were no urban
lands within this corridor. Thus all the land use was described

by the government/vacant category. This may appear to indicate
vacant or unused land which may not be an accurate reflection of
the actual land use.

The land uses within a 2 mile-wlde corridor around the

Carlin spur and the Carlin access route were identified. The __
following were the approximate extent of the various land uses
within the 2 mile-wide corridor along the Carlin spur and the
entire access corridor:

L____e Area {S_u!/are Miles )m
Cateqory

_P_qE Access Rout_

Government/vacant land 730.0 1019.0
Unspecified urban 0.0 14.5 F

5.3.3.5 Property Values
[

The methodology used to determine the total property value
within specified corridors along the Carlin spur and access route
was essentially similar to that discussed in Section 5.1..3.5 for
the Jean spur_

The total property value of the lands within a 2 mile-wide
corridor along the Carlin Spur was estimated to be about $130
million. The total property value for a similar corridor along
the entire Carlin access route was estimated to be $256 million. i

5.3.3.6 Difflcult/Dangerous to Evaouate Looatlo_s

The procedure used to obtain data on difficult/dangerous to
evacuate locations along the Carlin spur is the same as that
discussed in section 5.1.3.6 for the Jean rail spur. A summary
of this information for the Carlin route is presented in

Table 5-5.

a

m

I
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| Title 5-5

CarlLn &aoess 2outo:

| 8ua_&:t7 of Diffioult to lmvaouate Locations

i r I I lil'i --_ . ii ii Ii i Ii11 _ '' i ' _ "'J''''' "

i Rail Corridor # School # Hospital Prison
Spur/Route Width (miles) Students Beds Population

I II I I I. ii ii i m. i ,,.. ,_ ii =,. T ,, , ,

0,5 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
___ , ,,, , , , ,,,,, .........

Carlin 2 0 0 0
] Spur ............

I 6 o o o
___ :_ ,,,,., .... , , ,, , ,, ......

_] i0 0 0 0
,, , . ......

J 20 482 0 150
. i ,m_ 11111111Illl I I I II I . 'I'II I

I
' 0.5 864 0 0

,,, HH '' .... "--, '' '"" '

1 1464 0 0

Carlin 2 4792 50 0
Access .....

Route 6 4792 50 0
H. , ._ • ,, ,, _,,

i0 4792 50 0
; ,,., , ,,, . , _ -

= 20 4863 50 150

-j
There were some differences in the characteristics of the

I difficult/dangerous to evacuate locations (within a 20 mile-wide
corridor) between the rail spur and the rail access route for the

: aforementioned corridors. The population in prisons would be
affected only in the 20 mile-wide corridor of the access route.
The number of school students within a 0.5 mile-wide corridor of

the access route numbered 864, and there were 50 hospital beds
within a 2 mile-wide corridor for access route. The number of
students within a 20 mile-wide corridor of the entire access

route was 4863. Of these, 482 students were within a 20 mile-
wide corridor along the proposed spur.

5.3.3.7 Meteorologloal Conditions
z

: The annual rainfall and snowfall for the Carlin rail routez

are summarized as follows:
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Rainfall Snowfall

219 miles 4 to 8 inches 146 miles 2 to i0 inches
146 miles 8 to 16 inches 73 miles I0 to 20 inches

146 miles 20 to 40 inches

Source: EnviroDmental Factors Affectin_ Nevada ,_i_L__
{University of Nevada. _eno. _987).

5.3.3.8 In£rastruoture

The basic information on the characteristics of data
included in this section for the Carlin is the same as that

discussed for the Jean Spur in Section 5.1.3.8. The route
specific information available for the existing UP mainline track
from Utah that will serve as a connector to the Carlin spur are
summarized below. Detailed information on this connector is

presented in Appendix 5-D.

UP Mainline Connector from Utah

Length: 161 miles (approximately): Milepost 446 to
Milepost 607.

Counties traversed: Elko

Major features: 13 sidings

Rail: A mix of at least two types of rail is found for this
segment of the UP connector - 133 ib/yard, 133 ib/yard CWR
(Continuously Welded Rail).

Proposed Rail spur

The basic information on the characteristics of data

included in this section (on the Carlin Spur) is the same as that
discussed for the Jean Spur in Section 5.1.3.8.

The route specific infoz_ation available for the Carlin Spur
are summarized below.

Length: Alt 8:365 miles (new construction)
Alt 8A: 365 miles (new construction)

Counties traversed: Elko, Lander, Eureka, Esmeralda, Nye

Major features: generally rugged terrain
minimal private land holdings

Capital cost: Aft 8: $ 661 million
Alt 8A: $ 659 million

Annual O&M cost: Alt 8: $ 2.90 million
Aft 8A: $ 2.50 million
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Land Use Conflicts: - minor contact with private land at the
northern end of spur (about 5 miles in
length)
- minimal conflict with current BLM land use

plans

5.4 Summary Comparison of Jean, Callonte and Carlln Rall
Corridors

This section provides a comparison of the characteristics of
the Jean, Caliente and Carlin rail access routes. The summary is
provided in a tabular form. First, route-link characteristics
are presented. These characteristics are primarily
infrastructure related. Information on shipments of hazardous
materials crossing the routes and meteorological factors are also
included in this table. Next, separate tables are presented for
comparison data for several corridor widths (0.5, 1, 2, 6, 10,
and 20 miles) along the routes.
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T_bZe 5-6

8usuuzy Rail Link Characteristics
_lJ . i ........... , .......

::_ • J.._J............ -........

ROUTE ,SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
MAINLINE NAINLINE NAINL|NE k_XNLINE
FROMCA FRONUTAH

i jHj ,1±1,,........... ,, ,11_| lr ii i i '

TOT%LENgTH(._LES_.... 121 4_ _SS 133 605 4o5 526
NUMBEROF BRIDGESAND N/A N/A N/A 17 289 66 N/A

CULVERTS ......... .-

NUMBEROF TUNNELS N/A N/A N/A O* 7* 8* N/A,
, ,, , H, ......

NUMBEROF SIDINGS N/A N/A N/A 3* 38* 10" 14'
....

',,/EIGHTOF RAIL (LB/YARD) N/A N/A N/k 133 133 133.... 133

RAXIMUNRAINFALL(INCHES) 4-8 8-16 8-16 N/A N/A N/A N/A
........ DISTANCE(RILES) .... 109,, 61 146 ,,,

HAXIMt.IMSNOWFALL(INCHES) 2-10 10-20 20-40 M/A N/A N/A N/A
DISTANCE(MILES) 24 264 166_ _ , LL

HAZMATTRUCKS/DAY 131 61 67 131 273 61 332

.......(CROSSXNGROUTE).........
HAZRATTONS/DAY 2,291 1,800 1,897 2,291 2,306 1,800 6,271
(CROSSINGR_TE) .....

NUMBEROF GASPIPELINE 1 0 0 1 4 0 0
CROSSINGS ....

AVERAGEGRADE,_ N/A N/A N/A 0.20 0.27 0.59 N/A

PERCENTWII'HGRADE > 1.00% N/A N/A N/A 46.30 29.58 41.00 N/A
.... " , r il , ..... ....... '"' '" '

• - Note: The information presented is only for the mainline
connector and does not include the spur.

N/A - not applicable or data not collected/available
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TaJble 5-7

Summa_lr Rail Route Comparisons
0.5 Mile-vide Corridor

i n inln,mlnmn'n'"'"l n I I' n , u ulu '
,, i , ii ,iu li

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
NAINLIHE MAINLINE MAINLINE NAiNLINE
FROI CA FROMUTAH

..... , m. , ,, , ,,,,
' i'1 ii] i'111 1 i ................ iiii i

RESIDENT,P_,, ,L.,ATION 664 315 ......fe_ . 664 23_803 , ,315 13m965 -

H,ON,-,_ESIDENTPOPULATION f_, , f_ f,_, few 14,372 few ,, few

)tUMBEROF SCHOOL 0 0 0 0 1,001 0 854
STUDENTS ......

NU$1BEROF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HOSPITALBEDS, ,,,, , , ,, , ,

PRISON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
POPULATION .......... :

HILES OF GASPIPELINE 0.3 0.0 0.0 3,,2 28.6 0.0 0.0
(ALONGROUTE) ...... ,:,

u i i T I

Table 5-8

Summary Rail Route Comparisons
I Mile-wide Corridor

,, ,, , ,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, ,, i ,m i ,, ,

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
NAINLINE MAINLINE MAINL,INE MAINLINE
FRONCA FROMUTAH

rn I IIII I I ' II I I I I I I i .... lm............ ,limb I III I1'1 ' '

NON-RESIDEN,TPOPULATION 663 f,_ ..... few , 663 ,54r486 few fe_

NUMBEROF SCHOOL 0 0 0 0 2, 19;) 0 1,4_

,, STUOENTS .............

NUMBEROF 0 0 0 0 12 0 0
HOSPITALBEDS ....

PRISON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
POPULATI ON ..... , ,,,,

MILES OF GASPIPELINE 0.5 0.0 0.0 6.9 31.2 0.0 0.0
(ALONGROUTE) ,, ,.
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,.....

T_le 5--g

OIwwm_l P.ail Route Qonpa=4eons
2 M41e-vido Corridor

q.--'9-

i ii lqii iiJl I lli I I Ii I[I liIIll

ROUTE SPUR 3 SPUR 7 _ 8 _ 3 & SPUR 3 & SPUR 7 & SPUR 8 &
MAINLINE NAINLIME MAINLINE NAINLINE ;:,-
FRONCA FROMUTAH "'"

'rL .... 'ml"._"L_ --[J_......................... ' " I' IIIII. I I I '1 I'

______RESIDENTPOPULATION 796 11160 0 796, 97,589 1,160 20,622 ".i_'

NON-RESIDENTPOPU,LATION 1_326 fL_ fe_ 1,326 127,076 fe_ few :_:_

_.PRRC)PERTYVALUE (,S,MILLZ,ON) 78 17 130 !,!,2, N/A 32 256
.._

LAND USE AREA: RESIDENTIAL 0_0 N/A N/A 0.0 N/A N/A N/A ....
(SOUARENILES) ...... ........

LANDUSE AREA: 0.1 N/A N/A 0.1 N/A N/A H/A T_
I NDUSTRIAL(SOUAREMILES) ........................

LANDUSE AREA: Cm_ERCIAL 0.5 N/A H/A 0.8 N/A H/A N/A --

....... (SQUAREMILES) ,,,.,--

fl-
LANDUSE AREA: NON-PROFIT 0.3 N/A N/A 0.5 N/A N/A N/A

CO_4UN%TY FACILITIES
(SQUAREMILES) ....... __

LANDUSE AREA: TRANSPORT, 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0 N/A N/A N/A
COMMUNICATIONSOR U

UTILITIES

(SQUAREMILES) ......

LANDUSE AREA: MINOR 0.0 N/A N/A 0.0 N/A N/A N/A
IMPROVEMENTS(SQUARE _-

MILES) , , --

LANDUSE AREA: GOVERNMENT 241.1 590.0 730.0 266.9 N/A 671.4 1019.0 __
ORVACANT(SQUAREMILES) , ____

LANDUSE AREA: UNSPECIFIED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A O.O 14.5 __
URBAN(SOUAREMILES) .......,,, , ,..

NUHBEROF SCHOOL 0 0 0 0 9,622 0 4,792 _i..
STLDENTS _,.

NUMBER OF 0 0 0 0 921 0 50 _:____
HOSPITAL BEDS ...... ,,,,,, ,r.,

PRI SON 631 0 0 631 631 0 0
POPULATION ,.., , .,,,, , , _.

I-
MILES OF GASPIPELINE 0.5 0.0 0.0 22.7 37.2 0.0 0.0 -

(ALONGROUTE) ......
........ L, 'lll'l i i ' ' '' _ ' _[-'--_-

i

]Z

i

k
.....=

ZL

JL-
t=..-
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Table 5-10

8umaary Rail Route Comparisons
6 Mile-wide Corridor

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR3 & SPUR7' & SPUR8 &
14AINLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE
FROMCA FROMUTAH

.... ........ , m J[Jmm I I I JLL _ I I . - j ' li

NON-RES!DENTPOPULATION,, 1,326 few few ,, 2,559 ,, 154,163 few few,,,

NO..ERoFSCHOOL 0 IOZ 0 0 44,313 10Z 4,792
STUOENTS-- , _ , , - = , ,,, ,

NUMBEROF 0 12 0 0 1,791 1:) 50
HOSPITALBEDS

i ,el .. .-. ..,. ,i

PRISON 631 0 0 631 631 0 0
POPULATI ON, , , ,,

PILES OF GASPIPELINE 0.5 0.0 0.0 22.7 60.4 0 19.4
(ALONGROUTE)

' ' " i i : I , ! .......

Table 5-11

Summary Rail Route Comparisons
10 Mile-wide Corridor

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
HAINLINE NAINLINE HAINLINE MAINLINE
FROMCA FRONUTAH

i iiiii i i li i i iliill i i __ ii
1

NON-RESIDENTPOPULATION J 1,326 .... few few 2,559 155_211 few few

NUMBER OF SCHOOL 0 177 0 0 7'4,343 117 4,792
STUOENTS

,, _ . , ,......

NUMBEROF 0 12 0 0 2,106 12 50
HOSPITALBEDS

PRI SON 631 0 0 631 631 0 0
POPULATI ON, ,,

MILES OF GASPIPELINE 0.5 0.0 2.1 22.7 65.0 0.0 25.5
(ALONGROUTE)

,,,,,,,,
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T(ble 5-12

S_ary Rall Route ColpaEloons ._.._
20 Milo-vide Corridor

.......... i ii H , , . i J. _.._._

ROUTE SPLR 3 SPUR 7 SPUR 8 SPUR 3 & SPUR 3 & SPUR 7 & SPUR 8 &
MAINLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE ; .....
FROM CA FROM UT

I I Jill IIII i fill I ii J .E- --I' i I]] ii ii I i _ I .............. I......... I I I '1li

RES!DENTPOPULATION 1,232 1_160 few 1,232 .658,600 11160 25,675 _

NON-RES!DENTPOPULATION lj326 few fee 2,559 156,614 few. fe_ _,_

STUOENTS .......... _ r_
NUMBEROF 0 12 0 0 2,140 12 50

HOSPITAL BEDS ...... r- ii_

PRISON 6_1 0 1SO _1 _1 0 1SO _

POPULATI OH ...... V i__L _ ,i

MILES OF GASPIPELINE 0.5 0.0 7.0 22.7 71.4 0.0 30.6
F(ALONG ROUTE) ..... __

ESA: ALL SELECTED 1,842 3,792 3,180 1,918 6,807 3,958 3,256 _.
(SQUARE MILES) .. r __

ESA: NAT IONAL 32 147 1,365 31 148 265 1,441 _,.-_:-
FORESTS/WILDLI FE REFUGES

(SQUARE MILES)
,

_:,
ESA: DESERT I'OeTOISE 1,564 1,246 1,085 1,902 3,689 1,248 1,085 ---
HABITAT (SQUARE HILES)

[-

1:'

]: ,

]'

.L.

,d,.
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Identlfioatlon of Potentially Czitloal _ooations fez
Rall Aacidents

Potentially critical locations for rail accidents on the
three rail spurs and four access routes (spurs plus mainline
connectors): Jean (two connectors), Caliente and Carlin are
identified in this chapter. For each spur or route, the analysis
is based on the categories of potential population impacts, cost
and difficulty of accident cleanup, environmental impacts and
impact on accident severity. Measures included in the
"Population Impacts" category are numbers of residents and non-
residents along the routes. The "Cost and Difficulty of Accident
Cleanup" category encompasses property value, land use, difficult
to evacuate locations and traffic volume. "Impact on
Environment" includes the number and nature of ecologically
sensitive areas. The "Accident Severity" category is composed of
measures of meteorological conditions and infrastructure
characteristics. Finally, a comparison of the three proposed
rail spurs and access routes on potentially critical accident
locations, based upon measures for the four categories, is
presented. The locations are identified either using the segment
number (specified in Chapter 5) or by a description of the
location with respect to major geographic features.

6.1 Rall Route: Spur 3 (Jean)

6 I I Potential Population Inpaots !!• • 11

6.1.1.1 Rasident Population

The proposed Jean Spur and its California access route will
be closest to residents of Jean, Pahrump, Goodsprings, and Sandy
Valley. A continuing effort to obtain more accurate and complete
population data is being undertaken by the research group. These
data are considered essential in forecasting population during
the life-span of the project so that the severity of damage in
the event of accident can be estimated_ The access route from

Utah to the Jean spur would be proximate to a large number of
people in the Las Vegas Metropolitan ar_a and a smaller number
near Caliente.

6.1oi.2 Non-Resident Population

As discussed in Chapter 5, the most significant potential
impact on non-resident population would be in the Las Vegas
metropolitan area. Other areas with relatively high non-resident
population densities are near Jean and Stateline. This assumes
that impact would be greater for larger, absolute numbers of non-
residents. However, visitors to other areas along the route
represent an important element of the economy, relative to the
much smaller resident populations.



6_1.2 Cos. and Difficulty of &ooident Cleanup

6.1.2.1 Property Value

The highest property values within a 2 mile-wide corridor _"
would be expected to be in the Las Vegas metropolitan area along
the access route from Utah. However, property value data for __
this route were not collected because of time constraints. This

would probably be the a potentially critical area for an accident
to occur. For spur 3, Segment 3.4, which is close to Jean, has
the highest property value for Spur 3 and would be a potentially _-C
critical place for an accident to occur, in terms of property
value. [

6.1.2.2 Land Use r_i

There is no single critical accident location along the Jean _
Spur. The land use code for all segments is listed as 100%
government/vacant. Since the land use for the access routes [_.....
from California and Utah were not identified in this study, a
single critical accident location based on land use cannot be [_
identified for these access routes.

F
6.1.2.3 Difflcult/Dangerous to Evacuate Locations

[

Difficult to evacuate locations include schools, hospitals
and prisons/correctional institutions. Information on location _
and occupancy of these facilities is summarized for all the
routes included in this study in Appendix 6-A. The [_
identification of potentially critical locations, if any, for
rail accidents on the proposed routes with respect to these _
facilities follows.

School Enrollment
L

One school is located within a 20-mile corridor along Spur 3
and its mainline connector from California. The school !_

enrollments were significant in the Las Vegas area for the
mainline connector from Utah and this would be a potentially
critical area/stretch for an accident to occur. The information
on school enrollments within specified corridors for the spur and _
its mainline connectors is summarized in Appendix 6-A. The
enrollment figures includes both public and private schools from _i__
pre-kindergarten to the twelfth grade. Pre-schools, day care
centers, and post high-school education facilities, such as L__
colleges, were not included. This information could be used to
determine the potentially critical location, depending on the
width of the critical corridor. The width of the critical

corridor may in turn depend on a number of factors including the £_-_
characteristics of the materials being transported, environmental
conditions and so on. _

_ _
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lean spur/

One school (enrollment 81 students) is located in Sandy

Valley. lt is within the 20-mile corridor of this route. This
location is thus identified as the potentially critical location
for a rail accident to occur on the Jean spur.

Jea_.sp_r 3 with Mainline Connector from Californi_

One school (enrollment 81 students) is located in Sandy

Valley. It is within the 20-mile corridor of this route. This
location is thus identified as the potentially critical location
for a rail accident to occur on the Jean spur.

Jean Spu_ 3 withMainline Con_ector fro_ Utah:

A number of schools are located within a 20 mile-wide

corridor along the route. The school enrollment within a 0.5
mile-wide corridor is 1001 and that within a 20 mile wide
corridor is 88,736 (Appendix 6-A). The identification of the

potentially critical location for rail accidents depends on the
width of the critical corridor.

Prison and Correctional Institution Occupancy

Segment 3.4 has an occupancy of 578 within the 2 mile
corridor (Appendix 6-A) and is a potentially critical location
for an accident along proposed Spur 3 and both its access routes.

Hospital Occupancy

No hospitals are located within a 20 mile-wide corridor
along any segments of Spur 3 or its mainline connector from
California (Appendix 6-A). There were 2140 hospital beds within
a 20 mile-wide corridor for the mainline connector from Utah. A

vast majority of these hospital beds were in the Las Vegas area
and this would be a potentially critical area/stretch for a rail
accident to occur.

G.l.3 Environmental Xmpacts

6.1.3.1 Ecologically Sensitive Areas

A 20 mile-wide corridor along the Jean Spur largely covers
a habitat for the desert tortoise, an endangered species. It
also includes a wildlife area for big horn sheep, mule deer and
chipmunks. Transport links within these areas (figures presented
in Chapter 5) would be the potentially critical locations for
accidents to occur.



i

6.1.4 Impsct on laoidlnt 8ovezity

601.401 Meteozologiaml Conditions _

Wind conditions influence the identification of potentially
critical locations for rail accidents occur. Areas where wind
conditions are most severe need to be identified for this __

purpose. Because wind data were not collected due to time
constraints, this measure cannot be used in determining
potentially critical accident locations. Data for distribution
of wind speed and direction may be analyzed in future studies.
Similarly with respect to rainfall and snowfall, locations with
steep embankments and those with hilly terrain would be the
potentially critical locations if they were subject to potential
land/mud/snow slides. The level of detail of data required to _
analyze these may also be addresse_ in future studies.

r_

6.1.4.2 Infrastruature

Locations with high embankments, high bridges, sharp curves
and/or steep slopes would be areas where the occurrence of an
accident could have severe consequences due to infrastructure
characteristics. However, not all of this information is

currently available. Similarly, locations with tunnels could _
also be considered potentially critical locations. There were
numerous tunnels, bridges and fairly steep gradients for the ....
access route from Utah. Available information on these

characteristics were presented in Appendices to Chapter 5.

6.1.4.3 Hazardous Shipments/Inventories

Location of the inventories hazardous materials and their

shipment influences the determination of potentially critical _
locations for rail accidents to occur during the transportation
of high level radioactive waste. As stated earlier in this
study, this would include the frequency of shipments of hazardous
materials, and their quantities, across rail links or in the _
close proximity of the rail links. Also included would be the
transport of natural gas through pipelines. Such information for
all the routes included in this study are summarized in
Appendix 6-B. _-

Hazardous Material Pipelines _°

Segments 3.2 and 3.4 are the only segment within i0 miles

of a hazardous material (high pressure gas) pipeline, with 0.25
miles of the pipeline (i.e., lying within the 0.5 mile corridor)

for any of the proposed routes through Jean (Appendix 6-B).
There is one location on Segment 3.4 with a pipeline crossing.

Thus, these segments could be considered potentially critical U
locations for a rail accident to occur if high pressure gas

pipelines were the only consideration, u

_ II

i-j



, Hauardoum Naterials ahipmonts

For the Jean spur and the access route from California,

Segments 3.2 and 3.4 respectively have 14 and 117 daily truck
shipments of all classes of hazardous materials crossing them.
The quantities of hazardous materials shipped across these
segments are 365.8 tons and 1925.5 tons respectively. They are
potentially critical locations for a rail accident to occur.

In addition to the crossings on segments 3.2 and 3.4,

highways 1-15, US 95, and FAS 160 also cross the proposed rail
access route from Utah through Jean. Information on the

quantities of hazardous materials being shipped across on these
highway routes are presented in Appendix 6-B. The locations of
these crossings could be considered potentially critical
locations for accidents to occur,,

6.2 Rail Route: 8puz 7 (Caliente)

6.2.1 Potential Population Impacts

6.2.1.1 Resident Population

potentially critical locations in terms of density of
resident population along the Caliente Spur and its mainline
connector from Utah are Segment 7.1 (8.0 mi), Segment 7C.1 (1.0

mi) and Segment 7D.1 (0.8 mi) for Options 1, C and D,
respectively. These segments lie within the boundaries of the
City of Caliente.

6.2.1.2 Non-Resident Population

While little data for non-resident population were
available for the Caliente access route, the relative impact on
the local areas should not be neglected. However, because of the

limited scope of this study, emphasis was placed on the larger
numbers of non-resident population found in the Las Vegas Valley

and potentially critical locations for an accident were not
identified for this route.

6.2.2 Cost and Difficulty of Accident Cleanup

6,2.2.1 Property Values

It is not possible to identify a single potentially critical
place for an accident along Spur '7 and its mainline connector
from Utah. Data available indicate that the region around
Caliente might be a potentially critical location. This would be
along segments 7C.i and 7D.I. These segments have the highest
property values per route mile and would be the worst place, in
terms of property value, for an accident to occur.

6-5
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.s.s.s Land use

At least 85% of the area through Segments 7C.1 and 7D.1
traverse could be classified as urban land. This is the region
near Caliente. Urban land is likely to be affected more than _i

other types of lands. Therefore, Segments 7C.I and 7C.2 could be
considered more potentially critical accident locations in terms _
of land use along the caliente Spur or its mainline connector
from Utah. [

6.2.2.3 Difficult/D_gerous to lwaouate Locatlons

School Enrollment _!

The enrollment in schools within each corridor width along _

Spur 7 and its mainline access route from Utah are presented in
Appendix 6-A. It is interesting to note that all of the
enrollment is along a single link (segment 7.1). This is in the
vicinity of Caliente which could therefore be considered to be El
the potentially critical location for an accident to occur.

Prison and Correctional Institution Occupancy
_J

No prisons or correctional institutions are located within a
20 mile-wide corridor along Spur 7 or its mainline connector from _i

Utah (Appendix 6-A).

Hospital Beds _!

The total nu_er of beds in hospitals located within each
corridor width for Spur 7 and the mainline connector from Utah _
are presented in Appendix 6-A. All the hospital beds are
concentrated along a single link in the vicinity of Caliente
(segment 7.1) which could therefore be considered to be a
potentially critical location for an accident to occur.

6.2.3 Environmental Impacts

6.2.3.1 Ecologically Sensitive Areas

Figures showing the ecologically sensitive areas within a 20

mile corridor for the Caliente Spur and its access route from
Utah have been presented in Chapter 5.

National forests comprise a significant portion of the total •

area of ESAs within the 20 mile-wide corridor. The ecologically
sensitive areas within the 20 mile corridor are highly dispersed.

Therefore, it is difficult to identify one particular segment
along the Caliente Spur which could potentially be most severely •

affected in the event of a transportation accident.

The Caliente Spur would also cut across a wilderness area
where an antelope habitat is located. Another area is a habitat
for desert tortoises, bighorn sheep, mule deer and to a lesser
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extent, water fowl. Due to time constraints, data for these are
not included in the analysis.

6.2.4 Impact on Aaaident Severity

6.2.4.1 Mete,tel.glee1 Conditions

The discussions presented in section 6.1.4.1 for the Jean
spur and access routes apply for the Caliente Spur and access
route also.

6.2.4.2 Infraetruoture

The discussions presented in section 6.1.4.2 for the Jean

spur and access routes apply for the Caliente Spur and access
route also.

6.2.4.3 Hasardous Shipments/Invent.flee

, Hazardous Material PIpellne8

No segments of the Caliente Spur or its mainline connector
are close to (wi°'_in 10 miles of) any hazardous material
pipelines (Appen_±x 6-B).

Hazardous Materials Shipments

A summary of the category and quantities (tons) of hazardous
materials crossing the Caliente spur and its mainline connector
are presented in Appendix 6-B. This information could be used to
determine the potentially critical accident locations for these
routes depending oR the weights given to the category of the
hazardous material being shipped.

The Nevada Commodity Report, (NDOT, 1988) showed that while
the daily number of shipments of hazardous materials by trucks on
segment 7.1 was zero, a total of 274.2 tons of these materials
were transported by trucks on the same segment. This
inconsistency in the data is to be noted.

6.3 Rail Route_ Spur 8 (Carlln)

6.3.1 Potential Population Impauts

6.3.1.1 Resident Populatlon

Elk., Carlin and Tonopah are the three most heavily
populated areas along the Carlin Spur. Wendover and Wells are
also populated and lie along the mainline connector from Utah.
Tonopah appears to most proximate to the tentative alignment.
Elk., however, has the highest population. Tonopah falls within
Segment 8.6 and Elk., Segment 8.1. Each segment is approximately
6.0 miles long.
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_.3.1.2 _on-Resi4ent Population

A major portion of the Carlin Spur would cut across national
forests. Non-resident populations (hunters, campers) would be
concentrated in those areas.

While little data for non-resident population were available
for the Carlin access route, the relative impact on the local
areas should not be neglected. However, because of the limited
scope of this study, emphasis was placed on the larger numbers of
non-resident population found in the Las Vegas Valley and
potentially critical locations for an accident were not
identified for this route.

6.3.2 Cost and Difficulty of Accident Cleanup _

6.3.2.1 Property Values _

All segments of Spur 8 have the same property value per
route mile. There is, therefore, no single potentially cl;itical
place for an accident to occur is identified. All segments would _

be affected equally. _

6.3.2.2 Land Use
i

The Carlin Spur has no single critical accident location
since all segments have 100% government/vacant codes. It is _
assumed that in the event of an accident, any segment would be
equally affected.

6.3.2.3 Difficult/Dangerous to Evacuate Locations i_

School Enrollment L

The number of children attending schools within each i
corridor along Spur 8 and its mainline access route from Utah are
presented in Appendix 6-A. Segment 8.1 is the only segment on
Spur 8 that has any school enrollment and therefore is considered
a potentially critical location for a rail accident. In the case
of the access route from Utah, the enrollments within the each
corridor inside the city limits of Wells, Wendover and Carlin are
similar. These enrollments are significantly higher than those
for segment 8.1. Thus, Wells, Wendover and Carlin could all be _
considered potentially critical places along the access route
from Utah for rail accidents. _!

Prison and Correctional Institution Occupancy _

J_
Segment 8.1 is the only potentially critical location for an

accident along Spur 8 and its mainline access route from Utah in
terms of prisons as difficult to evacuate locations. A prison

with 150 inmates lies within the 20 mile corridor (Appendix 6-A).
This segment could be considered a potentially critical location

for an accident to occur on these routes, i

6-8
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Hospital Occupancy

There are no hospitals within a 20 mile-wide corridor along

Spur 8. The mainline connector from Utah has no hospital beds
within a 1 mile-wide corridor, 50 hospital beds within a 2 mile-

wide corridor (Appendix 6-A). This is within the city limits of
Elko which could then be considered the potentially critical
location for this route in terms of difficulty of evacuating

hospitals.

6.3.3 Environnental Impacts

6.3.3.1 Boologioally Sensitive Aream

Figures showing the ecologically sensitive areas within a 20
mile corridor for the Carlin Spur and its access route from Utah

have been presented in Chapter 5. Ecologically sensitive areas
(ESA) have been analyzed only for the main alignment of the
Carlin Spur. Its option (8A) has not been addressed as yet.

Two categories of ESAs fall within the 20 mile corridor.
These are national forests and ].akes. The Toiyabe National

Forest comprises nearly all of the total covered ESA's (1,205
square miles). Approximately 132 miles of the Carlin Spur pass
through this forest starting from the middle of Segment 8.4 to
Segment 8.7. This stretch appears to be potentially critical as
a large area of forest reserves would be affected in the event of
a radioactive material transportation-related accident.

6.3.4 Impact on Accident Severity

6.3.4.1 Meteorological Conditions

The discussions presented in section 6.1.4.1 for the Jean
spur and access routes apply for the Carlin Spur and access route
also.

6.3.4.2 Infrastructure

The discussions presented in section 6.1.4.2 for the Jean

spur and access routes apply for the Carlin Spur and access route
alsoo

6.3.4.3 Hazardous Shipments/Inventories

Hazardous Material Pipelines

No high pressure gas pipelines are located within the 0.5,
1, 2, and 6 mile corridors of the Carlin spur (Appendix 6-B). A
potentially critical location along the Carlin Spur for the 10
mile corridor is segment 8.1 which has 6.35 miles of high-

pressure natural gas pipeline lying within the corridor. A
potentially critical location for the 20 mile corridor is segment
8A.1, with 0.10 miles located within 10 miles of a gas pipeline.
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The access route from Utah has pipelines within a 6 mile-wide
corridor as shown in Appendix 6-B.

Hasardous Materials 8hlpmont8 _

A summary of the category and quantities (tons) of hazardous
materials crossing the Carlin spur and its mainline connector are _
presented in Appendix 6-B. Segments 8.5, 8.8, and 8.9 are the
three segments of the Carlin spur with the greatest total _ii
quantities of hazardous materials shipped across them. All the
segments of the mainline connector to the Carlin spur, except _
segment CRLN.4, have significant amounts of hazardous materials
crossing them. Segment CRLN.5 has over I00 tons, and segments _
CRLN.I, CRLN.2, and CRLN.3T have over i000 tons crossing them
daily. The determination of potentially critical locations for _i
accidents could be made using this information. It would depend
on the relative weights given to the individual categories of the [_i

materials. _.

6.4 Summary Comparison of Roll Aooo88 Routes 3, 7, and 8

This section provides comparisons between the three rail
spurs and the four alternative rail access routes (spurs plus _
mainline connectors) on potentially critical accident locations.
The comparisons are presented in a tabular form in the following _

pages. _

t:

L
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TaLblo 6-3.

Bu==az_/ of Potent£ally Critioal Rail &ooident Looations
Based on Rall Link Characteristics

, .... I Jl I"' ,,l&I',, ,,,,,, '_:_z_-_ - - L,_,, , ; ,,_ ,,

ROUTE SPUR3 SPtm 7 _ 8 SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
NAXNLINE HAINLI NE HAiNL INE
FRON
CALIFORNIA

,_ ,, --utH I ' I 111 I I I' IH' ,Ii' I I I I H tit ii ii I I ' '

PIPELINES intersection none none intersection none none
CROSSING of UP |ckmt|f|ed tdent|f|ed of UP tdent|f|ed identified
ROUTE mint Jne end m|nt the

_pur 3 (e,st Spur 3 (esst
of Jean) of Jean)L _ ' ' ' "

HAZHAT 117 trucks none 22 trucks 117 trucks none 58 trucks
TRUCKSPER cross on 1dentil|cd cross on cros_ on identified cross on
DAY 1-15, 0.5 US-6, 13 1-15, 0.5 1-80, in
CROSSING mitea from mi tea east mi te_ from Wetts
ROUTE junction of of Tonopah junction of

UP mainline UP mint|na
and Spur 3, and Spur 3,
near Jean near Jean

HAZHAT 1,926 tons none 486 teem 1,926 tons none 1,385 tons
TRUCK-TONS cross on identified cross on cross on identified cross on
PER DAY 1-15, 0.5 US-6, 13 1-15, 0.5 1-80, in
CROSSING mites from mites east miles from WeLLs
ROUTE junction of of Tonopah junction of

UP mainline UP mainline
and Spur 3, and Spur 3,
near Jean near Jean

t _t,. ;:,:, , . , ,J .
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Table 6-2

Sumuuarl of Potentially Critical ]Llil Accident Locations
Based on Characteristics of 0.5 Mile-wlde Corridor _

.... i ,,_.,., ! u Y' 11 , ","

ROUTE SPUR3 SPI._ 7' SPUR8 SPUR3 k SPUR7 & SPUR8 & _'_-._
MAINLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE

FROM _.CALl FORNJA
' III II i lilJ II 'ii n i i II|III iii ilill I i!ii . ii . [ • ....I_"

HOSPI TAL BEDS none no_ no_ none none none
identt lied |dentl fled |dent I f |IKI Identified |denti lied |dent| fied

, , ,. ,,. , , ,,,,, J

SCHOOL none none nor., none none 864st_lents ___
ENROLLMENT Identified identj fled identified Identified Identified nest junction

Of UP
mainline and
1lth street

in Elko _._
__ ,L '' I , , , , , ,,, ,,,,, ,,, , l , ,

PRISON r'w3ne none nolle r_ne none nor_

!.NMATES ....identified , Identlfied identified _-.!dent,!.f!ed i,dent!,fled identifi,e_,,, ___._

MILES OF 0.3 miLes none none 0.3 mites rK)r_ none
HIGH-PRESSURE of pipe identified identified of pipe identified identified _,-_
NATURALGAS from from
PIPELINE IN junction of junction of
CORRIDOR UP mainline UP mainttne _._i

and Spur 3 and Spur 3
to 0.5 to 0.5
mi tes from mi tea from I_;._
junction, junction,

near Jean near Jean _+_i-.,. , L "" 7- - ,.., ' i ' ' , " ,: .1_ ,. _ ,

Table 6-3

Summary of Potentially Critical Rall Accident Locations

Based on Characteristics of I Mile-wlde Corridor
_ • , i,., , i , , ,,iu , , _ . , , , ,.,,, , , ,., .....

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
MAINLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE

FROM ___i.CALIFORMIA
11 l i , i [i i ] T i 1 1 l i i

HOSPI TAL BEDS none none rw)ne none none none _.___
identified identified ident!.fied . ident.i f ied identified identified .r _

SCHOOL none none none none none 864 students
ENROLLMENT identified identified identified identified identified near junction

of UP
mainLine and
12th street

, , I........... in Etko _

PRISON none none none. none none none

!NMA,TES identified identified identified ..... identified identified identified ....

MILES OF 0.5 miLes none none 05 mites none none
HIGH-PRESSURE of pipe identified identified of pipe identified identified
NATURALGAS from from
PIPELINE IN junction of junction of
CORRIDOR UP mainline UP maintine

: and Spur 3 and Spur 3
to 0.5 to 0.5
mites from mires from _--
junction, junction,

near Jean near Jean _.r,',,,,,,' ,,,,,,,,, i J ....... ' '"'"

=
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Table 6-4

Stumary of Potentially Crltloal Roll &ooldont Locations
Based on Charaoterletlos of 2 Mile-wlde Corridor

...... i i _ , ,,, I i i !

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR7 & j SPUR8 &I_INLINE MAINLINE MAINLINE

iFROM
CALIFORNIA

, ,. i li ......... I till III II LI I I ' "

HOSPITALBEDS none none none none none 50 beds,
Identified tdemttfied identt fled identified identified junction of

UP mainLine
and 12th
street in
Etko

.... , ,, , '""

SCHOOL none none none none none 3,537
ENROLLMENT identified identified identified identified identified students near

junction of
UP mainline
and 12th
street in
ELko

.....

PRISON 631 inmates none none 631 inmates none none
IHHATES from identified identified from identified identified

junction of junction of
UP mainline UP mainline
and Spur 3 and Spur 3
to 0.5 to 0.5
mi Les from mi Les _est
junction, of
near Jean junction,

near Jean
ii,,

MILES OF 0.5 miles none none 0.5 miles none none
HIGH-PRESSURE of pipe identified identified of pipe identified identified
HATURALGAS from from
PIPELINE lH junction of junction of
CORRIDOR UP mainline UP mainLine

and Spur 3 and Spur 3
to 0,5 to 0.5
mi res from mi tes from
junction, junction,
near Jean near Jean

PROPERTY $33,031,440 none none $33,031,440 none 517,290,902
VALUE from identified identified from identified from junction

junction of junction of of UP
UP mainline UP mainline mainline and
and Spur 3 and Spur 3 12th Street

: to 0.5 to 0.5 in Etko to
mites from mites from 0.5 mites
junction, junction, south of

: near Jean near Jean junction
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T_ble 6-5 _-

8umt&z'3p of Potentis:Lly Crttto81 Rail Aooident Looatton=

Based on Charaoteristtos of 6 Xtle-vtde Corridor r_
-- " " :: .......... I II I Ill I I I , I I _ __ llllI I .... _"_

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR? SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 & I;F_
MAINLINE 14AINLINE MAINLINE "_'-_
FROH

CALIFORHIA ___..,...... I I , I'111111 li ii ,_ ..... iH_ lluH

HOSPITALSEDS r_rm 12 be<M, none rmne 12 ber.M, 50 beds, _._itd_lt t f ild from identified identified fr(_ junction of
junction of junction of UP mainline

LIPmintine UP nmtnLine and 12Lh _Iand Spur 7 _ Spur 7 street in
to 1 mile to 1 mite Etko
.est of -,st of _
jur_tioln, junction,
in Catiente in Cettonte

SCI_OOL none 102 none none 102 3,53 T
ENROLLNEHT identified students, identified identified students, students near

from from junctiono_ _
junction of junction of UP rrmintine
UP mainline UP nltnline sad 12Lh
_d Si=uP7' end Spur 7 street in _i=;,
to 1 mile to 1 mile Etko

.,st of _st of E_-,junction, junction,
in Catiente in Csiiente_,m.,m.,,.,m=mm,.mm.=, , ,, ,--, ,,,

" E:PRISON 631 irimtes none none 631 inmates none none
IMHATES from identified identified from identified _dentified

junctionof j_rctionof _
UP mint ine UP mint tntr
_d Spur 3 and Spur 3
to o5 to o s :L_
mi res from mi res .est

]tion, ofr'_ar Jean junction,
r_ar Jean

i ii i iiI i .... i i i i IImIF i

NILES OF 0.5 mites none none 0.5 mites none 16.4 mites of
HIGH-PRESSURE of p_pe identified identified of ptpe identified pipe along UP
NATURAL GAS from from mainline from _.
PIPELINE IN junction of junction of 4 mites SW of
CORRIDOR UP mainline UP _int|ne Etko to 20.4

_nd Spur 3 end Spur 3 mites SW of
to 0.5 to 0.5 Etko
mires from miles from
j_nct ion, j_ction, L
near Jean near Jesn ,J; , ...... _ Mill II_ LJU l I I II I _ 1 .......... I ............. : ........... I i I j I .... ' '

m
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Table G-6

Summer7 of Potmnt£ally Critical ]tail &ootdent Locations
Based on Charaotertsttoe of 10 Nile-wide Corridor

_ IJ]IL ' I[ IIIII I III .... ,III II _ I __. , , ........... I J ..... [. ' .....

ROUTE SPUR3 _ 7 SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 &
RAINLIME NIINLIME RAINLINE
FROM
CALlFORMIA.J .......

m I . II I II _I ,, ,f,,, .....

HOSPITALBEDS none 12 beds. none none 12 beds, 50 beds°
|dentt f ted troll td_tI fted Identified frm junction of

junction of Junction of UP mainline
UP mint Ine UP mint tne and 12th
w_d Spur 7 efd Spur 7 street in
to 1 mite to 1 mite Etko
west of west of
junct ion, junction,
In Cattente In Cat|ante

. _._ i J i i i ii, • •

SCHOOL none 177 none none 177 3,537
ENROLLMENT identified stud_ts, ident| fted tdent| f led students, students near

frm from juncti on of
junction of Jurction of uP mainline
LIP mtnLtne UP Ntniine and 12th
_d Spur 7 and Spur 7 street in
to 1 mite to 1 mile Etko
west of west of
junction, junct ton,
tn Catiante tn Catiente_

,,, ,,, L ,,, , ,,,,,,,, ,i , n ::

PRISON 631 Inmtee none none 631 |rlnBtes rmne none
INMATES from Identified Identified from Identified identified

junction of junction of
UP _tni tna UP mint lee
_d Spur 3 and Spur 3
to 0,5 to 0.5
mitea from miles west
junction, of
near ,Jean junct f on,

near Jean

MILES OF 0,5 miles none 2.1 mites 0.5 mites none 16.4 miles of
HIGH-PRESSURE of p_pe |de_tified of pipe of pipe identified pipe along UP
NATURAL GAS from fr_ from mainline from
PIPELINE IN junction of junction of junction of 4 miles SWof
CORRIDOR UP mainline UP _|nilne Lip mainline Elko to 20.4

and Spur 3 a¢¢I Spur 8 and Spur 3 mi t es SWof
to 0.5 to 2.1 to 0.5 Etko
miles from m|tes from miles from
junction, junction, jwttton,
near Jean near Carttn near Jean

I li li i J ii III -:: --

=
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T_ble 6-7

8uB_acy of Potentially Critical itail &ccident Locution=
Based on Charaoterlitic= of 30 Mile-vldo Corridor _-

ROUTE SPUR3 SPUR? SPUR8 SPUR3 & SPUR7 & SPUR8 & _.
MAINLINE IqA;NLINE MAINLINE

FRON ,_r._L1FOOH! A
.... i ..... ii +,................. --

.... J,,_,_,,,,,, .... ,,,, 1' II1'1 J li

HOSPITALBEDS none 12 beds, none none 12 beds, 50 beds, _
identified from identified identified from junction of

junction of junction of UP mainline
UP mm|nLine UP mainline end 12Lh _:
a_l Spur 7 im¢l Spur 2' street in
to 1 mite to 1 mi Le Elko
_t of westof ___
junction, junction,

in Catiente in Catiente _=-_, .... :+ .--, i .......... L +.

SCHOOL, n_e 248 none none 268 3,537

ENROLt.MEHT identified students, identified identified students, students nearfrom from junction of
junction of junction of UP f_inLine
UP linLtne UP mainline end 12Lh ,_
and Spur 7 and Spur 7 street in
to 1 mile to 1 mite Etko
west of west of _
junction, jurc,t ian,

......... !n Cat!ante .... in Catlente+++
PRISON 631 imtes none 150 imtes 631 ircBtes none 150 inmates,
INMATES from identified from from identified 5 miles along

junction of junction of jurmtion of UP mainline __..i
UP mainline UP mainline UP mainline, near CarLin

and Spur 3 and Spur 8 and Spur 3
to 0.5 to 0.5 to 0.5
mi Les from mi res south mi res west
junction, of juror ion of ___+,
near Jean junction,

near Jean

MILES OF 0.5 miles none 2.1 miles 0.5 mites none 16.4 miles of
HIGH-PRESSURE of pipe identified of pipe of pipe identified pipe along UP
NATURAL GAS from frc_m from n_einLine from _._
PIPELINE IN junction of junction of junction of 4 miles SWof
CORRIDOR UP minline UP mainline UP minLine ELko to 20.4

and Spur 3 and Spur 8 and Spur 3 mites SWof
to 0.5 to 2.1 to 0.5 Etko

mites from mites from mites from
junction, junction, junct ion,
near Jean near CarL in near Jean
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7 Extenelone

This work has allowed _C investigators to develop a

preliminary data base for future impact studies and GiS-based
data management and analytic techniques. Use of three to five
probability data categories and eight consequence data categories
to characterize highway routes and rail access corridors has

permitted preliminary analysis of such routes. This beginning
effort has provided a solid basis upon which to develop future
studies in this area. Comments on the preliminary draft report
from NWPO staff and other interested persons have proved valuable

in enhancing the present work and in providing direction for
related studies in the near and long terms.

lt has been stated previously that important probability
measures were not developed in this study. These include
measures such as dispersion, magnitude, areal coverage, speed,

and timing of release_ probability of exposure; probability of
exposure effects and, type and severity of accident. Further,
consequence measures such as institutional and social impacts due
to perception of risks/human factors were not investigated.

In addition, it was beyond the scope of this preliminary
study to consider six characterization measures thought to have a
potential influence on the results of the three types of
analysis. These include emergency response capability and safe
havens; measures of impact on tourism, business and migration;
human and organizational factors such as governmental/industry
control and shipment/vehicle/driver characteristics; legislation,
policies and regulation, and availability of alternative routes.

It is understood by the investigators that perceived risk of
nuclear waste transportation is important in the development of a
comprehensive risk assessment model and must be considered by
decision makers. TRC staff has begun background work in the

inclusion of perceived risk in its analytic models and studies in
this area are being conducted under the auspices of the State of
Nevada. This will be incorporated in future TRC risk modeling
efforts.

Several of the databases developed in this study need to be

updated or modified per suggestions of reviewers of the draft
report. Among these are the inclusion of the Ash Meadows and
adjacent wetlands and the new boundaries of the Toiyabe National
Forest in the Ecologically Sensitive Areas category.

Several improved methodologies for data collection,
. estimation, and presentation will be incorporated in the 1991

work. These are discussed briefly below.

Estimates of rural county population density may be improved

by distributing population over only private lands. For purposes
of this investigation, population outside of rural towns and
cities was distributed evenly along all improved county roads.
This resulted in a degree of error which would be unacceptable in
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a final characterization study which may be used in decision
making.

The "Difficult/Dangerous to Evacuate" category should be
expanded to include communities with only one transportation
access route. These include mining or farming populations that
can only be reached by one road (air evacuation may be required
in the event of an incident).

The effects of directionality on accident rates needs to be
considered. Direction of accident can be obtained from the NDOT
accident database. However, traffic volumes are not reported by
direction, and no directional accident rates were calculated in
this study. By assuming a directional distribution of traffic, a
reasonable estimate of directional accident rates can be obtained f
in future work.

f

Data for population in unincorporated towns in rural
counties needs to be improved. These data exist_ although they rJ
may not be "computerized" as they are in Clark and Washoe
counties. However, this is a manageable amount of data which i
could be obtained in future work.

Property value and land use estimation will be greatly L

improved and automated during 1991 fiscal year efforts. Two f
elements of this effort will be to implement computer address
matching capabilities (GIS based) and to obtain site specific
data for the rural counties (where tax assessor information is
not computerized). The information for these counties, while not K
automated, should be attainable due to the far smaller number of
parcels in these counties. The success of this effort will, r
however, depend on the cooperation and resource capabilities of
rural county agencies°

Non-resident population estimation for the _ral counties
can be improved by obtaining park and forest visitor volumes. i
While small in numbers relative to Las Vegas visitor populations,

these populations are important to rural economies and ways of
life. i

Much of the rail characterization presented in this report
is general due to the lack of specific alignments. Given the [

exact alignments, future work could include details on
construction and operating parameters such as grade, cut and
fill, maintenance costs, geometrics, infrastructure
characteristics and cost, etc. Precise alignments could also
alter the characterization of off-system impacts (affected L
populations, ecologically sensitive areas, etc.) Information on
current operating characteristics of existing mainline track
could also be supplemented in future studies. i

In addition to augmenting the body of work contained herein, !

TRC staff will proceed with work which will enhance the state's

capability to monitor DOE's transportation initiatives and carry
out independent risk and impact studies. For example,
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investigation and use of the RADTRAN risk assessment model will
allow the input of probability and severity measures into the

present analytic framework. Further, results of the study of
rail construction issues and _dditional rail access corridors

will strengthen the developing TRC data base.

To the extent possible, 1991 work for NWPO will include the

study of such institutional factors as emergency response
capabilities along specified routes, human and organlzational
factors which may affect governmental decision-making in route
selection and legislation and regulation.
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